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December ll, 1962
Mr. Charl 1 1>. Hutchinaon

Corkacrew Swamp Sanctuary
P.O. Box 806
lmmokalee, Florida
Dear Hutch:
Thia will acknowledge your two recent letters.
Frankly, I waa rather 1urpriaed that my expression of feeling•
regarding Sara Whidden cauaed you to ..k whether or not your position had the
security to warrant your investing in pereonal furnishings for the new Superintendent's
house. Hutch, l thOught that my consistent manifestation of confidence in you,
the very personal interest I showed during my laat visit in tal~ing with you at
such length regarding the Corkscrew personnel problema, all 1 did to help you; would
have cau1ed you to have confidence in me. In addition, following that viait, I
wrote you at considerable length giving you 1what l conaidered helpful advice with
regard to employe managell8nt• . I operate on the principle that it is the
executive's reaponatbility to give helpful advice as "'all aa criticism to an
employe in order to help, to guide, and to inftruct. The only thing 1 can say
about your security is that you bave faith, carry out instructions, and try to
under1tand 'l1t'J expreaaed views and, above all, the spirit in which they are given.
You l'llU8t realize and admit that your security dependa aa much on
overall performance and attitudes aa it doe1 on me. I can aaaure you o one
thing: I continue to be aa much interested in, and desirous of, your personal
succeaa aa 1 am about the effect of such success on the Sanctuary.

you~

And may t, in the friendliest spirit, give you this bit of advice.
emotio~lly.
You can do the same fine job in taking care
of the Sanctuary, its equipment, its public relationa,and you can do just aa much
hard work even more effectively if you are in a more relaxed frame of mind. I
have al~aya found that I can get more out of my staff i i 1 deal with them without
tensions.

J!2. relax, mentally and

Your second letter struck a happy chord because of ita far more
relaxed and happier tone. My immediate reactions to it are that 1 am delighted•
that: (1) one well will soon be drilled and equipped, (2) the wood storks are
returning, (3) Jim Saylor and Franklin Adama are working out well (4) the hunter
aituat.i on is easing, and that Bob Whidden ia doing a good job (5) the superintendent's
house ie almost completed, and (6) public power baa been inatalled with reeulting
quiet and leas maintenance work.
comparit~n

ln your ne:xt letter, will you please give me your ide.. as to the
of the coat of public power with the expense of generating it ourselves.

Aleo, let ma know whether you are going to have both wells done
now, or only one,

Mr. Charles D. Hutchineon
Page 2.

December 11, 1962

I underetand it ie not exactly eaey to get the right · d of
interpretive guldlil at a caah ealary of $225.00.
Let'• give it a bit more of a
try. I am willing to go to $250.00, realising that if you hire the next man at
that ealaTy you will have to up franklin AclAll9 to that price eince you are
only paying him $225.00. 1 heeitate to etart young man, and eepecially einale
man, which 1 hope you will get, above $250.00 for 1 would rather give a good
enduring pereon eomething to hope for in the way of an increaee if he doee a
good job and 8taye on.
Why not write Sandy and Charlie Brookfield enlieting their h~lp
in finding interpretive guides. lf l get any inquiriea about jobe, I will eend
them on to you.
Kind regards to you and Margaret.
Sincerely,

Carl w. Buchheieter
President
CWB:rt

NATIONAL

AUDUBON
Telephone: ENright 9-2100

Decemb r

5.

1962

r . Carl . Bucbhe i s ter
r es i ent
Na tiona l Audu n Soc i et y
1130 Fi f th Avenue
e\'1 York 28 ,
• Y.
Dear l

. Bu cbheis t er :

A st r ange bu t very wonder ul silence settle
th S nc tuary on
Monday a fternoon , the ' n r a tor. unit was sh t do
t e lectric power
Being accus t o e
o the nois a nd
s ppl y ar rived a t he Sanctuary .
clatt r of t he ,ener a tor unit it t oo- u s a little t ime to adjust to th
ur e joy of hea ri n the na ural sounds of the S c uary .
Th insta lla tion
has be en made so tha t i n th even t of po1er f ilur e th e ~ene r a tor unit
can be used .
I have not
t h i ell pro· ect I am most anxi ous to have
t hat c omple te d
m nti one to ou in a r v i o s lett r, the
11
dri lle ~a s ~v i n' e ~ui m n t trouble, he had pro mi s ed to b e here this
week to b e in rillin~ . h en h didn 1 t sho up I \'l ent a ft er hi again
and t odPy he has romised f<l i thfully to be h re on r onday nex t, movi n&:
so e of his eq1 i ment in on Fri day , his reason for the delay as th t
t he wr on cab le had been delivPr d t o him ·"or hi s repa irs .
All l as t onth we kept atching for som si gns of the oo Sto k
nes tin'
t no t one ho efu l ei '11 as given th en on Satur~ mor nin
excit ent sta rted t o m un t, all f a sudden it seemed tha t oo d torks
a p ared , fir s t count wa s twenty- nine i n the fi st L8ttu ce l ake , th en
anothPr t h irty flew into the nestinG a rea a t the n of the Boar d a lk
t hey co ntinuec to arrive , approxima tely s even t - fiv counted includin,
tho s e circline , i t looked very rom isin~ . ho~ ever as ye t there i s no
nes tine; a ctivity , each daJ we wa tch them circ l i ng th Sa nct
y hopin
t hat nes tin will be, in s oon .
The at er le 1 is no w o~n to 10 .5 inches
~hi ch i s exactly the same level a s it as a t
his date in 1960 .
I am· afraid that I h ave been una. le to ire a itional help , as I
t ol d ou I h d writ n t o t wo applicp. nts with go od qualifications a.rran in
int ervi ews , on ~as a teacher 'lho h as a Bachelor of Sci nee degree i th
a "la ·or in Bo t a
an mi no r i n Zooloa , I h a:
not hear d from. him as yet ,
the other oun man cam to see e on ~on y he ha d jus t rec ntl y termi nat d
hi e ·ob with tpe F a . Fis h and il life ervice , he was mar ied i th t'IO
ch ild en , u on hea ing the sal a ry off~ered , he just asn ' t interes ted
apparen tly is r eas on f or l eavin th
ildlife s ervice a s tha t e ha d
reache d h is Pa:J sca le limit of $375 .00 onthly .
I had laced an a d·
Founded

iso5 ... Dedicated

to Conservation of Wildlife, Plants, Soil and Water in Relation to Human Progress

age 2.

l r . Carl r. Buchhei s ter

in the Iiiami Herald ab.:>ut t hree '<1 ee''"s a., o , I received about fifteen r e lies ,
moet had to be eliminat ed for o~e reason or another , a,e , size of f8mily,
lacl: of e::c-2erience or ':nowl ed.t;e .
From the f i fteen applicant s , I interviewed
three personally, Fr?nklin Ada.i"'!lS who is now on our staff, bein~ one .
Frank
is a quie t , well mannered , nicel y sp o 1-::en young ~ an , is ifer;yneat and c l ean in
h i s a -peara.nce and from the clean tidy c:mdition of his living quarters is
thoro11gh in his habits .
He is t wenty-fiv e years of age , single, has one
year of College education , worked mp inly wi t 1 his father on Survey crews
and has ~ained hi k:no ~le~e of Flo rida wildl ife in that 1ay .
He has been
hired for ri.aintenance work and so far has \rnrked ::'.lainl y on the oardwalk
replacin'"' bad oards , I A.:1 Ve!'y p l eased ith the wo:-k he has done so far ,
he show s a keen desire to learn a out the Sanctuary and it ' s operat i on ,
i·Je have s ent sever a.l evenings to ether in question and answer sess ions .
Ofc ou.r ~ e , I hAve Ji m '3Pylor wor J>.: in& s i x days a week right now , Jim as I
have· said many times is a very reliable person and thor)u gh i n his wor k ,
he has helped out with the pain ti n&; e,nc1 G['! tegouse dut y .
I am handl in'
the i:::iterpretive \vork s mP_ch as I c :-' n tvhen free of other 11.ties .
:B ob
Whidden is doin~ a g0od job on patrol work .
I wot1ld say that the :nain stumbling block in eine able to obtain
helpers i~ thA s ~OUlt of salary, des2ite the fact that free livin~ quarters,
uti liti e s and other fri!l{;e benefits qre given , 0 ven t e offer of a s t ar t ing
salary of $250 . 0 is not con.,idered adeqiJ.a.te by hose I hi:i.ve interviewed .
I do need two more 11en ut could· ~e t by ,.Jith one qualified Jiaturalist who
'~ oul d hpve a
ood kno\·ilede; of birds , keep Jim Seylor throue;hout the season ,
t hen vii th Le onard h lpin~ with the interpretive t1ork, the oardwalk could
be covere a by Leonard , nzyself and the Nat11rali t me ber 11hich could be the
school t eacher I he.vq wri tt en to if he is interP.-: t ed A.nd has a good manner
for t his type of vorl~ .
Jim ru1d Frankl in co"1l d e:x:chan~e Gate and ma.intenance
duties , bey co··:i.ld a l so help out on :Board alk du ty .
~ e ~. e e. ectinr to have at l east six hundred visitors over t he Xi::ias
holi days we hope much more , ~y ma i n concern thoi1 h At present is tha t we
will r un out of Tour booklets , Are gettin& ver y low i n our suppl y , ha.VA
wri t1;en to I!ack in the _ope t hat our new ool:l et has been :prin ted and t o
r·:tsh t hP-se to us .

For t unatel y the hunter situation has eased, they r eally ~e t us on
our toes thAse pl'\.st three i.~eeks , :Bob re orts that his presence oi1 t t here
has definitely disc.:>ur a-:;ed incidents and th~ t it has quietened down on the
\Test e ide .

I r-is p l eased to have 'the copy "of your letter to Dur and look :orwa.rd
to hearing r om Leol.1.f'!rd • hen he e_ ects to arrive .
Superin t endent ' s home is in it ' s fina l stage s of constructi n , mostly
lnterior t rim wor'-: to be one now , I hope ;ro1' \til l be plea ed d t h i t , ob
Vielhauer ha done a ~JOd job .
Sincerel y ,

cjl~

"

Char l Ps D. H1tc~inson
Superinten(ent

~ORKSCREW

SWAMP
··SANCTUARY
"

A

SELF-GUIDED ~

THE CORKSCREW SWAMP SANCTUARY
is maintained and operated by

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

A STATEMENT OF
Al!Dl!BON PHILOSOPHY
We believe in the wisdom of nature's design.
We know that soil, water, plants, and wild creatures
depend upon each other and are vital to human life.
We recognize that each living thing links to many
others in the chain of nature.
We believe that persistent research into the intricate

patterns of outdoor li.fe will help to assure wise use of
earth's abundance.
We condemn no wild creature and work

to

assure that

no living species shall be lost.
We believe that every generation should be able to
experience spiritual and physical refreshment in places
where primitive nature is unaisturbed.
So we will be vigilant to protect wilderness areas,
refuge., and parks, and to encourage good use of
nature's storehouse of resources.
We dedicate ourselves to the pleasant task of opening
the eyes of young and old that all may come to enjoy
the beauty of the outdoor world, and to share in conserving its wonders forever.

1130 Fifth A venue
New York 28, N. Y.

Pine Flatwoods

1. PINELAND-The boardwalk starts in a typical low pine forest commonly known in Florida as "pine fiatwoods." The two major species found
in this area are the slash pine (Pinus elliotti var. densa) and the saw palmetto
(Serenoa repens). Many grasses and flowering plants are always associated
with these species in this open type of forest. The latter, with blooms of various colors, make quite a show during most of the year. In this particular
stand are several cabbage palms (Sabal palmetto) indicating richer soil than
is usually found in pineland. Most of the land east of the Sanctuary was once
covered with similar stands of pine but lumbering and the cutting of pulpwood have removed the trees from most of it. These pines in the Sanctuary
are virgin timber and have never been cut. Their relatively small size is
typical of the pines of South Florida. Much of the land to the east is now
being cleared and farmed.

Wet Prairie

2. WET PRAIRIE-In most of the Big Cypress area there is a strip of
seasonally wet land, without trees, lying between the pine flatwoods and the
cypress swamps. This is usually called a "wet prairie." Its vegetation is primarily grasses and sedges, with many flowering plants growing among them.
During the spring and summer these prairies are dotted with many showy
flowers. This land is probably too wet for pines but not wet enough for
cypress. This type of land is being extensively drained for the production of
tomatoes and other winter vegetables over much of South Florida.
3. CYPRESS-The stand of cypress trees here is in the form commonly
known as a "strand." This means that the trees occur in a long, narrow, and
somewhat open stand. This particular one is about three miles wide and was
once over twenty miles long. The cypress trees are of two different types.
These were once believed by botanists to be different species but are now
considered two forms of the same species. The trees on the edge of the
stand are all small with a foliage of tiny overlapping scales. This is the type
called "pond cypress" (Taxodium distichum var. nutans). When deeper
water is reached in the swamp the trees grow larger and the foliage becomes
feathery (see No. 15). Cypress trees are one of the very few deciduous
conifers, that is, they drop their leaves in winter. The miles of leafless
cypresses that are seen each winter by tourists are not dead but will leaf
out beautifully in early spring.
Cypress

4. PINEAPPLE AIR PLANT (Tillandsia
utriculata)-The large pineapple-like plant
on the cypress to the left is an individual of
our largest native air plant. These plants are
not parasitic but rather draw their food from
the air and simply use the trees for support.
This one has a large bloom-stalk with white
or cream-colored flowers . There are many
other kinds of pineapple air plants.

Pineapple Air Plant

Catopsis

Cato psis

5. CATOPSIS (Catopsis berteroniana)-The light, yellowish green plant~
growing on the cypress trees here are another type of air plant. They are
much more unusual than the preceding species and there are only two kinds.
They have no common names. This species has a tall bloom-stalk with white
to yellowish flowers.

6. CATOPSIS (Catopsis nutans)-This plant is closely related to the preceding species but is a deeper green and the leaves are slightly rolled on the
edges, making them appear longer and narrower.

Lichens

7. LICHENS-On the trees all around the
walk here, and throughout its length, many
lichens are to be seen growing. Lichens are
interesting plants as they are really a plant
partnership. Each lichen is composed of an
alga and a fungus growing together. Neither
could exist without the other. The alga produces the food while the fungus provides support for them both. Here in the swamp,
lichens take various forms. Many of them
are simply patches on the bark which may
be white, green, gray, or even pink. These
look very much like patches of paint smeared
on the trees. Others are rather scaly, looking
as if they had been glued on and had started
to peel, while still others resemble mosses
and hang in light green streamers from twigs
and trunks.

8. COMMON AIR PLANT (Tillandsia fasciculata)-This plant, growing
here on the trunks of the cypresses in bunches, is the commonest of the
pineapple air plants in Florida. It has a large red bloom-stalk with small
blue flowers. This is the plant often sold to unsuspecting tourists as a "Florida
Orchid."

Sapsucker Holes

9. SAPSUCKER HOLES-In the cypress to the right are many small
holes in the bark made by a yellow-bellied sapsucker. Sapsuckers are woodpeckers who drill holes into the inner bark of trees and eat the sap which
flows out. Their tongues are brush-like at the tip to aid in gathering the sap.
Also eaten are the bark removed and insects attracted to the running sap.
Here sapsuckers are winter visitors and this tree has been used by a bird
since 1955 . Sapsuckers are unobtrusive birds and the cat-like "mew" is
often the first sign of their presence.
10. CIGAR ORCHID (Cyrtopodium punctatum)-This orchid, growing
on a cypress, is one of the largest of our epiphytic (tree growing) orchids.
Its long conical pseudobulbs are responsible for its common names, among
them cow-horn and banana orchid. Its flowers are small but showy and are
produced in large bunches on a bloom-stalk which may be three feet in length.
The flowers are yellow, spotted and blotched with reddish brown, and
appear in the spring.
11. SAWGRASS (Mariscus jamacensis)-The tall gray-green clumps of
narrow leaves to the right are sawgrass. Sawgrass is the dominant vegetation of the Everglades and occurs commonly in wet places throughout the
state. The name is derived from three rows of fine saw teeth on each leaf
blade, one on each edge and another on the back of the mid-rib. Walking
through thick growths of sawgrass is very unpleasant due to these teeth
which cause painful cuts. The largest and most concentrated stand of this
sedge is in the Everglades where it originally covered some 3,000,000 acres.
Cigar Orchid

Sawgrass

?

Onion Orchid

12. ONION ORCHID (Epidendrum tampense)-These small orchids
growing in clusters up and down the trunk of a cypress are the commonest
and most hardy of Florida's tree orchids. They occur in a variety of places
over much of the southern part of the state. Their flowers are about an inch
across and are greenish brown with a showy white lip which has a rosy
center. The blooms are produced from late May through June. They are
sometimes called butterfly orchids. (Note lichens on bark.)
13. NIGHT-SMELLING ORCHID (Epidendrum nocturnum)-The large
clump of slender stems growing on the cypress to the left belong to this
plant. The spidery, inconspicuous flowers of this orchid are unusual in
that they are fragrant only at night. The flowers are produced mostly in the
fall during September and October.
Night-Smelling Orchid

14. SWAMP WATER-The water in the swamp is not stagnant. During
much of the year it flows slowly southward and ultimately finds its way to
the Gulf. This flow can be seen in many places by watching floating leaves
or duckweed. When the water level drops low enough to stop the flow, the
water still remains pure. Roots of the plants growing in the water release
oxygen which oxidizes organic matter in the water keeping it sweet and clear.
Only in extreme drought periods, when the water is reduced to scattered
pools, does it become foul and scummy. In normal years the water level
fluctuates about two feet, with the highest level usually in late summer and
the lowest in late spring.

15. BALD CYPRESS (Taxodium distichum)-The large trees along the walk from
this point on are the form known as bald
cypress. The trees themselves are far larger
than the pond cypress and the foliage is quite
distinctive. The name "bald" comes from the
shedding of the leaves in winter leaving the
trees "bald" in truth. Because of the tremendous commercial value of the wood almost
all of the large stands in the country are being
cut. Before many years pass this stand will be
one of the few left in its natural state.

LIGHTNING DAMAGE-To the left of the walk are two shattered
cypress stubs. They were struck by lightning in July of 1958. The intense
heat of the bolt caused the sap to vaporize or "explode," tearing the trees to
shreds. Minor damage to the boardwalk was caused by the falling tops which
may be seen lying in the water. The large cypress ahead and to the right of
the walk was struck by the same bolt but escaped with only a strip of loosened bark.
16.

17. SWAMP FERN (Blechnum serrulatum)-Fems are abundant and
widespread throughout the swamp, and
this one, the swamp fern, is perhaps the
most abundant of all. It occurs throughout the Florida peninsula in wet places.
It also grows in open sunny spots at
times, but is much stunted and more
rigid in such sites. Here, growing with
abundant water and deep shade ,it attains considerable size.

Swamp Fem

18. LETIUCE LAKES-Here and there among the large cypresses there
are deeper lakes, most of which are covered densely with water lettuce
(Pistia stratiotes). Not many years ago this was a deep, clear lake but it is
now in the process of filling up. The lettuce is one of the principal sources
of the dead vegetable matter which is being deposited as a rich organic peat
or muck. The water in the lake varies in depth from a few inches during the
dry season to more than four feet during the wetter times of the year. When
the water is low in other parts of the swamp these lakes assume great importance as feeding areas for wildlife. Birds, fish, mammals, and reptiles
all come into the lakes in abundance to feed on other forms and on each
other. From a distance the thickly growing lettuce has the appearance of a
clipped lawn, but sad is the person who tries to walk on it! The name of
"lettuce" has been conferred on this plant because of its superficial resemblance to leaf lettuce; however, the similarity is only skin deep and no one
who has tried the flavor will recommend it.

Lettuce Lake

19. CUSTARD APPLE (Annona
glabra)-The small, twisted trees growing here in the lettuce lakes are custard
or pond apples. They have dark green,
waxy leaves and during the fall produce
large greenish yellow fruits much in
favor among the raccoon population.
The fruit are filled with seeds but the
flesh is edible although rather insipid.
During the spring the flowers are present but are rather inconspicuous while
on the tree. After the thick, fleshy petals fall into the water their creamy undersides , set off by a bright red base,
makes them much more easily noticed.
The custard apple trees provide one of
the best habitats for the tree growing
plants of the swamp as is evidenced by
the heavy growth of air plants and orchids on them.
Custard Apple

20. SNAIL EGG MASSES-Here and
there along the boardwalk from February
through September, masses of small white
spheres can be seen clinging to trees, plants,
or even the boardwalk posts. These are the
eggs of the large "apple" or "bulls-eye" snail
(Pomacea caliginosa). These eggs are somewhat larger than B-B shot, are pinkish when
first deposited, and become whiter as they
age. Each has a hard brittle shell and just
before hatching contains a small snail complete with shell. The egg must remain above
water or the embryo snails will drown. The
number of eggs in each mass varies from half
a dozen to as many as 75. These snails are
important as food for limpkins and elsewhere
in Florida they provide the sole item in the
diet of the rare Everglade Kite.
Pomacea Snail Egg Mass

21. ALLIGATORS (Alligator mississippiensis)-Here in the lettuce lake
is one of the best spots to look for alligators. They may often be seen sunning
themselves on logs or floating amid the lettuce. There are numbers of
'gators in the swamp and these vary from babies only 8 or 9 inches long up
to adults of over I 0 feet. When they are small they feed mostly on minnows
but after they attain considerable size turtles, birds, mammals, and other
prey may be taken. Contrary to general belief, the growth of alligators may
be quite rapid, up to a foot a year under favorable conditions. When they
reach large size this rate will slow considerably.

Wood Stork

22. WATER BIRDS-Several species of water birds may often be seen
feeding here in the lettuce lakes or flying overhead. The little blue heron
usually feeds by walking on the lettuce and picking up insects, crawfish, and
small minnows. This bird is white as an immature and then, as it becomes
an adult, changes to a uniform dark blue.
Flying over, two species of ibis may often be observed. The wood ibis, or
rather wood stork as it should be called, nests in the swamp during the winter and spring months. Their nests are placed high in the large cypresses. It
is largely white but its naked head and the rear edges of its wings are black.
The white ibis is much smaller and its deeply decurved bill is pink or red,
as are its legs. This bird is almost completely white with only the smallest
of black tips on the wings. American egrets, great blue herons, and American
bitterns occasionally come in to rest and feed .
White Ibis

23. POP-ASH (Fraxinus caroliniana)-The
many spreading trunks to the right of the
walk belong to this tree. The pop-ash or
swamp-ash is one of the more abundant small
trees in the Sanctuary. Their compound leaves
of five to seven leaflets and single, winged
fruits make them unmistakable. These trees,
along with custard apples, often make dense
tangles in the swamps and in many of the
marshes of South Florida. Unlike most kinds
of ash, the wood of the pop-ash is light and
weak.

f
1

Pop-Ash

,
Swamp or Spider Lily

24. SW AMP OR SPIDER LILY (Crinum americanum)-The long,
bright green leaves and large spidery white flowers make the swamp lily a
conspicuous plant of Corkscrew. They bloom mostly during the spring and
summer but occasionally a flower may be found at other seasons. The blooms
are about four inches across , with six narrow white petals and a delicate
fragrance.
25. ROYAL FERN (Osmunda regalis)-This large and showy plant is one
of the most widespread ferns , for it occurs on all of the continents except
Australia. Here it is growing in a clump on a cypress knee. It is found in the
swamps and wet places of the north but grows to largest size in the cypress
swamps of the south.

1

I

'
Royal Fem
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Cypress Knees

26. CYPRESS KNEES-Growing through the water, up from the roots
of the cypress trees are many short, conical, bark-covered projections. These
are called " knees" and can be seen here on both sides of the walk. The
function of these knees is not well understood. One theory ca11s them "breathers" for the trees but this has been discredited. Another states that they add
structural strength to the shallow root systems but this is pure conjecture.
Their true function is probably yet to be determined . They do not produce
foliage or grow into trees themselves. Another false idea which has been
widely accepted is that the knees are hollow; they are not unless attacked
by rot. Many knees are used at the present time in the manufacture of lamps
and various souvenir items. These are boiled and the bark peeled off to
reveal the natural, satiny sheen of the wood.
27. LEATHER FERN ( Acrostichum danaeaefolium)-These huge, rankly
growing plants are the largest of our native ferns. They attain their greatest
growth in the fresh water areas south of Lake Okeechobee. Many people
think of ferns as small delicate plants but some of this species have leaves
almost 12 feet long! They occur .commonly throughout tropical America
and are reminiscent of prehistoric .times when many similar plants attained
·
huge size.

-~

-

28. SMALL BIRDS-This portion of
the swamp is particularly attractive to
small birds. Its brushy nature and location between the sawgrass marsh in
the interior of the Sanctuary and the
open lettuce lakes contribute to this
attractiveness. During any part of the
year Carolina wrens, tufted titmice,
blue-gray gnatcatchers, white-eyed vireos, and cardinals can be seen and
heard. During the spring and fall they
are joined by many migrating birds,
among them many species of warblers.
Winter brings phoebes and catbirds to
add to its population.
Leather Fem Frond

29. The J. ARTHUR CURREY FOREST-Mr. Currey is the President
of the Lee Tidewater Cypress Company which at one time owned much of
the land now included in the Sanctuary. When the Society was able to purchase some 2240 acres from the Company to establish the Sanctuary, the
Company very generously presented 640 acres in addition as a Christmas
gift. This land has been named for the President of the Company in sincere
appreciation.
30. MAMMALS-Several mammals are found commonly through the
swamp. In the trees, especially when the cypress balls are ripe in fall and
early winter, many gray squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis) and fox squirrels
(Sciurus niger) are to be seen. The gray squirrels greatly outnumber their
larger relatives. Raccoons (Procyon lotor) are abundant and may be seen
any time of day searching for food or sprawled
Swamp Maple
on a tree limb sunning. An occasional otter
(Lutra canadensis) may be glimpsed swimming rapidly along or looping over a floating
log. Bobcats (Lynx rufus) are occasionally
seen on the boardwalk.
31. SWAMP MAPLE (Acer rubrum)Many persons are surprised to find this northern tree growing among the palms and cypresses of the Florida peninsula. Actually it
is one of the commonest of our wet land trees
and its red leaves provide one of the few
splashes of autumn coloring.

Arrowhead

Pickerel Weed

32. ARROWHEAD AND PICKEREL WEED-The two most abundant plants that crowd the water in the open, sunlit places in the swamp are
the arrowhead (Saggitaria sp.) and the pickerel weed or wampee (Pontederia
cordata). Of the two the arrowhead is the tallest, pushing its large leaves and
tall, white-flowered stalks above the smaller pickerel weed. The latter has
spikes of violet-blue flowers and shiny, dark green leaves. See figure for leaf
shapes.
33. STRANGLER FIG (Ficus aurea)-Around the large cypress to the
left are several round, rope-like roots coming down the trunk. Far above
they expand and produce a crown with broad, shiny green leaves. This is
an example of a very interesting plant, the strangler fig. The seedling may
start as an air plant growing high on another tree, usually a cypress or
cabbage palm, but soon sends down roots to the ground and starts drawing
its food from the earth. In some cases the crown becomes so dense that it
shades out the host tree or sometimes the strangler puts roots all around
the host and chokes it. Usually by the time the host dies the fig is large
enough to stand alone. It is a close relative of the rubber and banyan trees
and is often called by either one of these names. It may also grow from seeds
in the ground . The fruits are small red berries growing along the twigs.
These are used as food by wildlife.

Strangler Fig

Wild Boston Fem

34. WILD BOSTON FERN (Nephrolepsis exaltata)-All around the base
of the cypress to the right are many fronds of the wild boston fern. It is
another of the common ferns of the swamp. While it grows well in deep
shade, it reaches its greatest development in open sunny spots. It is found
north to central Florida and generally through tropical America. One of its
close relatives is often kept as a house plant.
35. SPANISH MOSS (Tillandsia usneoides)
-Spanish moss, which drapes the trees all
along the boardwalk, is the most widespread
of all the air plants in the United States. It
is another member of the pineapple family
(as are several of the air plants mentioned
earlier) and not a moss at all. Many people
think that it is a parasite and kills the trees
on which it grows. This is not true as all of
its food comes from the air. At times it may
damage a tree by shading some of the leaves
or when wet and heavy may break off a limb.
These are the only ways that it can injure its
host. It has tiny, bright green flowers which
may be seen in late spring. They produce a
delicate scent which is particularly noticeable
at night. Its small seeds have a silky parachute and are carried from tree to tree by the
wind.

Spanish Moss

36. ELDER (Sambucus simpsonii}-One
of the more familiar plants growing in the
swamp is the elder. It frequently grows, as it
is here, on the edges of openings where 'it
often forms dense thickets. Here in Florida
the lacy, white flowers and dark red berries
may be seen at any season. The berries provide excellent wildlife food.

Elder

37. LIMPKIN ( Aramus guarauna pictus)Here and there among the flags a large dark
brown bird may walk jerkily along or fly off
through the trees with a stiff awkward wingbeat. This is the peculiar limpkin. If a good
view is possible the white flecks in the plumage and the long straight bill are obvious.
Florida is the only state which has limpkins
in any number. The primary food of this
bird is the large "bulls-eye" snail (Pomacea)
and its shells are often seen on logs and
stumps where the limpkin has left them. The
voice of the bird is a long wail which produces an eerie effect as it echoes among the
cypresses.
38. WAX MYRTLE (Myrica cerifera)One of the more common shrubs of the
swamp is the wax myrtle, growing here near
the base of the large cypress on the left. Its
leaves are variable in shape and aromatic
when crushed. The surfaces of the leaves are
dotted with small flecks of yellow rosin which
sometimes give them a brownish tinge. It is
closely related to the bay berry of the north
and bears similar waxy fruits. In Florida it
usually grows in wet places but is sometimes
found in drier areas.

Limp kin

Wax Myrtle

39. FLOATING TUSSOCKS-The tall vegetation in the end of this lettuce lake grows on floating tussocks. The tussocks are formed during very
dry seasons. First, muck on the bottom of the lake dries and becomes light
and punky; then when the water rises large pieces of the muck float to the
surface. Unless these pieces break up and sink rapidly, plants get started on
them and their roots hold the chunks together. When many of the tussocks
gather in one area as they have here, it greatly hastens the filling up of the
lake. Not all of these tussocks are large enough to support a man. This
makes a tussock area very difficult to cross on foot. Arrowhead is the most
prominent plant on these tussocks but in season goldenrod, wild hibiscus,
water hemp, and many other plants also grow on them.
40. PILEATED WOODPECKER (Dryocopus pileatus)-The loud drumming and far-carrying call of this woodpecker are two of the characteristic
sounds of the swamp. They may often be seen along this section of the walk.
The pileated is the largest of our common woodpeckers, being almost the
size of a crow. Its red crest and black and white pattern make a pleasing
picture on a cypress trunk. Its food consists mainly of boring beetles and
carpenter ants which it reaches by drilling into dead wood. Holes made by
this bird have a characteristic oblong shape and should be watched for. This
is the woodpecker often mistaken for the excessively rare ivory-bill.
41. STRAP FERN (Campyloneuron phyllitidis)-One of the unusual
plants of the swamp is this fern, growing to the right of the walk on an old
cypress knee. To those accustomed to the ferns of more northern places,
the long sword-like leaves do not look like ferns at all. It is quite widespread through the swamp, growing in clumps on logs, hummocks, and
even in trees . In the United States the fern is confined to South Florida but
is found generally over most of the American Tropics.
Strap Fern

Pileated Woodpecker

42. FIRE FLAGS (Thalia geniculata)The large broad leaves atop slender stalks
give this plant its name of "flag." During most
of the year the light green foliage and tall
bloom stalks (up to 10 feet) are a prominent feature of Florida's wet lands. Even in
winter when they are dry and yellow they
add to the scene. They are related to the
canna and the banana.

Fire Flags

43. LIZARDS-Two species of lizards are often seen on the walk or in
the surrounding trees and bushes. The most abundant is the so called
"American chameleon" (Anolis carolinensis). This lizard has the power
to change its color, at will, from dark brown to brilliant green. It may
assume any intermediate shade between these two extremes. The male has
a large, bright red fan on the throat which is expanded as part of the courtship behavior. The second species is the Floridian five-lined skink (Eumeces
inexpectatus). The most striking feature of this small lizard is its bright blue
tail. They are most often seen running along the deck of the walk and disappearing over the edge.
44. RED BAY (Persea borbonia)-The two tall, straight trees growing
here by the walk belong to this species. These individuals are about as large
as bay trees become in the swamp. Its smooth bark and glossy, green leaves
make this one of our more attractive trees. The bark of these two trees is
almost completely covered with lichens and a strap fern grows from the
base of one.
Red Bay

American Chameleon

45. AGE OF CYPRESS TREES--Cypress trees are among our longestlived trees, and some of these along the walk are well over 600 years old.
This tree, coming up through the walk, is one of the largest and is probably nearing its 700th anniversary. Most of the older trees are hollow, some
of them being hardly more than shells. Young, vigorous trees, seven to nine
feet in circumference and 200 to 300 years old, are growing to replace the
older ones as they die and are blown over. The age of these trees was estimated by taking harmless borings from the trunk, counting the growth
rings , and estimating the age based on this sample.
46. RESSURRECTION FERN (Polypodium polypodioides)-Growing
all along the limb of this pop-ash are the leaves and rootstocks of this small
fern. During periods of dry weather the leaves are curled, brown, and quite
dead looking but after a rain they are as fresh and beautifully green as ever.
This accounts for the common name. Although this fern was originally a
tropical species it has spread all through Florida and far up the Atlantic
Coast. Here in Florida it is one of the most abundant ferns growing in
hammocks and swamps the state over.
47. FALLEN LOG-A huge cypress log lies in the swamp to the right
of the walk. It fell many years before the walk was built. Note how plants
are growing on it taking advantage of the above water location and the rich
nutrients provided by the decaying wood. When a log falls it immediately
becomes covered with ferns and other plants which often mark its location.
Under the wide place in the walk there is another, smaller log almost hidden by its growth of ferns . In a wild area such as this, fallen logs are allowed
to remain so that they may add the product of decay to the soil and keep
the natural cycle unbroken.

Res.surrection Fem

48. DUCK WEED (Lemna minor)-The
tiny, green leaves floating all over the water
here belong to this plant. It is one of the
smallest of all flowering plants, each individual consisting of two or three minute leaves
and a short root. They are to be found in
ponds, swamps, and marshes over much of
the United States .
Duck Weed

49. SHELL ORCHID (Epidendrum cochleatum)-Growing on the trunks
of the trees above and to the left of the walk are tufts of bright green, grasslike leaves. These are the shell orchids, which are scattered through the
swamp. The somewhat flattened pseudobulbs at the base of each leaf provide a good identifying feature. Its flowers are produced in the fall, usually
during October and November. They are almost an inch across and are
yellowish with a prominent purple lip.

Shell Orchid

Poison-Ivy

Red-shouldered Hawk

50. POISON-IVY (Rhus toxicodendron)-Poison ivy is an abundant
member of the swamp flora. It can be seen climbing on the largest cypresses
and sprouting from clumps of knees. Many people are surprised at finding
it in so wet a place but it does very well indeed. Most of it has been removed
from the close vicinity of the walk but care should be exercised as it keeps
returning. The familiar three leaflets are quite characteristic. (See figure.)
The white berries, produced in quantity, are excellent wildlife food.
51. RED-SHOULDERED HAWK (Buteo lineatus)-The high, shrill call,
"ke-arr ke-arr," of this hawk can be heard almost constantly through the
swamp. They are quite tame and may often be seen perched on a limb or
soaring overhead. The contrasting black and white back pattern and reddish underparts made this one of our more handsome hawks. The food of
this hawk is mainly snakes, frogs, and lizards. The red-shoulder is probably
the most abundant hawk in Florida and is often seen perching on telephone
poles and fence posts along the highways.

Hibiscus

52. HIBISCUS (Hibiscus coccineus)-During May and June each year
the huge, red flowers of this hibiscus provide a vivid splash of color in the
swamp. Each flower is from 5 to 8 inches across and is borne in stems up to
10 feet tall. During much of the year it is not a conspicuous plant as the
stems die back each year and sprout again from the roots. Its five pointed
leaf is distinctive with each part toothed on the sides. (See figure.) In winter
the tall dead stalks can be seen, some of them with the seed pods still attached.

53. FROGS-Frogs are abundant in the swamp. They may be seen anywhere along the walk and are often heard splashing into the water. Some 10
species have been recorded from the Sanctuary. Five of these are very commonly seen or heard. The tiny Cricket Frog (Acris gryllus dorsalis) may be
heard in the lettuce lakes. It is much easier to hear their monotonous series
of explosive "iks" than to find the small frogs crouching on lettuce leaves.
Two small tree frogs, the Green TreeFrog (Hyla cinerea) and the Squirrel
TreeFrog (Hy/a squirella) may be seen on leaves and stems of plants. They
are both bright green (although at times may be .brown) and have a white
stripe on the side. In the Green TreeFrog this stripe is clear and definite in
contrast to the wavy and indistinct line of the Squirrel TreeFrog. The two
most common large frogs are the familiar Southern Leopard Frog (Rana
pipiens sphenocephala) with its distinctive dark spots and the Southern Bull
Frog (Rana grylio ). The latter is the largest frog in the swamp. Its calls are
similar to the grunting of a pig. This bullfrog provides most of the frog legs
of commerce and is avidly hunted by professional frog hunters.

Green Tree Frog

Leopard Frog

54. BOARDWALK-You have now
reached the end of the Corkscrew Swamp
boardwalk, 3555 feet from the beginning.
The walk is built completely of cypress
timber, including the piling. Cypress was
chosen because of its resistance to water
damage, rot, and insects. These are some
of the features that make it such a desirable
timber species. The walk was constructed
in two segments. The first 1000 feet was
Building the Boardwalk
completed in December 1955 and the remainder in December 1956. A period
of 4112 months was required for the whole job. A crew of local residents provided the specialized type of know-how and labor for the completion of the
project. The piling had to be set by hand and this required long periods of
working in water. Usually the pilings were set in groups of 8 and the framing
and decking added so that materials could be moved along easily. Most of
the money for the walk was donated specifically for this purpose.

CHECKLIST OF BIRDS COMMONLY SEEN ALONG BOARDWALK
AND IN ADJACENT PINELAND
PR-Permanent resident, WV-Winter visitor
I . Water-turkey (PR)
26. Phoebe (WV)
2. Great blue heron (PR)
27 . Tree swallow (WV)
3. American egret (PR)
28. Crow (PR)
4. Little blue heron (PR)
29. Fish crow (PR)
5. Green heron (PR)
30. Tufted titmouse (PR)
6. Black-crowned night heron (PR)
31. Brown-headed nuthatch (PR)
7. American bittern (PR)
32. Carolina wren (PR)
8. Wood ibis (PR)
33. Mockingbird (PR)
9. White ibis (PR)
34. Catbird (WV)
I 0. Wood duck (PR)
35. Bluebird (PR)
11. Turkey vulture (PR)
36. Blue-gray gnatcatcher (PR)
12. Black vulture (PR)
37. White-eyed vireo (PR)
13. Red-shouldered hawk (PR)
38. Black and white warbler (WV)
14. Osprey (PR)
39. Myrtle warbler (WV)
15 . Sparrow hawk (PR)
40. Parula warbler (WV)
16. Limpkin (PR)
41. Yellow-throated warbler (PR)
17. Common gallinule (PR)
42. Pine warbler (PR)
18. Ground dove (PR)
43 . Palm warbler (WV)
19. Barred owl (PR)
44. Yellow-throat (PR)
45. Meadowlark (PR)
20. Belted kingfisher (WV)
21. Pileated woodpecker (PR)
46. Red-winged blackbird (PR)
47. Common grackle (PR)
22. Red-bellied woodpecker (PR)
23 . Yellow-bellied sapsucker (WV)
48. Cardinal (PR)
24. Red-cockaded woodpecker (PR)
49. Goldfinch (WV)
50. Rufous-sided towhee (PR)
25. Crested flycatcher (PR)
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A special release to travel editors

A booklet which provides a "Self-Guided Tour ot the Boardwalk"
at the National Audubon Society's famous Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
in Florida is now off the presses.

The text, written by Biologist

Alexander Sprunt IV, describes the wild orchids, ferns, water lettuce
alligators, wood storks, white ibis and other plants and animals tha·[
make up the remarkable wildlife community in this last of the great
cypress swamps of Florida.

Photographs are by Donna Nelson Sprunt.

The booklet is provided free to each visitor upon payment of
the
in

~l

entrance fee at the Sanctuary gate, or a copy can be secured

advanc~

of your trip by sending 50 cents to the National Audubon

Society, 1130 Fifth Avenue, New York 28, N.Y.

Corkscrew Swamp is

reached via a paved road from Naples or Immokalee, Florida.
30

{Complimentary copy of booklet enclosed)
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Telephone: ENright 9-2100

December

, 1962

r . Carl W. Eucbheister
President
a tional Audubon Societ
llJO Fif t
venue
l: ew York 28 ,
. Y.
Dear

r . Eucbheister :

I
indeed s orry to hear of your r ecent sickness and dee ly re gret
tha t an incident at Co rl::~ cre should add to your concer n .

If I
lieved th t Sam and I coul d have settl ed our differences , I
would have een •~il li nu t o try as I did after the fir e , but , it ha4
become more and more evident t a t my method of operation and posit ion
h re was not accep t ab l e to Sam . As I have repeatedly expressed his
attitude to ards his WDrk dis turbed me , I compromi ed all I could , it
is unfortunately not my nature to accept a haphazard effort for
sentiment
r easo ns .
I was made ell aware that Sam was consi ered
a v uable employee because of h is past service and was ~r an t ed speci
consideration , despite this, i n all good conscience I could no t co tinue
to l acate his whims to safe~d my own osi tion wi th the Society .
I am sure, a f er considerin~ t e c ntents of your le t r t o me ,
that r ~i ein~ hel d personall y r espons ible for Sam ' s action , ihi c
ives
me • very in ec re fee l ing .
Normall y I ~ould acce t t e consequences
and allo i nat t ers t o take their own c ourse , however , as you know , if
Mar :=tret and I are to nove i nto the Su e i nt enden t l s home by the
fifteen th of this mon th , a fair l y l arge expense \ ill be i ncurred by
u s for dra eries and furnishin s .
Befo re e undertake this expense ,
I \~O d very uch ap_ recia t e your complete fr a nknes s in re,!'l.rd to the
continuance of my employment a s u erintenden t .
I have comp ete
confidence within mysel f thnt I can still operate and ma int ain the
Sanctuary effi ientl y an har moniousl y and I pers n ly have no desire
to r esi&n fr om my osition .

I will write to :norrow regarding staff hiring , wells , Woo d Storks

e tc .
Sine rely ,

91~&?/
Charl es D. Hu tchinson
Superintendent
Founded 1905 . . . Dedicated to Conservation of Wildlife, Plants , Soil and Water in Relation to Human Progress
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Telephone: ENright 9-2100

November 26 , 1962
i..r . Geor b;P or t er
Assistant Trea urer
ational Audub on ociety
l lJ Fifth venue
lie York 2 , N. Y.

ear

r.

rter :

On N vember lJth , I unha ily f)und it nece ssary to ~ive Sam Whidden
two weeks n ti ce of t er ination f his e~pl oy~ent here at the Sanctuary ,
as he was stil l due one wee
vacation beginninE Novem er 17 th , termination
of e l y.en t would be effective December . 3rd.
I n my absence on Thi.irs~
afternoon , ovember 15th am left early wi th n t explanation , he has not
returned to wor k today and I have not hear d fro · him, I mus t th refore
advis e you t hat fin
~ erminati n salary should be paid to h im through
December Jrd .
1

Best regards .

cc :

r . Buchhei ster

Founded 1905 .. . Dedicated to Conservation of Wildlife, Plants, Soil and Water in Relation to Human Progress

November 28, 1962
Mr. Sam Whidden
P. O. Box 41.6
Immok lee, Florida

Dear

amt
ickness prev nted an earlier reply to your letter, which I regret.

Very oon fter I rece1 ved your , I had one from Mr. Hutchinson,
who told me that you had left the job on the 15th, which gives e to
understand that you definitely decided to leave our employ. I am very
sorry you did this because it gave no opportunity for yo"..1 or r. Hutchinson
to write me about your dissatisfaction over continuing tQ w~ k under and
with him and, furthermore, no opportunity for me to confer with both
of you about reaching
possible understanding with regard to your
staying on the job.
You stated in your letter that you "have found it 1mpoas1ble to
get long with r. Hutcninson". That Sam, means very clearly that you
will not stay on the job with Mr. Hutchinson. Since you have already
left the job, there is no alternative foI' you., since you do not went to
work at the Corkscrew s long a Mr. Hutchinson 13 the::.•e.
If you nd Mr. utchinson cannot agree to your continuing to work
with nd under him, I cannot ask th t you do so. It would be an
impossible situation.
I am very, very sorry bout your decision to leave , for I have
always liked you personally. The Society 1 well awar of, and deeply
grate:rul for all the help you personal y gave the Sanctuary since 1ts
earl1e st d ys. I can only w1s.h that you two men could come to ome
understanding, but it you cannot, I cannot authorize the continuance
of your employment.
As soon s I he r from Mr. Hutchinson that you have not returned,
which means that you definite y left our employment nd that no under ·
standing can be reached between you, I will then see that the s lary
due you ta paid, nd that you are gtven payment also tor a week's
vacation which I understand you were scheduled to take November 17th.
Rest assured that we want to do what is right by you.
gain, I am sorry .

With kind r gards.

CWB:rt
blind copy: Mr . Charles Hutchins on
(Don ' t let on to Sam t ha t you have t his copy.)

Sincerely.

Carl W.Bucbh 1ster
President

November 16, 1962

Mr. Sam Whidden
P.O. Box 445
Immokalee, Florida
Dear Mr. Whidden:
Your Special Delivery, Air Mail
letter to Mr. Buchheister arrived here late
yesterday afternoon, and I am making haste
to acknowledge it in Mr. Buchbe1ster's
absence.
As you probably know, the Annual
Convention was held this week in Corpus
Christi, and at its end Mr. and Mr. Buchhe1ster
decided to come back to New York
way or
the Rainey Sanctuary in Louisiana. We are
not expecting him back in the office until
next Monday, but at that time I shall see
that your letter bas his 1mmediate attention
and I know that you will bear f"rom him
shortly.
Sincerely yours,

Ruth Tf5-oe c1an1e c
Secretary to Mr. Buchhe1ster
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November 28, 1962
Mr . Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary

P.O. Bo.x 806

Immokalee, Florida

De r Hutch:

This must be very brief as, for a number of reasons including
recent sickness, I have been overwhelmed with work, and I am about to
le ave the office for a day.
Enclosed is my letter to Sam for your confidential
of what I have written him.

und3~stand1ng

I will not, of course , demand Sam ' s employment since 1 t 1e perfectly
obvious that he feels that he can ' t get along with you, and since you
have very definite feelings, as you have often expressed , about bis
attitude towards you and the job.

I H~ uld be willing to have you continue Sam~s employment if you two
could rea ..:h a mutually agreeable understanding wttb regard to his
staying on. I only say this bee use I have always felt that, despite
certain personality quirks, Sam had a definite usefulness for us because
of his knowledge of the Corkscrew, his past help, and his knowledge of
the community and its people. I regre t more than I can say that this
eventuality has occurred.
1

You will now he.ve to employ additional helpers. I am very
concerned about the lack of help you nvw have, especially since the
heavier visitor season is almost at hand. Let me know what you are
doing with regard to employing help. Ir I were not so terribly tied
up, I would try to get down, but I cannot tor at least two or three
weeks .
Sincerely,

CWB:rt
Encl .

Carl W. Buchhe1ster
President

P.S . I forgot to mention Jthat I am so sorry you sustained such bad
injuries to your jaw and dentures. Also, I am sorry that you have had
troubles with the equipment. I hope you are feeling better .
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Telephone: ENright 9-2100

November

15, 1962

r . Car l W. Buchhe ister
President
National udubon ociety
1130 Fifth Ave nue
Jew York 28 , N. Y.
Dear tr . Buchhe ster :
On _ue day afternoon just before I as due to leave for the mail
trip into I mmo kalee , Sam and I were involved in another o these habitual
hara ngues of his ~henever he is asked to do something , I hav e dis cussed
thi : :; ~ i th you and we agreed it was a situation I would h ave to l earn to
live ~ ith more or le s s , for two years now I have been irritated by it
and tried to over l ook it as b e ing his nature , as I have r eported to y ou
before he is a law unto himself and most reluctant to accept authority
of a:ny kind and repeatedly has questioned mine as u erintendent and
defied me ever since I came he e , but I have one along with it in the
hop e that time ~oul d solve the situation.
This time it was in ret;ard to
Boar alk repairs , the very bad list of the walk by the spur in articu lar ,
now wa:y a ck i n the Spring we discus sed this and his reasonin . for not doing it
then was that it was too dry , then a.gain l ater when the water h a d returned
i t was much too hot to work down there , then other repai s to strillbers
were SUE;ges ted , he d1dn 1 t have the ma terial , I had ·. the material delivered ,
still it wasn' t done I didn ' t question him a out it I felt he would finally
&et around to it i n his own sweet time .
Then , when I rec e ived you r l etter
au t orizin · the hiring of Bob Whidden as patrol ~e.rden , I suggested to Sam
that hile Bob was still available and bef ore he starte d h i s ne duties
it would be a good opportunity to fix the spur with his hel p , he agreed and
kne 1 that he had three days to do this , so on Tuesda afte r noon I asked him
i f hey had mana ed to &;et it done , his answer was that the water was too
cold to o over the si de and besides I hadn ' t t old him to bring an extra
su·t of clo hes to do this job .
I realise this all sounds extremely childish
ut this is actually what has been going on nd to me it is u tt rly r id1culous ,
I asked him i f he was refusing to do the job , he sa id "Jes , he l:asn 1 t going
down on the dock" he also added that I should stay off this ' dock and several
other remar s whi ch clea rly i n dicated his resentment of my even being h re at
all.
I replied 11 am , you are ivin me no a lter na tive bu to elieve you of
y our duties here a t the S nctuary " and , r , Bu chheister the reply he gave I am
sure you can guess , and knowing how it u sets y ou I hate to even bring it u ,
but~ it was the same old story 11 You can 1 t fire me ,
r . Buchheister is my bos a ~
I had told him that he wa s being given by me two ~eeks notice of termination ,
and would also be \given the one week of vacation which \·tas arranged he egin
on November 17th , ni parting shot as he ·a lke a a:y as tha t he mi t not stay
Founded 1905 . . . Dedicated to Conservation of Wildlife, Plants, Soil and Water iri Relation to Human Progress
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that lone, I re lied that we would discuss it later as I had to leave right
then .
As it happened, when I returned from I mrnokalee , Sam was not around
H• • , I had other matters to attend o and I id not see Sam leave that
evenin •
On Wednesday , I had a ran ed to meet ob •/hidden at Corkscrew and
help him take the tent and other ~ear into the anctuary to set up his camp ,
we also checked fences and gates in the ]uggy and discussed his duties , it
was late afternoon when I returned to H•• but decided to take he Jeep down
to the outh ]01.J.Ild.arY and tack up a few more fposted 1 signs , expecting to be
back before Sam left , unfortunately , I had rather a bad accident , the Jeep got
bo ,ed down in attempting to free it with the jack, the jack handle slipped from
my hand flew up and hi me on the face, the impact completely stunned me , broke
my upper denture , loo sened two and knocked out four of my own teeth , I was un ble
to free the Jeep and had to walk out resultin~ i n my late return to H . ~ . and again
missing am .
Toda , I left early this morning to meet ]ob /hidden again at
Corl~crew to complet
our patrol in the uggy , the ]u,ggy I am afraid had a very
. tou(;h. time makin · it, the gears were not meshing properly , when th °' patrol was
complet d I left Bob to drive the Bu gy back to H . ~ . while I drove the truck back.
When I returned to H . ~ . around 3 p . m. I learned that Sam had filled up his car with
gas and taken off around 2 p .m. without an expl anation , I can only assume that this
means Sam has quit , ofcourse , inasmuch as he considers you are his boss not I , you
may possibly have heard from him and I am sorry that m1 report of this incident
has been delayed by circumstances .
1

Our troubl es continued today , by 5 p .m. Bob Whidden had not returned with the
BU&gy and I was deeply concerned that he had experienced further mechi:inical trouble ,
we had arran~ed that upon his return we would take the Buggy down to free the J eep
and Bob woul d return with Sam to Corkscrew , Sam of course had left .
Around 5.30 p . m.
Bob was driven in by Jim Sylor who had met him on the road on his ·way out .
Bob ' s
report was that the ut;~ had given out compl etely and he had to walk three mil es
to reach H . ~ . , unfortunately he had left the gate keys i n the BU€gy , I was
concerned about this with so many hunters around , ho ever , Jim Saylor offered to
drive Bob home and Bob Vielhauer offered the services of his truck to reach the
Buggy next morning to see if we could bring it out .
After Bob and Jim had left
I took the truck down as far as it would go on the south boundary , walked in and
Mana ed to f ree the Jeep this time , drove it out to within our gate in Section 27 ,
I will take Jim down with me tomorrow morning and return the Jeep to H.Q,. fortunately
none the worse of wear . We are going to have to be very alert and vigilant , in
I mmokalee I saw the streets lined with Buggies and Jeeps being loaded with hunting
gear .
I do believe Bob will do a good job for us , he exprAssed deep pride in
being allowed to wear the Audubon emblem and told me that he had planned to advise
his friends that he had his duty to perform and that friendship would not ive them
any privile,es as far as Sanctuary property was concerned .
On onday a young man by name of Franklin .Adams joins our staff here , he is
not completely qualified for either interpretive or maintenance work , he expresses
keen interest in interpretive work but understands that maintenance will be his
main duty at present .
I am indeed grateful that I have the reliable , cooperative ,
thorough assistance of Jim Saylor , he is ind of employee I wish I could find , I tell
Jim what we need to ~et done and thats it, I can for ·et it because I know it will be
done and done well .
I dee l y ret=ret that this letter is such a lonP-" tale of ·woe , I do fee l quite
tired tonight , it is late and there is much to be done tomorrow , I hope we can
et the Bur::
out but I am very doubtful , here is a ~eat deal of water which
·will hamper the o eration and the Bugw is so heavyand cumbersome .
Till write
l ater on other mat ters , if you 'll excuse me now sir .
Sincerely , , /~¥

C::/(""4 tlcl '-'

.

Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
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Carl l. l3uchheister
"ident
fat ion
A d: 1 on Soci t y
llJO Fifth Avenue
Ne
ork 28, N.Y.
r

0

Dear fr . l3uchheister :
I am sorry tha thi letter has een delayed a little long r than
I intended, ·we have been kept extreoely usy patrolling , hunters are
swarming all a round th area .
On
nks,iv i ng Day I counted approximately
fort men in ~he vicinity of Section 27 , one roup cam ed just outside our
fence , s far I have had only ne violation , Bob Whidden bas had his hands
f
1 on the es ter n pundary , has f und our fence cut twice ut has been
unable to catch the culprits , he has een camped out since the f i t enth ,
~.
I ·1as concerned about -ptt ing into his car:ipsite to deliver supplies to
him \~ithout the use o ·
e Bug , I di'fi. borro· Bo Vielbauer ' s truck on
Friday to make the tri
ut the tr ck would:n 1 t make it , fortunately Bob
\·/hidden had decided to cone u t and we met 'ust before I l e f his home ,
he was e;oing ac : in
in to sta out over
e :J kend .
is useless , oth rear and ront t 1>nsmiss -\.1 ns
I am afraid t he Swamp Bu"'
er --one , Bo Vi lhau er a'1.d.
n na .e
o r .ach it last Friday aft r a three
hour strug€1e , ·we ende~up ' alki~ in.
r ·removed all usa le ear from the
Bu&:
and had to leave it ou
h re .
Dutch Bai ey offered to o in i th a
specia ly equipped J ep he has to see if he could to it out ut he met with
no success , Mr . Shore a local farmer has offered to help me try and tow it
out ith is tractor ut I am not hopeful .
I t is my recol'll':lendation that it
would fl a wa te of money to have it fixed if ie o get it out before th .
d:r s eason , " e 1·1ould be ett r off to purchase special tires to e i tted to
the Jeep .
Have contacted the \ell driller a gain, he i·•as held u on the jo he
was wor ~cinc; due to a reakdo n in his eq1i ment u he
ects to et that
com let
his week and get star ts on our job .
e s anp level has ropped to 11 inches ·rhich i s co'!lpar able to the
level at this ti e in 1960, I have noted though that for the amoun t of ater
we have encoun ered in the outer areas , making a com a ris on to wha t I reme ber
the a rea as like i n 1960 , our a ter level in t e s1amp s oul
e higher .
e S ~erinten en t ' s home i s progressin ~ell and should be ready for
occupancy eiore Xmas , Bob ViPlhauer i s doin a good job .
I
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As you will see fro the e~orts admissions
e pic_::ing up, fortunately most
of our ,eneral r:iaintenance and annual sprucing up has been almost completed.
The cabin and dormitory have both received a fresh coat of paint, F and.in
has done an excellent job in replacing bad boards on the walk, I plan to
t strted on pain tin t he Jeep and lumber sheds tod.3y an by t he end of the
month hope to have all these matters out of the wey so that 11e will all e
fre e for in erpretiv
ork.
I have letters of application from two men
who have E;OOd qualifications as na :ralists , have written to them arrant;ing
interviews , a replacement ~ill be r equired f nr Sam \fu.idden .
I receive a letter from Hr . Stout on
been post.oned until February.

i day advisiing me that his trip had

We still do not have the electric power connected, a special panel had to
be ordered for the ins t lation .
I f five meters were used instead of the
one matn meter for all buildi I)f; s , it ould requ ire overhea d wiring to each
meter , the ca in wirin would have to be rewired an the installation i n
the do mitory changed over, this was mp reasoning in requesting one meter
to handle the whole demand .
I am loo kin~ forward to reading the reports of the Convention , I understand
there was an excellent a ttendance and I hope it roved to e a ery
successf
event .
I was very pleased t o h ere t hat we ha d added another
Sanctuar to the cha in an thAt it was in lori a , I ope e will e a le
to visit it and meet \·1i th Mr . Smith efor .t oo lon · •
I ~as also very
pleased to read of he Ten Poun I sland Sane u::i.ry in Maine , I recall
enjoya l y' the story , ou related 1hen ~r o ., re here on how y ou negotiated
on that one .
Best re -ards .
Very sinc er ely ,

W~TeL

Cha rles D. utc 1inson
Superinten ent

? r . Alexander Sprunt IV

R earch Vir otor
t1onal Audub on Society

ox 2:31
'l'avern1er,

D

i'la ~

Since sendin. you the information about r a.inf 1 nd • a.mp ).avels
on Septoober 19~ , you have hearcl from radio Qlld ot.b.er l'l d1a of the
deluce we eXparienc
on 'lb.urtday and Fr1da1°• Report• fro the eoattal
\'>wns ranced om recordin of twelve to fifteen tnch • • however , OlU'
record.in:; bare at the Sanctuary for the tvo daY• _. l •JO lAcb•t and for
the period. 9-20-62 thru ~2)-62 a lokl. ot lO• J'l tncheait
S'Amp lftel
1eoordeA tb11 asorn1nc a• f0Uo111es

Pond On>M••

Narka

"A•

lnoh••

lb.ab••

Lettuce lielte Marko ilJ"
•1

l imre f el a lot happier than t dl
ti()fl.

l d

Mk abO'lt the

ter

Slnoe the ral.n t have not•ct that t e moat prom1aeot flab other
\ban th co on ol' ltllllaow 1B Lulai\$ Good.et. , tho lfP-11 y ou. m'41lt 'be

lntareated tn this lnto:rmation.

.

.
j
ii
:Beet r pj'd.e •
.//"'

Sim

~Jet_,

<lbarlea D. Imtchlnloa
SUpeJ'1ntendent

September 5, 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson

Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
P.O. Box 806
Immokalee, Florida
Dear Hutch:

Re:

Superintendent ' s Houae

Upon my return to the office today, I read your letter or August 28th
and studied copy of the plan for the Superintendent ' s house as submitted
with the letter. Messrs. Benjamin and Porter have studied the contract
and found it tn order. I have therefore signed two copies of the contract
and they are being returned to you by Mr. Benjamin today. Meanwhile, you
will have received telegram from Mr. Benjamin advising that the contracts
have been signed, which will give you the go.-ahead signal to relay to the
contractor.
Now with regard to the plan, I approve the plan as essentially the
same as the Rutenberg house, whose plan I had previously verbally approved.
However, neither the plan nor your letter gives any information with
regard to the materials that will be used in tbe construction of the
exterior walls. Will they be made with wood, or or building blocks to be
covered with some kind of stucco material, such as was used on the
Rutenberg house we i nspected? I would like to have this infottmat1on as
soon as possible. If building blocks covered with stucco are to bg used,
then decision must be made with regard to the exterior oolor. You will
recall that we discussed having either white or a light green or blue.
If color is recommended, then I would like to have opportunity to make
a recommendation. If wood is to be used, then the paint color is to be
the same as that on the dormitory building.
Agai , neither the contract nor your letter advises with ~egard to
plumbing, kitchen stove, oven, sinka, electrical wiring, etc. I assume,
ot course, that all those will be furnished by the contractor, and within
the total cost of construction as given in the contract. If there is any
hitch about this, you had better let me know immediately upon receipt of
thisletter. If the total cost as per contract is to include wiring,
plumbing and kitchen fixtures, then you do not need to wire me.
will

It is my understanding that the total cost will be $13,400, which
nclude the $857. 47 credit from Benson Lumber Company.

I note that you have given an O.K, to a local well driller to commence
work as s oon as he is free to do so. Please do not have this drilling
done until you receive a memorandum from me with regard to the wells. This
I will try to get to you in today ' s mail.
Sincerely,
CWB:rt

Carl W. Buchheister, President

••
Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Page 2.
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P.S.
As the above was dictated and transcribed before our telephone conversation
this morning, you have supplied the information requested -- namely, that
all the plumbing, kitchen sink, stove, etc., with the exception or the
refrigerator, will be supplied by the contractors, and that the walls
will be constructed or cement blocks with a stucco-like covering, and
that the color of the latter will be the same as that on the exterior
of the dormitory. It is further my understanding hat it we should ever
wish to change the color, it can be done very easily.
Therefore, all
questions have been answered.

c.w.B.

20M-10-60

1130 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 28, N. Y.

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

MEMO
MR. CARL W. BUCHHEISTER
TuO~~~~"'--~~~'--~~~~~~~~~~~

Attached please find a letter from Hutchinson together with the building
contract. The contract seems to be in order, and, as Hu.tchinson
recommends it, and the amount of the contract is less than authorized by
the Board, I presume you wi 11 want to ~ i gn it. In view of the urgency,
Mr. Benjamin has offered to wire Hutchinson as soon as you have signed
the contract. As you know, by the time this memo reaches you, I will
be in Aul lwodd.
I have retained insurance certificate together with the credit of $857.47
from Benson Lumber Company. All other papers are attached herewith.

Att.
cc:

Irving Benjamin

·'

August 31, 1962r

Mr. Charl.et D. Hutchinson
Box 806
llllllOkalee, Florida
Dear Hutch: .
I have your letter of Augu1t ·28, to Mr. Buchhelster, together with
the building contr•ct, etc. Mr. Buchhelster ts presently out of
town and Is not expected back until Wednesday, September .5. Unfortu•
nately. I will be out of town, too, at thet time, but t 11111 handing ·
your correspondence and the papers to his secretary with the
reCOlllMendatlon thet he should stgn the· contract and send It .back
to you.
·
.v:· ·
Inasmuch as there Is • matter' '>f urgency Involved, Mr. BenJ•ln
wl 11 wt re you as soon as Mr. Buchhelster has signed the contract ~.
so ,t hat you iuy notify Vielhauer 1c:cordlngly. Everything •••• to. .
be ftder control, and t cannot foresee any reason why Mr. Buchhelster·
would not sign the contract. I suggest, however, that you hold off
wfth any flnR comnltment until you at leest receive Mr. Benjamin's
wt re. ·
·
Hope you have been keeping wel\ and with kind regards, I remain
Stncerely,

George Porter
Al1f1tant Treasurer

GP:gs

..
;

'

I
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NATIONAL

AUDUBON
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~y ~~2cf
Telephone: ENright 9-2100

AU€USt 28 , 1962

Mr. Carl il . Buchheister
President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28 , N.Y.

;~·- ~~

Dear Ir . Buchhe is ter :
I am enclosing three copies of buildine contract from Robert W.
Vielhauer , contractor, f or the construction of Superintendent's home
here at the Sanctuary, together "1ith insurance affidavit, the plan of
the Rutenberg "Cascade" home , my own drawing of this plan adjusted to
suit our special needs by converting the garage area into office and
utility areas .
I a l so enclose a Credit ..emo in the amount of $857 . 47
from Benson ' s Lumber Company for the remainder of the pineland l umber
milled after hurricane 11 Do nna 11 which Mr . Benson had agreed to hold in
storage for us until such time as it would be required for construction
use .
I have had several meetings and discussions with three local
con trac tors since you left, presenting the~ Rutenberg plan and requesting
their bids for the construction cost of this home according to my specifications .
Mr . Vielhauer 1 s bid was the lowest , however , before making a
final decision , I checked .jnt o local references of these contractor s,
their past and present construction and was most impressed wi t h t he
'cons t ruction done by r . Vielhauer and also the older more experienced
crew which he employs .
I also watched Mr . Vielhauer himself at wor k
... and 3ould witness fi r sthana that he is thorm1~ and me ticulous .
I '
ful l y recommend that he be given t he contract and have every confidence
that he will build a well constructed home which will blend into Sanctuary
surroundings .

Blueprints are being prepared from my drawing by a registered draftsman also a complete list of sp~cifications of my own and in accordance wit h
Collier County building code , t hese \1ill be mailed to you this weekend,
I do hope that without these specificat ions at pres ent you will be able to
approve , sign and return this contract as soon as possible .
Mr . Vielhauer
finishes his present job next week and would like to reke his preparations
for moving hi s crew and equipment to commence construction before September
Founded 1905 .. . Dedicated to Conservation of Wildlife, Plants, Soil and Water in Relation to Human Progress
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10th.
I f he can begin construction here around the tenth of the month
the home would be completed before December 15th.
As you see from the contraqt the t otal cost is $1J,4oo.oo, the balance
i n our building fund is $12,200.00 plus the credit due from Mr . Benson of
$857.47 increasing our total construction fund to $13,057.47, we therefore
have a deficit of $J 42 .53.
Ta.king into consideration that we are having
the Rutenberg type home built for which you so generously offered an
additional $1 ,000. 00 for the construction fund, I am sure you ,.,ill be quite
relieved to find that instead of $1 ,000 . 00 only a n additional $342 .53 is
require d to have this home constructed.
It would seem that my time has been devo ted to the proposed construction
of the Superintendent 1 s home but I have also bee n contacting well d:rillers
and hav e given the 0 .X:. to a local well driller to commence work here as soon
as he is free from h is pre sent commitment •
I have also requested three
individual bids for Diesel 'engine and pump complete wi th instalJ.e. tion, which
will be mailed to me .
· Wi t h :Best Regards and anxiously awaiting your favo r able r eply on the
enclosed b i lding contract .

Very sincer ely ,

c/{_~f!?l,
Charles D. Hutchinson
Superint endent
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BEDROOM 1
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LIVING
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1

n
ENTRY
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GARAGE
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KITCHEN
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15'2" x 8'10"
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BEDROOM 2 ;: atJ~~----- - --- -=--:-=- - 13'4" x 10'1"
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CL.
• Square footage : Iiv ing area
1.407
garage and u·tility 31.4
screened porch
288
entrance porch
27
Total
2036
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August 24, 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson

Superintendent
C kscrew Swamp Sanctuary

P.O. Bo.x 806

Immokalee, Florida

Dear Hutch:
I enjoyed the visit at the Sanctuary, and ~gain I thank you and
Margaret for your many gracious acts or hospitality.
You must know bow greatly concerned I am about the personnel
problem. I hope the frank and searching talks we bad were helpful
to you. Rem.ember that I will give you such advice and guidance as I
can, but in the last analysts onl7 you can solve tbe problem. I am
confident that you will make every ettort to do so.
I have done a lot of thinking since I left you.
concentrate on achieving the tollowingt

I ask that you

(1) Develop and maintain a feeling of happiness among your staff.
They should be happy in their work,•s you profess to be, and as are
man.y others in the 8oc1ety 1 11 personnel. One ot the ways to create
contentment and happ1nesa is to impress upon them by word and deed
that the whole starr. including the Director; constitute a team.
A Director does not lose, but gains statul'e and prestige in working
closely with his men, in helping them, in actually sharing their
work an problems. An Audubon Sanctuary, Center, or Camp is not
the same as the military. a business, or industry. Conservation
and nature appreciation, the good or the Society, and the good
or the S&.nctuary vif!litors mu11t be the key motivating forces.
The Director must develop this motivation in his personnel. There
is a tar different spirit involved in working for a cause euch as
the Audubon Society than in merely doing a job for an industrial
or a business organ1zat1on, and people who would show no spirit in
work1ng for the latter would for the former. But the atmosphere
in which such a spirit can be born and live must be created by the
man at the top.
(2)

The Corkscrew as a center

or

education through interpretation.

Ot course the Sanctuary must be maintained, and I understand

perfectly that involves sundry mental jobs. However, one can't
maintain a school without any teachers in 1~, therefore, I deem
it or the greatest importance that we have as great an 1nterpretational
service constantly on the Boardwalk as we can financially support.

,

..:~. Charles D. Hutchinson
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This does not mean a lot of interpreters, but there should always
be a ml mum of two, and possibly three, during peak visit tion.
!his may present a problem to you, but I am confident that you
can solve it. For example, the more you learn about the natural
hi tory ot the Corkscrew, and the importance of its having been
saved, and its being preserved, the better interpreter you will
be. I don ' t mean that you are not a good one now; on the contrary,
I ha~e been told that you handle 1nterpr tation very well. But
you will agree, as I do, that any one or us can constantly learn
more 8Dd interpret better. It would interest you to know, I am
aure, that when! took the Directorship of the Maine Camp I had
never seen one-third of the birds existing there, and I knew
nothing about conservation problems. I was a Latin teacher with
a romantic love of nature. Consequently I made it my business to
go 011 the bird and other instructional trips, to listen to all
lectures, and to read books to inform myself ,and eventually I
taught the Bird Class for one month in the absence or Allan
Cruickshank.
Again I will authorize whatever is finaoc1ally possible to increase
the effectiveness of the interpretation. I am perfectly wi 111ng
to authorize . the purchase of some good books on Florida Natural
History and conservation. I will even try to send an expert down
occasionally to teach the starr. I am 8ure that other ways of
improving this program will occur to you and to me.

(3)

Maintenance Man.
I have already approved verbally, and now confirm, engaging a
man primarily tor maintenance work. His additional duties would
include taking admissions at the gate, staying at the Sanctuary
at night while other staff members are away. It such a man does
all the maintenance work, day in and day out, you and other
assistants would have more t1me for interpretation.

(4)

Interpreters.
It will be your responsibility to hire men who either have the
knowledge and ability to interpret, or have the qualifications
to learn to do so. They could serve not only as interpreters,
but as naturalists. They should be encouraged in their etfo~ts
to make certain studies which would not be incompatible with their
principal duties, and to increase their knowledge. They, or
course, would have to be given to understand that they would have
to take their turn at the Gatehouse and doing night duty, and
also to do menial work in the event the maintenance man was away
or inc ~acitated.

(5)

Sam

Whidden.

He can be used to advantage on the Boardwalk despite hie lack or
exact natural history knowledge. He has a pleasing manner, is
attractive, and bas color. He can also serve to advantage at the
Gatehouse. However, he must be given to understand that he would
have to do carpentry work and to help out with the menial jobs

,...-
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as required. For exampl~, we must continue to depend on his help
in fencing and on patrol during the hunting season. He would not
need to be used as an interpreter as greatly as the others.
( 6)

Time Otf.

Your men now receive two days a week off from May 1st to November let .
Why can ' t you extend that period at least one month, or even
through December. Do the visitors come in such numbers in
November and December to make this unworkable?
You will recall that I questioned why you did not put yourself
down for one or two nights or duty. Frankly, I think you should
for the effect it would have on the rest of your personnel. All
of ou~ Nature Center Directors and Camp Directors take that kind
ot duty. You can easily have an understanding with the personnel
that your duties as Director could and would require, even on
short notice, your presence away from the Sanctuary on certain
nights and that you would have to depend on one or the others
swapping a night with you. If you get the right ktndof men and
develop the spirit we are talking about, I am eul'e they would be
only too glad to help you out since they would lmow that you, 1n
tul"n, would be only too happy to help them out.
(7)

Number of Personnel.
Here is the problem if you get one man to do maintenance work
primarily. This would mean that you and Sam, except when the
latter would be doing carpentry or patrol, would serve as two
interpreters. We could have one more man to serve as an interpreter. This makes a total of four. I would go along with
hiring a single man as an interpreter on a seasonal basis from
about January 1st through April, but I oSl ' t see that we would need
him the rest or the year. If your maintenance man is busy during
the day on menial Jobs, you would have a minimum of three men,
including yourself, as interpreters, and possibly a fourth during
the peak visitor season. I realize, of course, that there would
be times, and even days, when you would have to le ave the Sanctuary
on some pressing business and th~t might apply to another staff
member as well. I realize it is a problem, but I do think it can
be solved.

Now I have put down the thoughts that have occurred to me after
my departure. Study them carefully. They contain instructions as
well as recommendations and counsel. You can see from this that t
am working with you.
I have instructed Charlie Brookfield to see Popenhager as soon as
possible upon his return , and I will let you know the results or that
conference. Again , my thanks to you and Marg111ret for your many kindnesses
and with ver '.'1181'll1lregards to you and the children.

Very sincerely,

CWB:rt

Carl W. Buchheister
President

NATIONAL

AUDUBON
~~kJpn/ ~~_,,,j,,e

SOCIETY
1180

~,jd&fverw,t?

~y~~.88
Telephone: ENright 9·2100 ·

August 1 , 1962
Mr . Carl i'l . lluchheister
President
National Audubon Society
llJO Fifth Avenue
New York 28 , N. Y.

Dear

~r .

:Buchheister:

Have been unable to contact Mr . Poppenhager directly, I spoke with
his wife on the telephone and explained that you ould possi ly e h re
this weekend and \·;ould like l·lr . Poppenhager to be pres ent here at the
Sanctuary to discuss this project of diking , she said that she ould
inform him of this and \-iould advise us by mail if he would be here . So
far I have heard nothin~ from him, it is almost a week since I spoke with
Mrs . Poppenhager .
I have made several contacts vlith local contr actors ,
two have been interested e ~ough to co me out here and discuss the project
with me and review t he situation , both promise to be here to discuss this
with you personally on Sunday.
Mr . Scho field of .fa.rathon Dred.Q;ing Co .,
after reviewing the area of the marsh we could reach by foot, suggested
that if possible he ould like to fly you ov er the area i n his private
plane , so that a more accurate estimate could be made •
I have also received price lists on Pumps , have contacted well drillers ,
only one interested but as yet he has not visi t ed the Sanc tuary to discuss
the pro ject further , I am plannin to contact hi~ again oday .
I ave t alke ~i th severnl contractors in egar t o the construction
of the S 1perin endent ' s hone an had me etings here 1ith them at the
Sanctuary, two of them ve estimated close to our contract price but as
yet have been unable to find one who has estimate d within the price .
We can discuss this f ther durinr; your visit
I n discussing these projects ·ith the contractors , although no definite
prices have been given but their tentative estimates given to me ill exceed
the ass:uned cost presented in Hr . :Singer ' s report.
Looking forward to seein you on Sunday and bein able to discuss
projects in more detail .

these

Since~~
Charles D. Hutchinson
Superinten ent
Founded 1905 ... D1dlc1t1d to Con11rv1tion of Wildlife, Pl1nh, Soil and W1ter in Relation to Human Prosres$
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August 7, 1962
Mr . Carl ! . Buchheis ter
President
National Audubon Society
11)0 Fifth Avenue
New ork 28, N.Y.

Dear Mr . Buchhei s ter :
I n response to your letter of August 1st and our telephone
conversation of ye sterday morning , I have made contact with local
contractors in regard to having them review the present conditions
of the area which will be involved in our diking project , I have
not as yet been able to reach Poppenhaeer .
I went into the area
myself this morning and found nine to ten inches of water in the
marsh, since my return we have just experienced a two and one half
inch rainfall, this \·.rater level is what I suspected '7hen I taL~ed
with you .
Two contractors have promised to come out to the Sanctuary
to discuss this project with me this weekend and also one well driller ,
so as soon as I have further information I will forward this to you.

/

,
I n nw telephone conversation with J ohn Rogers formerly employed
by the Lee Tidewater Cypress Co . and the Collier Co, he informed me
that his survey line is more than likely not one hundred per cent true
as there are no monuments on the west side of the Sanctuary until
the Lee/Colli er County line, he promised to call at the Sanctuary on
his return from vacation , which will be some time aroun0 -~.D'\lst 24th ,
Hy recommendation would be ,
so that we may discuss. this further .
that we should employ the services of a registered surveyor to confirm
our boundary line before commencing this dikin~ project .

L

•,

I am still attempting to receive contractors bids for the cons
ction
of the Superintendent ' s home , as yet have not been able to come within the
authorized contract price .
The plan which was submitted to you is a
duplicate copy and at present is only the preliminary drawing , I will obtain
complete specifications for yo r approval, the exterior appearance of the
home will be similar to that of the staff residences of the Everglades
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Na tional Par k , some of which , can be seen i n t he town of Ever glades .
I thank you for the clarification of the policy covering vacations
f or staff memb ers .
I look for\1ard to your visit , ther e are a number of matters I feel
I mus t discuss with you.
Bes t regards .

Very s incerely,

91~1

Charles D. Hu tchinson
Super in tenden t

Auguat l ; 1962
Mr. Oharlea D. Hutchinson
Box 8o6

Immokalee. 1lorida

Dear Hutchs
At long 1 et Jq reply to youre ot June 25 with regard to tbe dild.ng
operation which we JIU8t do aa 1ppr0Ted b7 the Board atwr discueaion
ot Dr. Binger' 1 report and the reading ot the report ot • Dans.
Since the euct aoutbern boundary is in queetion, w Jal8t determine what
it ia . I'll epeak to Mr . Baker regarding it, and •anwbile I would like
to know what you learned from talking vi th Meeara. Rogere and Swain.
We muat get the diking oompleted u eoon u poaaibl• eo that there will be
a dike to hold vate:t in the eTent ot recurrence of drought oonditione this
year. Also w nmat get the wlla a.a reoo1111end:ed drilled, pi:pecl and capped,

and then procure the neceaaary pWllp equipment. I cannot oo• to norida
until after AugU8t 20. lllile in Winonein reoentl;y, I discussed with Sandy
Sprunt certain ideas he had vith regard to the diking and ineide ditchee
(tor wading birde) and we tentati"f9l7 agreed. to meet at the Corkeorew and go
over the entire situation vith 7ou. .A lso w conaider 1t ~ortant to have
Poppenhager tb.tre, or i t he cannot, haw eome other eontraotor at the aa.time eo w oould all go OYer the propoaed line together and eettle on ju1t
what 1a to be done .

Please ad.Tiee by return mail to reach • not later than Mond&7 next, i t )'OU
think the area or the propoaed dike will be too wt ae a conaequenc ot
awmaer raina to pel"Jd t hea'Y)'" •chanioal equip•nt to do the job. The t1.Jni.ng
of rq nait will be deterllined a1 to how aoon diking can be done .

Meanwhile, also, line up well digger1 to get pric•• on wells; complete with
piping, 10 we can, at the 118118 tille, place orders for tbie operation.
I haw no objection to ;your writing Mr. Binger, With oopy to ,., but euggeat
that he d11euae hie repJ.7 with • .
We vil1 not consider Jack Beet tor your sanctuary.

- 2 We should get started on constructing the 8\lperintendent' a houee.

Pleas
ad'Yiae it the p.lan you sent • can be conetructed tor the outside pri~
aa authorised, co~lete with plumbing,. electrical wiring and .fixtures • .
'!bat is important. Aleo, will the job be cc>ntracted. tor and completed
at eaid price? 'lhe plan you .s ent aeeine to call for a larger building than
you de1eribed to me originally.
I have studied the plan and like it aa far aa principle and. sue ot rooma
are concerned. I mu1t knov more about the outside appearance of the house,
tor it 11 inportant that it be attractive and eonpletely in keeping with
the dormitory buildingJ and it should look more ruatic than a. modern house
in a sub-division. In other worde, it ahould be in keeping with ita eanotuary
environment,. Will it be p.a inted white or stained in a natural color?
As soon as I can approve price and outside appearance, I will authorize you
to get a contract with tull 11pecifications which we can approve.

Regarding the vacation tor Joel, it never occurred to me that we .ahould give
a paid vacation to a teJQporaey e~loyee, even if he will have conpleted six
months. The underetanding vae that he would work until some time in the
aummer because I have told him that a condition or Jll1 recommending him to
you was that he would return to college. Now in Joel's ca.ee, in addition
to the ~bonus" recently giyen, I will approve of your paying hia $50 towards
his return travel expenses. I think he deserves this as he neither resigned
nor was tired, and he worked as long, i t not longer than he thought he would.
You handle the return expense money out of petty c&sh, or you can ask Mr.
Benjamin to send him a check after hi return home.
Ae a matter of policy, only individuals e11ployed on a .full time baai _ and
who will have served 11X, months, and then provided you re satisfied that
they will continue to serve._ should be given one week' paid vacation
(except an extra day now and. then at your discretion.) If you wiah to give
an J1ployee two weeks vacation at the end of au months,, and before serving
twelv months, give one week with pay and Withhold payment for the second

week until the twelve months.
I leav Mondq after-noon, August 6, for t1r0 weeke, but Mre. Troscianiec

vill know where to reach me during that time ..

Hutch, I was distressed to hear from Roland Clement today that he had received
word from Edward• or hie resignation effective August 1). I had hoped, because
of his natural. history and conservation interest, he would want to serve a
year or two ·- also that you would be entirely aati11fied with him.. With Joel
leaving soon, you will need at least one replacement.
I ehall keep the house plan, aaauming that you have a copy. It I have the
only one, then write immediately to Mrs. Troecianiec and she w1l1 aend it to you.
Thanks tor

your card :from North Carolina.

Regards to you and Margaret.
Sincerely,

Oarl

CWBsea
CC1 Messrs. Benjamin

Clement

w.

Buohhei ter

President

Ml', Oharlt e D. Hutobinaon

JO••

P.s. I aa dictating thU po1t10ript atter havtng nad.
<>~ J\111 )0,
llDd the two letten ot n1tcnat1on fro• Edwardl an4 CadbW7• I 111 c:kJvnngbt
upaet 04"t' Joel'• n•isnatton and ttMt lllllln8*8 :t.n tlbicb a. eublaitt.ed 1t.
l cannot vrit.e :turtb4.r aov ae· I am about t.o 1..,,. tn an b.our tor an out. ot
town tr"1p tar a d.,- ct: '-• I. _, b,t.w to detel' dUo'Ul•ion ot the• l"Qig!la""
t,iona and tit. vbola a\ter ot -.101mnt until haw opportum.v to taJJc to
)"Ou•' length, vbiob I b,.e, 'Will be -.ron s.p~ 1,, uad 1t not 1 ftJlT soon

z

thereafter~

o.w.s.

. l Aug.

1

62

Dear Noel,
I was eorry indeed to learn
that you were resigning rrom the
atarr at Cork•crew Swamp.
Thia 1 s eapeoiall1 ironic beoause,
a11 or ue were ao pleased with the way
you all responded to the thJ;eat ot
tire 1n June that we thougn[, the start
would hencetort~ be one happy taa117.*

It ia difficult tor me to e"8luate
7our dec1s1on, since I don't know the
tacts. There is untortunatel.7 nothing
in the way of a transfer to another
Job to offer at present.
Please express my regrets to
your wife, who is, I am aure , a great
collfort to you right now .

Sincerely,
Roland
Mr. Noel K. Edwards
Immokalee, Florida

c.

Clement

Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
P. O. Box 806
Irnmokalee, Florida
July 27, 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson, Superintendent
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
Immokalee, Florida
Dear I"'1r. Hutchinson:
I herewith ask permission to resign from the position of
Assistant Warden at the Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary as of
August 10, 1962.
I regret that my resignation has become necessary because I
enjoyed my work here and put ~11 my effort into it. However,
I find that the unnecessarily derogative manner of the Superintendent toward his employees, and his i ncreasingly abusive
language have become unbearable.
Regretfully,

.

~

108 West Phil-Ellena Street
Philadelphia 19, Pennsylvania
July 27, 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson, Superintendent
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
Immokalee, Florida ·
Dear

~~.

Hutchinson:

I hereby hand in my resignation from the position of Assistant
Warden at the Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary because of the following
reasons.
Although I find that this type of work is very much to my liking
as it suits my interests in nature work, I find that the personal
attitude of the supervisor toward the staff has become demoralizing ,
discourteous, and intolerable.
I therefore regret that I must submit at this time my immediate
resignation without notice.
egretfully,

r..~d~~~

...

.J

NATIONAL

.Pji AUDUBON
Telephone: ENright 9-2100

July JO, 1962
1r . Carl • :Buchheister
President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28 , N.Y.

Dear I1r . Buchheister:
:Because of the reasons given in the enclosed written resignations
of both Jo el and !:r . Edwards I am forwarding them to you for your
consideration .
I have always been frank with you and when I am wrong
In this instance, I 'as rude , I did lose my temper
I will admit this.
and I certa inly wasn ' t polite when I put both of them on the carpet for
what I conside neglect of duty , my provocation finally was let loose
when I found at the Gatehouse, folders stick together , Postcards ruined
and evidence that our sales materials had not been protect~d from the
weather by being put away in the evenings or left out during a rain squall
and over a nd above the cleaning of the Gatehouse had been slovenly , dust
was thick and piles of dead frogs lay behind book and card racks.
This
is what climaxed the series of other signs of neglect .
fuen I returned from vacation last fonday , I learned that the Swamp
Buggy was out of operation and th~ t J eep had neither hand or foot brake
operation, both vehicles had een garaged and no attempt made to have either
of then fixed .
The Toilet bowl in the rest rooms had been broken a t the
base by r . Ed·wards leaning on it 'hile cleaning ( from t 1e evi dence of the
damage done, I c.m still try ing to figure this one out)• I can concede that
accidents \·1 ill happen but instead of replacing just the damaged bowl , the
perfectly e;ood cistern was also replaced , so now we have a spare was the
reason I was given for this .
The Lawnmower engine went out of action ,
when exa ining the damage done here , cam shaft scored and connecting rod
broken, tha t denoted lack of oil and I have impressed over and over again
the extreme i mportance of keeping machinery well oiled, but apart from that
if a man has ~ S,ny mecha nical knowledge at all he should know this .
The
wind velocity instru..ment was not operating because when the weather station
had been painted the instrument had been replaced incorrectly and although
it was not opera tine;, I found that \ ind velocities had been recorded in the
c1eather book, when questioned about this Mr · ~ Ed:·Jards said that he had been
estimating \1ind velocity .
The Staff Dormitory Porch walls had been varnished
as I had instructed, no drop cloth had been used on the floor which was
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spa ttered with drops of var nish even small pools which h?-d been left to
collect dus t and debris, this was ba d enough but I also found that the
chair i n t he porch had been used as a stool for t he varnish can , varnish
was smeared e.J.l over the s eat and left tha t way , no attempt had been made
to clea n it up .
Old bcr-rds from the boardwalk had been left by the
Chickee, fence posts broughtback from the repairing of the fences had been
left piled in the :BU€gy all of this was evident , I felt that this alone,
regardless of what else I might find later was suffi~ient to indicate that
there had been a great lack of interest displayed.
Befor e I left for vacation the Generator had broken down, I suspected
that the cause was lack of efficient daily maintenance and that the engine
had not been receiving the required amount of oil but both Joel and Edwards
assured me that they ha d been most dilligent about this, so I accepted their
word and expected to hear that when the engine was overhauled by Fort Myers
Armature Uorks the mechanic would find perhaps a faulty oil pump .
When I
visited Hr . Grimes Dennis last Wednesday to check on the condition of the
unit and when we could expect to have it returned, he advised me that the
damage had been caused as I suspected by lack of oil , he also showed me the
parts which needed to be replaced and I saw the evidence for myself , this will
be a costly repair expense which could have been avoided.
I credit men with
common sense enough to know that machinery must be maintained daily, it was
also defined and expla ined to them explicitly that thi s is part of their duties ,
I cannot look over their shoulder on everything , I cannot do all of these things
myself.
In referenc e s I received from l•r . Edwards I understood that he had
mechanical k:nowlec4;e and ha d repa ired equipment, also that he ha d been empl oyed
for two years as a painter , he has not demonstrated to me that he has these
qualifications , for the most part Hr . Edwards has been much more concerned
about whether or not he would receive two days off each week, when we '<lere even
fi gh ting the f ire this was his repeated question to me.
However , it is pointless
to reha sh all of this now , but I have been provoked many times and let it slide .
Joel's action I am very much distressed over , I was very proud of the way
Joel had handled himself here , he has worked very hard and up until I left for
vacation I ha d found him trying always to do a good job, if he got out of line
I lectured and kept a firm hand on him, we enjoyed a good relationship, in fact
he repeated to both Mar garet and I that he considered both of us as sort of
adopted parents, which \ve did try to be to him .
I do belie-ve tha t Joel after
gi v ing t hough t to what he had done was regretting his impulsiveness , I dar esay
I could have talked to Joel and had him reconsider his decision but somewhere
along the line a young man has to learn what I consider the hard way , he had
a lot at stake and Joel knew this , I had helped all I could if this was to be
the result then I had failed not succeeded in my efforts to shall we !IEcy',
rehabilitate him, it had to be Joel's own decision, he evidently felt t hat I
was at fault because he left us on Saturday morning to stay with his girl frien4 1 s
father in :Bonita Spring,'S until his salary check arrived.
I had written to
Fred Schultz to arrange for Joel to visit Tampa :Bay Sanctuary this week , but
because of his sudden departure have had to a dvise Fred to cancel the arrangements .
I n my letter to you of July 4th, I mentioned that a bonus would be well
accepted in appreciation of the additional work my staff contributed during the
fire , I still feel t~'lt ...they had ea.rried ' , this despite present circumstances.
I have received a letter from Michael Lister regarding a position here, I
am giving this very serious thought, he seems quite confused.
Very sincerely ,

W~'

·•
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Telephone: ENright 9-2100

July 27 t 1962
Hr . Ch8.rles H. Callison
Assistant to the President
Natiol18l Audubon Society
1130 Fifth venue
Ne1

York 28, N.Y.

Dear lr . Callison:
I n response to your letter of July 23rd , comparing the f;
es
fro m the weather records \'lhich '\L'lfortu.nately only cover the years
196o , 1961 and 1962 rainfa ll recorded for the months of June and July
in these three years has been as follows :
196o

- 23 inches
1962

1961

- 19 . 48 inches

20 . 75 inches

Hy opinion \'/OUld be that r a infall in 1960 would be cons idered
nor~ ,

so we are slightly below norl!lal for thi s period so far this

year .
As a matter of inter es t, I give you the comparison of the
Swa!ilp levels for the same period.
1960

- 17 inches
1961 - 4 1/4 inches
1962 - 8 1/2 inches .

Mr . Baker has a more comple te record of r ainfall and \'later levels
wh ich I sent to hil!l before he and Ir . :Binger came down to review the
1at ~ r situation, this maY be helpful to you in naking comparisons .
Best regards .
Sincerely ,

1

'#~-

Charles D. Hutchinson
Super intendent
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• 1"i :Benj
'f 1ce Pres1 en·t

S.n

attor.ial Audubon Socl
lt;o 1fth. Avenue
York 28,

.t •

• · en.Jami ,

ct••

l>\\Tinc our di cua11oa s d7' • ..U.oned th ti the credl t
he and
Donna on the front coTer of th (\ k~•'o O\Ud b• oaltte4 ancl c:red1t ai•ren
uae4, tboae ot Sand,1 and Donna have •• lnd1c1dei ln
under e Oh pb~'°P
the rn1te4. bookle-..
In rep.r to th• Photor;raphl there 11 a choice ":Je\veen
two tll•tratinc lpanis.b
1 would like to aee Ule tlath
to used. S.n the
nev booklet. th4~e 11 al.10 a pbotocraph of a PUeated. Voodpecker which
not deplct Corkacrew l>itat vb.en it 1• perched on• 11Ter JU.r:ch tree, lt ls
TG'rf Surpi"illftC how ma.J\r Of O'tU' Ti1l\or1 vill JJGtice h&bita\ ba~ou.n4.

a•

do••

llhen a new pl.lei¥ 11 u.4e (t1dthed) alld before rlntlnc, lDaU1;lCh .we are more :tamill wUh the 1n\erpreU•• wol'k ot the ddwalk and the malt•
aequence. to be used I teel that .U 1 moat 1mpera'1T• t~t t :ve an o porti.mn1

Mr. lrTinc Benjamin

Pace 2 .

'<> edi' and cheok for a:n:r ettol"• that we llaY' have oYerlooked.

l would llke to ••• the ccner of th• booklet
two ton• 'but S.t would 'be much aore attractlTe.

u

oolor thia neet ottl.1 be

w•

A• our suppl.7 1• dY1ndl1n, (2,000)
canno\ afford. 'o llzlpr too lone
before repr1n'1nc, \hie le the reaeon Se.nq aaked •• to complete the r«1don
d untortunawl7 1 v • d.elqe4 b7 the fire.

Y•'117 1no•rely,

dj(~'

Oharl•• D. 1!11tchinson

Superintendent

'

~ ,.

..

"· .

NATIONAL

Telephone: ENright 9-2100

June 25, 1962
Mr . Carl W. Buchhei s ter
President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear '1r . J3uchheister :
We are slowly returning to normal operation, there is some correspondence
wh ich remain&. to be answered , Inve ntory to be completed and the revision of
the Self- Guided Tour J3ooklet to be reviewed befor e it is submitted for printin~ .
I would l ike t o take my vacation starting July 9th through July 23r d,
Joel will be l eaving us in Auc;lls t and I w:1>uld rather take my vacation while
he is still here as he is much more familiar with the operation than anyone
el se , Margaret and I have also been looking forward to attending the Highland
Gathering in North Carolina this year , it is being held at Grand.father Mountain
on July 14th.
There is ofcourse the proposed diking operation to be undertaken, I have
not as yet heard from Don Poppenhager to whom I have just written asking when
he expects to visit the Sanctuary .
I n regard to the dike being constructed
by the use of J3ulldozer and J3lade , during the fire when the marsh was
exceedine;ly dry , a bulldozer could not operate due to it 1 s own weight and the
lack of ground support, however '~e found that a dragline working on mats was
ab le to reach the edge of the marsh then mats and dragline began to sink, this
unit ofcourse weil;hed forty tons .
Whilst at the edge of the marsh , I asked
the operator to dig down to hard surface , shell formation occurred at about
nine feet, this experiment was performed to satisfy my own personal curiosity .
Mr . Poppenhager, however , has probably work~d
on i~ilar terrain and has
speci al equipment for this type of operation.
I am concerned about showing
him the "exa.c t 11 line to follow, there has a you know been correspondence
between Mr . Baker and myself regarding the difference between our fence line
and the survey line of Wilson and As s ociates and which of these is correct .
During the fire , I learned that John Rogers who worked as a surveyor with
Lee Tidewater Cypress Co. and Mr. Swain who worked for the same company
during the lumber operation , still live in Collier County , I will try to
locate both of them , they Ill3¥ know of the monU!:lent locations mentioned by
Mr . Baker which I have been unable to f i nd in Sections 20 and 21 to prove
our boundary line .
We followed the old blaze marks made by John Rogers
r. /
when we erected our fence , so this wil l be the line I will show Don Poppenhage~
I was pleased to have a copy of Mr . Binger 1 s report on the water situation
here at Cor kscrew , is it permissable for me to w~i te to Hr . Bingert there are
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some recommendations made which I do not understand and would like to have
clarified, perhaps you prefer that I would discuss them with you.

Thank you for the advance information regarding Jack Best and giving
me the opportunity to appraise his atti tude and ability for Warden position
here .
Let me say that I like Jack as a person and he did help out very
willingly during the fire , I was seriously di sturbed though. by his offhand
a ttitude \'Ii th the public and toward Society purpose, he appears very
nonchalant .
Without revealing your confidential information , in general
conversation I learned that Jack ;Wouldn' t be interested in a Warden 's position
and frankly I don 1 t consider him good Warden material .
We have had several r a ins since June 9th , a total rainfall so far of
' ~' u liten inches , the marker in the first Lettuce Lake now registers fifteen inches
and almost one inch registers on the marker i n the Pond Cypress •
Tonight,
as I write, we a.re experiencing a sever thunderstorm with torrential rains,
it is a wonderful soui1d, maybe this is the flood I am due to have lll
As you will well understand, I have done nothing further on the plans
for the construction of the Superintendllet ' s home, other than a drawing by
a licensed draftsman of a plan which I drew then had him draw to scale .
Mr . Wil liams is in possession of this plan to estimate cost .
I am enclosi!J€
a copy of this plan and would a9preciate your coJ:1111ents .
Thank you for the copies of the lett ers which you thanked those people
who assist ed during the fire . I have visited some of these people personally
to thank them and whilst talking with Mr . Herren my statement to you in my
letter of June 14th that I suspected he had done a great deal more than I
was personally aware of, was confirmed, he is a wonderful person.
I em keeping in mind that Joel should visit Tampa Bay Sanctuary and
will make the arrangements with Fred Schultz for this .
A question does
come up which Joel mentioned to me , inasmuch as Joel will have been
employed here for six months before he leaves us, is he entitled to two
weeks paid vacation? this is a matter of Society policy which I ould also
like clarified for future referenc .rega.Pding temporary employees.

Best regards .
Very sincerely,

~. <#JeLr
Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
Encl .
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June 25. 1962
Mr . John H. Baker
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28 1 N.Y.
Dear Mr . Baker:
We are finally recovering from the aftermath of the long battle
again st the fire , I am deeply indebted to so many people who contributed
aid and support in fighting the fire and for the aid of the State
equipment and services which you enlisted, the Florida Forest Service
as I have said over and over again, deserve special commendation for
their unt iring efforts throughout the entire emergency.
Now being able to function more normally, I reply to your three
letters of May 25th , May 29th and June 13th.
I have not as yet had
the opportunity to visit the Court House in Everglades but will do so
as soon as po ssible and attempt to locate the records which refer to
the monuments placed by Collier County .
I have also learned that
both .John W. Rogers and Mr . Swain of Lee Tidewater Cypress Co . reside
in Collier County. I shall visit with them and perhaps they will know
of the monument locations .
As far as I know Mr. Rogers is not
associated with Wilson and Associates .
Meantime I will consider our line as being correct and follow
this line for the proposed dike construction.
Best regards .
Sincerely ,

cjl~'
Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
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Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent, Corkscrew Swamp Sanotuaey
P. O. OX 8o6
Imokalee,. norida

ar Hutchr
I appreoiate vour letter ot June 14th; and its enclosure•. I cCB11end 7ou on
taking the time, despite your fatigue and all or the added reaponaibilities that
haft been plaoed upon your shoulders owing to the recent critical and hectic fire
period. We are Tery glad to have such a tine and complete list of those who haft
contributed aone)", and also those who contributed their serTicee. In connection
with the tor.mer, we will write personal letter• ot gioatitude 1 sending our o.ffie al
Treaeurer•s nceipt. In the case of the latter n will write letters of gratitude
to e19ryone listed by you.

I aa glad to have your laudat.017 comments about Mr . Herren, for he is, and
can continue to be 1 an invaluable friend to the Society and its Sanctuary. He has
written both to Mr. Baker and to me making some recommendations with regard to
installing wells, fire llnea, eto. , all of which will receive our combined
o oosideration.
It distresses me no end to read in the press Joel Kuperberg's criticisms about
the lack of coordination and direction on the part of the State Forestry Department.
I am particularly pleased to have you confirm 1n writing what you told me many times
over the telephone, namely •- that th iaen in the State Forestry Department gaTa
continuous, generous and ettectiTa help. I will write Mr. Coulter telling him. of
our unhappiness over certain statements in the article by Tom Morgan . Insofar as
the Soc.i etyt you, md other Sanctuary personnel are concemed, l!ie all have nothing
b~t 'thanks and praise for the wonderful help rendered by the Department. On
reading the article, I do not feel that any reader thereof would attribute to the
Society, to you in particular; or to anyone on your sta.rr, criticism of the State
Forestry Department. We feel that such criticism could only be attributed to
Kuperberg, who is in no vay connected with the Society. Hie efforts in helping
fi ht the fire are those of an interested and helpful friend .
I t is most heartening to learn that the south fire did not go beyond our
f'ence in Section 27, and that in the north ve lost only' a small percentage of bald
cypreea. Also, the news of the additional three inches or rain eliminating all
danger is
naely' cheering.
Again, our thanks to you and your eta.tr.

Warm regards.

Sincerely',

Carl
CWB1rt

w.

Buchheist.er

President

NATIONAL
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June 14, 1962
Mr. Carl W. :Buchheister
President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Buchheister:
I enclose the lists of the fine people who contributed financial aid
by sendin.: checks here to the Sanctuary and also those who helped fii:J:lt
the fire and assisted me in many other wayw, I am crateful to so ~ people
for their combined and individual efforts, I am pa.rticulary indebted to the
Florid.a Forest Service personnel who fought lone and hard without complaint
throuchout the dancer, they were at all times courteous, considerate and
cave me the utmost assistance in every phase of this arduous task.
Mr .
Herren of the Collier Company was a tremendous source of strencth and support
throu.:hout which he did q"fl.ietl; , efficiently and without fanfare I am certain
that there was a r;r eat deal he lid that I am not personally aware of, I only
know a each time I cal e him he acte
I am also enclosinr; some newspaper clippinr;s, there is one in particular
which seriously disturbs m~ that of Tom Morcan in which Joel Kuperberc makes
criticism of the operation , it was not the time for recriminations and I am
very surprised and disappointed that Joel found it necessary to make his
feelincs public . There are some erroneous statements made also, I will not
co into this however because it will be covered in my report wich I am in the
process of preparinc now.
I was aware that Joel was upset because he tackled
me, unfortunately it was at times when I had ma~ problems on my mind and one
occasion when I was just returnin:; from the scene of the fire havi~ been out
all nicht, I did my best to explain the situatio~ to him but I felt it was not
the time for arcument it was the time for action, as an experienced !ire-fii:J:lter
I knew and understood the di:t!iculties and problems hnd I will say this, the
orest Service did not lieserve this type of critieism, without their str~cle
and battle we could very well have lost the Sanctuary, we should also consider
the efforts of the unsunc heroes who fo~ht the North fire for two weeks under
very tedious and demoralizinc conditions, namely , our group of convicts .
I t has been a

lo~

ha:rd battle but we are crateful for the wholehearted
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concern and support of the community, without the combined efforts of all
we could not have saved the Sanctuary- , no fire entered our Southern boundaries
on the llla.st or West sides but it had reached our fence in Section 27. On the
Northern boundary- the fire consumed mostly pine and palmetto , pond cYPress and
a very small percentage of l!ald Cypreaa .
Since wiring you we have received
another three inches of rain, all ~er is now eliminated.
I hope to have "t1IS' report completed today which will enlighten you further
on the entire operation.
l3 est regards .

Very sincerely,

C:/fc~

Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent

~bt :Litiami !litral~

Local News

Sunday

INSIDE
State . News
Features

Lower Gulf Coast .Area

June 3, 1962

In past months, some three quar·
ters of a million acres of
land in South Florida has
been destroyed by fire.
Much of this land had
been untoucherl by man
since the beginning of
tim6 ,
What can be clone to
prevent a similar rav·
age?Tom
WhatMorgan,
is required?
The
' l\' I
B
Hera ld s apes
ureau MORGAN
chief, has discussed the
subject with numerozu officials who are
in a position to know. Here is his re·
port on the Collier County area.

l\'EEDED:

Men

radio dispatcher, a mechanic
ranger to keep up the equipment, two regular towermen,
two part - time towermen
and a seasonal pilot.
These crews would a.ssi&t in
fighting home, building and
other non-forest fires and aid
in emergencies such as hurricanes, floods or other disasters, as well as protecting ·th
425,000 acre1 of \voods inside
the protected area.

NEEDED:

Machines

TO JIANDLE fire control
THEm E QUIP M E N T
on the 530,000 acres of cenId · 1 d
h
k
wou me u e two eavy tan tral Collier County it is estiers. a light tanker, three
mated will take 17 men, three
of them part-time, !or seasons
crawler tractors, three fire
of greatest fire danger.
They could help in controllplows, three tandem transThese would include a coun- ed burning, security burning
port~ to haul equipment to
ty ranger to head the opera- near improvements and plowthe fire scene, 14 radios to
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-t=io=n~·~n=in=e::_:r~e~g~u=la=r__:r~a=ng~e~rs:::._,~a:_~in~g~o~f~f~ir~-e~l~in~e~s~.~~~~~~~~~k=e~ep contact with crews and

* * *

one airplane, under seasonal
contract only.
The central radio dispatcher would coordinate the operations of the maehmery
with the help of four 100-foot
steel fire towers and four wMI
and water systems.
Two of the towers and two
of the wPlls are already in
place in the partial fire control di&trict at Immokale&
sponsored by private owners.
Seven residences for th e
men would also be needed,
and three of these are already
built for the partial district.

* * *

NEEDED:

l\Ionev
al

COST OF the operation is
based on three cents an acre
for each of the 425,000 woodland acres covered, or $12,730 a year which Collier
County will pay.
Taxes to all county residents for this cost would
amount to less than a tenth

* * *

B
Section

of a mill on present valuations.
Howeyer, the cost of establishing the unit will be
much higher. The first - year
cost is estimated at $202,730
of which $124,230 will go for
equipment, tools, maintenance
and salaries, and $78,500 for
fixed improvements.
This first year cost will be
met by $189,980 from atate
and federal funds and th e
$12,750 county share.
Second - year costs would
drop to $63,611, of which $50.861 would again be federal
and state funds and $12,750 be
county money.

* * *

t

June lJ , 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Box 806

I~kal.ee t

/

Florida

Dear Huteht

You have other m.tters on your bands now, even though , as I hope , the
fires are now out that have 10 threatened the sanctuary. I am sure
that you have done a womer.ful job in enlisting aid and support locally
and in fighting the fires .
I thought you would like to have quotation from Mr. Currey• s recent
letter to meJ this lllpplementary to 'lfl1 letter to )"OU of May 29.
That part of his letter read.1 ae followa1
"Years ago • unless we are badly mistaken, Collier County
placed & monument at each corner or every section of land in the County.
It would seem to me that this would prevent any dif'ference between you
and the Gulf American Land ConpaJliY aa to the location of your soubhern
and eastern boundaries.
I would be inclined to believe that the line located by Mr.
Bennett and John Rogers 1 ~a close to being accurately located.
to

The records of Collier County should be of great assi1tance
you in locating any corner in the Saix:tuary.

It was the surveying done by the Collier County authorities
that I muat have referred to in the telephone conversation you refer
back in

1954. "

/
Sincerely,

John H. Baker
JHB1es

President Emeritus

y

June 14, 1962
Mr . Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
P. O. Box 8o6
Immokalee , Florida
Dear Hutcb1

Re:

Construction of Dike

I refer TOU to (a) of No. l in the reoonanendations in Mr. Walter D. Binger•s
report, in which he recommends that a low-earth dike , about three or four feet
high, should be constructed .
At the Board Meeting May 28th, Mr. Binger, being present, went over his
report, copies of which had been sent to all Directors preViously, in detail and
much time was spent in consideration of the construction of a dike. It was
Mr. Binger's feeling that the dike should be constructed as soon as possible after
the fires and before the ground gets too wet as the result of anticipated rains
during the usual rainy season commencing about June 1st.
The Board voted to authorize the President to proceed at once with the
construction of a dike . Now that the fires are out (and I hope for good:<) , I
want to proceed at once with the implementation of the Board's decision that
the dike be constructed . Sinoe the Board Meeting we have considered the location
and the length of the dike and have decided that it will be just far enough north
of the common boundary between Sections 21 and 28 so as to be sure to have 1t on
our side of the boundary. It must be so constructed as to have the ditch on the
north side thereof . From a careful study of the air photo maps , we figure that
the dike will be about a mile long with both ends penetrating into the cypress
on both sides of the open space for relatively short distances . This dike we
will have constructed as soon as we can.
If it should be determined later that the dike as constructed will not have
been long enough, we can always at an appropriate time extend it or place a dike
elsewhere . However, rather than wait for surveys , we will now go ahead with the
dike as outlined herein.
Mr. Binger explained that this dike could easily be constructed with a bull•
dozer. In the construction of the dike, in order to avoid taking down any large
trees; the bull~ozer operator may go around them. Since . I don't know the vegetation
alone the line of· the dike• :t. bannot Strf hew much of this would be involved, but
I am told relatively little• If it would not coat too much extra, the wider the
ditch the better it would be, for it would bold water in dry seasons and provide
another good habitat for wading birds.

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Page 2.

June

14,

1962

Mr • . Don Poppenhager of Miami, who has the equipment and is experienced in
diking, has been highly recommended to us , and we are writing to him requesting
that he come out to the Sanctuary to see you and have you show him the proposed
line . Alter having made an inspection thereof 1 he wil l give us an estimate of
the cost. We need this before we can go ahead.
Mr . Binger also recommended the digging of a number of wells We will
definitely carry out this recommendation, but we do not feel that we have to do
so as quickly as we must construct the dike .
I am immensely grateful to you for your wire received today , giving us the
happiest of news that the fire is now finally out as the result of three inches
of rain. I hope t hat the rains will continue .

Just know that the Directors and Officers of the Society, but none more
than I , are deeply and warmly grateful to you, Margaret, Noel Echrards and his
wife , Joel Cadbury and Sam Whidden f or your dedicated and selfless services in
fighting the f i res. I hope to be able to thank you all in person in the nott oo-distant future .
Best wishes . to all.
Sincerely,

Carl w. Buchheister
President

HWJ3art
Encl.

May

29 , l~

Mr . Charl e D. Hutchinson
Box 8o6

Imrookalee, Florida
Ilear Hutchc

looking up the deede to the Society of that portion of the Corkscrew
Swamp sanctuary lands which it owns, I find that the legal descriptions
are by sections or fractional aect1ons 1 and that there are no courses or

di tancea mentioned.

·

Mr. Currey believes, however, that some markers were put in place by

Collier County at a certain time, and that record thereof wuld be .found
at the Collier Oounty Courthouse . I think th'°t
1Je.tb1ng tba.t might./
be looked intq later.

u

Mr . Ourrey tells me that the eurveyor for the Lee Tidewater Cypresa Co.
is John w. Roger 1 and that he now lives in Naples. It would be curious,
wouldn't it; i f we .found that he is employed by Wilson and Associates?

The first purchase by the Society or 16o acres involved the
and the NS of the Sit of sec ti on 16 •

Et

of th

4

The second purchase by the Society involving 2, 080 acres included the vi
and the~ of the~ of 16; all of 17 ., all of 20 1 the wt and the wt or the
sEi or 21.

ot 640 acres to the Sooiet1 included the
of the E! of the SEt of 21 and. the
of 22.

'1'be gift

NEt

st of the

SE~

ot 16,

Sincerely,

John H. Biker
JHB1ee

President Emeritus
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Mr. Charle D. Hutchinson
Box 806
Innokalee, Fla.

25, 1962

/

Dear Hutch1
In your letter just arri'ftd 1 which Mr. Clement hae shown
, you aaked
tor 1pec1f'ic information aa to the descriptions of the boundaries ot
the sanctuary in the deed !'rem the Lee Tidewater Cypreee Co. and in
th lease froa the Collier Coq>&n)'•

I told you that I would look thie up and write you. I find that all ot
these deaoription1 are by aectione or fractional eeotione, without any

reference to couraes or d11tance1J that apparently there has never been
any federal official survey of any part of Collier County.

/

When Mr. Binger and I saw Green of Wilson, just before we left Naples
on May 18, he assured \111 1 as he had assured me in late February, that
hia outfit would be happy to honor and recognize the corner.C and the
intermediary markers as placed on the property by John Rogers, as surveyor
for the tee Tidewater Cypress Co. I pointed out to him that you reported
to
that although hie surveyors etarted trom an agreed ~on monument at
the NW corner or ection 27 , they came out some 350' north of what we
understand to be the SW corner of our section 20, and therefore the northwe1tern corner of their 1ect:1.on 29 . "Oh, n he said, "Ours waa just a random
aurve7. Don't worry about 1t . We will be glad to recognize your line . t1
I then said naow come then that your men and down upwards or half a doze~
cypress trees?" He couldn't answer that one , but I think he said would
inquire.

I am hopeful of getting so
useful inforaation from Mr. Currey of the Lee
Tidewater Cypreae Co . , and vill notify you at once upon receipt of such
infor tion. Among other things, I a1kad him for th present addreee am
the full nama or John Rogers .
I waa glad to 1 e from your above referred to letter that the fire eouth
ot us has apparently made no progreee toward the sanltuarf between the 18th;
the date of our leaving Naplee, and the 23rd, the date of your letter.

'lbat

18 encouraging .
With best Wiahea,

Sincerely,

JHB:es

John H. Baker, President Emeritus

•

/
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May 23, 1962
Mr. Car l 1 • Duchheister
Pres i dent
Na t i onal Audubon Soci ety
1130 Fif t h Avenue
New Yor k 28 , N.Y.

Dea r .fr. Buchheister:
As I mentioned in my lett er to Mr. Clement, I have been checki ng with
archi t ects regardi n{'" pl ans for t he Super i ntendent's home and the s ituation
was .not promising.
Ir. Mor ris of l i ck & or r i s architects uho desic;ned
t he Pavilion at Car :!:bb ean u-ardens \'.•hen f irst a:9p::-oached was most i at ere~ted. ,
.c ,;a ~Tel son Fr er ber who is desiE;nine t he new Court House in Naples.
They
i...Tl.- O!'i.ded me that standard percentage fee includi ng supervision is between
ten and twelve p ercent of t he construction price, however, in view of the
location of the Sanctuary and the time involved in travel it could be more.
This was my first sho ck, after discussing our plans in more detail with both
of these ge ntlemen, e:::plaining our situation and t he amount of our cons truction
fund for this home, they lost their initial enthusiasm and sta ted that t hey
were doubtf ul that a contractor could build t his home f or t he amount which
I then enquired if t 1ey were
would be l eft aft er deduct ing t heir commi ssion.
f amiliar with the work of Ray Williams who had given me the original esti1:1B.te,
both agreed that Mr. Williams was an excellent builder and recommended his
construction, he has apparently built some very high priced homes in the
exclusive area s in Naples.
I then discussed the situation with Mr. Williams again, he assures me
that he can build n a very good home for us for his origi nal estinate, when
I questioned the remarks of the architects in doubting the cost , he explained
that as he was familiar with the Society's work and felt sincerely sympathetic
t o our cause, this would be more or less his contribution.
If it would be
agreeable to you I can have anJ architects approved plan sent to you for
approval and if t h e contract is e iven to Mr . Williams for the construction,
I am quite conf i dent that his personal sup ervision of the construction would
as sure u§ of a well constructed home, attractive and fitting into the situation
here.
I offer this for your consideration only, if you prefer that I still should
employ the servicew of an architect who will g ive personal supervision, I will
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try the Fort ~~rer s area but I doubt that the situation or cost would be a;ny
less there.
I have checked with another contractor in Naples his comment
was that he didn 't feel that he could contra ct for the price given by Mr .
Willia.ms because cf the dist ..nee in hauJ.ing.· ~quipment and supplies.
Best regards.

Sincerely,

91~

Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent

,

.

..... .!..

May 22 , 1962

Toa, Mr. Bucbheieter
Fronu Mr . Baker

Attached 1e revised description or the propoeed parking lot area
outside our fence at Corkscrew, together with a drawing as to
location. This vu handed to me by Hutch ae constituting answer
to your inquiry.
The situation ie this1

Hutch 18 determined to get your approval for a parking lot, but
he does not want to recommend that the Society buy the lot ot approximately 4 acree at $1, 000 an acre offered by Mr . Whitaker . He wants you to
agree to let him build a parking lot inaide the sanctuary I just to the left
of the entrance gate J prelUlllB.bly a black-top parking lot. I am sorry to
say that I am now convinced that Hutch is more interested in the convenience
and comtort of the staff and the visiting public than he is in keeping the
eanctuary area wild. His aomewhat uncomplimentary reference to the latter
policy ae that or purists is indicative .
This , I might add , Walter Binger and I discussed 'With Henry B. W&tkins, Jr .
of Naples, who is still a member of the County Board or Commiasioners,
al though he recently ceued to be Chairman thereof, as t.o what could be done
about this . He ie a high grade understanding young man who 18 in the real
estate businesa . He aaid that if we submitted a letter to the County Board
of Conmiaaioners , pointing out the growing criticism of visitors at lack of
adequate parking epaoe , and asking the Commiasioners , with the aid of the
State Road Department, to provide adequate parking space at the end of the
state road which now g1vea aooe1a to our gate , whether on one side or the
other, or both sidea1 af' the terminal point, it would present a difficulty
for the Commiaeionere , no matter how sympathetic they might be 1because ot
the precedent that would be established . He eaid there had been endless
requeate made of the Commia11oners and the State Road De}ll"tment for parking
spaces at the ende or access roads to this and that, including the beach .
Walter Binger took a good look at the particular area involved in this
ieeue , and I think it would be helpful if the three of us might have a short
get together on this prior to your taking action on it, either independently
as executive, or through the Faoutive Committee or Board.
I agree with Hu~h that it would be ridiculous to spend 84, 000 acquiring
some 4 acres for parking lot .

JHB1ea

May 2, 1962
To 1 Mr. Buchheieter
Fronu Mr. Balcer

Regarding content or attached letter from Mr . teeter Whitaker
to the Society offering property adjacent to Corkscrew Swan;>
Sanctuary, it is clear that he wants $1 1 000 an acre for 4 acres ,
but there 18 somethi~ taul ty with his description, as there is
no such thing as "swi of the NE!.n This must involve a typographical
error . By contrast, that part of the description whi.oh reads lf'J.'he Wi
of the SWi" is perfectly clear. I also thinlc,before you seriously
consider this,. you should get trom Hutchinson a sketch1on some definite
scale 1mapping the location of this tract with relation to the existing
road,, the preaent area uaed as parking space and the unfinished road
running southerly outside our fence .from our entrance gate .

JHB1e1
att.
P. s . I find that the Mir Co . issued a price liat May 1 , 19.59 in which it
listed .S acre tracts on each aide of the terminal end of the new road
just east ot our entrance gate at Corkscrew as "not available" . However,
in a subsequent price list dated July 24, 19.59 it listed these very same
5 acre tracts at $2 1 995 or $599 an acre . I do not, ot course , have any
record of what Mr. Whitaker may have paid them for these tracts , or whether
he has completed payment for them, but it is apparen~ what he now
offers is 4/5 of the southern of the two tracts for~ an acre, and the
chances are that What he,~ for it vas ~9 an i r e It is also not clear
why he wants to hold out {from his offer 1~5 of the s id tract .
(Ll',..a..J._-9,--y

•~ y

~~
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May 22 , 1962

Mr. Oharlee D. Hutohineon
Box 8o6

Immokalee , Fla.
Dear Hut.cha

Mea•ra . Binger, Davie and I enjoyed eeeing JOU and your f..Uy, and
mllbere ot tile atatt at Corkecrev. It will be at least another week
betore I know vbat will prove to be the content of the reports being
prepared nov
Measra. Binger and Davia. I, there.tore, would greatly
appreciate word from JOU ae to what baa h11ppened a1 regards the tires .
I do hope the tire that wu in section 3.3 petered out, or blew the other
way.
I wu aetoniebed at the extent of the fire1 in the Everglades, which had
'YUtly increased by laet Friday afternoon over what they were the preceding
Wedne8da;y' atternoonJ thie eepecially in the areaa east of 40-Mile Bend ·on
the Trail . It vaa good to read in the Friday morning ptiper that Mr. Kidd
ot the Gowrnor's start in Tallahueee wa1 to tly o"Ter the Everglades that
dq, and that the State was taking steps to ban &11 public visitation to
the Everglade• area. If they had heeded this Society•• advice , as of eome
three or tour ye&r1 11go, they would never have permitted the public in the
Everglades area, whereas they adopted a program of promoting public recreation
therein. Now they know it was a mistake .

We appreciated your making your and Sam's time available to aseiet us with
our visit and our inquiries .
Best regard.a,

Sincerely,

John H. Baker

JHBaes

President Emeritus

·-·.,. -

May 8 , 1962
Mr .

Charles D. Hutchinson

Box 806

Immokalee, Florida
Dear Hutcht

Since' Mr. Baker continues to handle as one of his special projects
land acquisition, I discuseed with him Mr~ Whitaker's offer to sell
the Soc iet;y an area for a parking lot. Mr. Baker and I studied the .
eec tion map and o ould not determine exactly the area offered by

Whitaker.
If you know the area, please sketch it, as Mr . Baker suggested in

the enclosed oop7 ot his memo to me.
offer.

I attach aleo Mr. Whitaker' a

As Mr. Baker will soon visit the Corkscrew with our director , Mr.
Walter Binger, an engineer, to investigate the water proble with
respect to imminent drainage for :real estate developments, you maykeep the enclosures until their visit to disctUJs the parking lot
matter on the spot.
Be sure to give Mr. Baker the enclosures , together with your sketch
to

return to me .•

As I .s aid before , we &re not at all certain that ve can scrape up the
money to b~ the parking lot. After all, the purchase price will be
only a part 0£ what could be a considerable outlay, for we would have to

fill in and fence the parking lot, and perhaps build a bridge and road
for aocess to it. At any rate, we are giving the matter very serious
oonsideJation.
Sincerel7,

Carl
CWBtee

encl.

w.

Buchheieter

President

.~

.

May 2, 1962
To:

Mr. Buchheister /

From: Mr. Baker

Regarding content of attached letter from Mr. Lester Whitaker
to the Society offering property adjacent to Corkscrew SWamp
Sanctuary, it is clear that he wants $1,000 an acre for 4 acres,
but there is something faulty with his description, as there is
no such thing as "swi of the NE{." This must involve a typographical
error. By contrast, that part of the description which reads ''The "Wt
of the ~" is perfectly clear. I also think before you seriously
consider this, you should get from Hutchinson a sketch on some definite
scale mapping the location of this tract with relation to the existing
road~ the present area used as parking space and the unfinished road
running southerly outside our fence from our entrance gate.

\~
JHB:es
att.

P.s.

I find that the Mir Co. issued a price list May 1, 1959 in which it
listed 5 acre tracts on each side of the terminal end of the new road
just east of our entrance gate at Corkscrew as "not available". However,
in a subsequent price list dated July 24, 1959 it listed these very same
5 acre tracts at $2,995 or $599 an acre. I do not, of course, have a:n;y
record of what Mr. Whitaker may have .Paid them for these tracts, or whether
he has completed payment for them, but it is apparent that what he now
offers is 4/5 of the southern of . the two tracts for $1. ,ooo an acre, and the
chances are that What he paid for. it was $599 an acre. It is also not clear
why he wants to hold out from his off er 1/5 of the said tract.

f7JHB

_,
LES1'cil WHITAKER
Registered Broker
Res. Phone Ml 2-4496

OFFICE PHONES
Midway 2-6155
Midway 2-4624

•

•

Associates :

MEMBER

R. W. "Bob" BURDETT
Res. Phone Ml 2-4698

NAPLES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

P. 0. B 0 X 1 0 5 5

MARGARET "10" HENRY
Res. Phone Ml 2-5760

NAPLES - on - the - Gulf

CLIF TUCKER

FLORIDA

April 11, 1962

National Audubon Society

I offer for sale, the following property;

The West

i

of the

22, Township 47

s,

SW !

of the SW~ of the

NE%, Section

Range 27 E except therefrom Road ROW

along the Northern edge and a 60foot easement running
North and South on the western edge of tract, containing
approximately four (4) acrss more or less.
Price of tract is Four Thousand ($4,(X)O.OO) Dollars cash.
This offer is subject to prior sale or withdrawal from market.

'taker

jh

May 2, 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
Corkscrew amp Sanctuary
P. 0. Box 8o6
Immokalee, Florida
Dear Hutcha
Before Roland Clement's departure yesterday for Louisiana, I discussed
with him your letter of April 26th. He told me that he had never given permission
to Noel Edwards to band birds at the Corkscrew, and that he would i.Jlllediately
write you to that effect, and doubtless you will receive the letter in the same
ail with this .
ith regard to banding, we have had a policy, although it has never
been written out and disseminated to our various wardens. that no banding activities
were to be conducted in Audubon Sanctuaries by Audubon personnel or others unless
pennission had been granted tor some particular project for the implementation of
a given research study. To my kno ledge no suoh permission has been granted for
a number of yeart.
The Society is not opposed to bird banding per se. It is a scientific
tool of value, and is so recognized by all ornithologists. However, bird banding
can result in injury to birds unless the greatest care ie exercised . This I know
from lon experience as a bird bander, and .from ~ observ tions of other benders,
especially those who are careless about visiting their traps frequently, and
also those who insist on banding fledglings . I know a number o.f ornithologists
and oonservationist·s who deplore the carelessness of banders vbo use mist nets .
I .yselt have seen as many as five dead birds in a week in a mist net used by
one operator. We all know that the death of one or two birds will not seriously
deplete the population of a species , but when mist netting is done on a grand
scale, the mu tiple deaths oan have an effect and to ae the end in this case
does not always justify the means . I have written at length to express my own
personal feelings about banding .
Now I realize, as you must also, that banding at t he Corkscrew, if
properly donducted, could give some information of value over the course of
years . However, there is another reason vhy I would not permit bird banding
at the Corkscrew, and that is the 1n'ft'itable result therefrom. We must realize
that there are a number of people who will give real help, financial and otherwise,
to the National Audubon Society who would consider the trapping of birds as cruel.
I have encountered this reaction a number of time•, While, personally,! do not
thinl< banding birds can, by any stretch of the imagination, be considered cruel
because it actually isn't unless it is carelessly done . But as a realist I would
rather not have an activity carried on in an Audubon Sanctuary that would ca••e
in""1table reactions, especially when the activity is not in any sense of the word
necessary for the success of maintaining the Sanctuary itself. It just takes too

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
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May 2, 1962

much time to try to explain to people why a banding activity is not cruel, and on
the other hand why should we do something that would cause us to lose members,
let alone moral and financial support. Where er we find bird banding necessary
for a given Audubon research project, we will have the activity carried on
discreetly and carefully 1 and if any objections are raised, we will defend the
activity openly, finnly, and without apology.
Now with regard to Noel Edwards helping the research department out , I
100% for that. What Roland Clement meant when he told Noel Edwards that he
might help the research department was that by giving data about the birds in
the Sanctuary and in its general area he could be particularly helpful to the
research department . Sandy Sprunt has often expressed the hope that our wardens
co11ld cooperate with his department in supplying certain needed information .
I cannot understand why ou would be opposed to his making obserYations during
his free time,and also when he is on duty, as long as they do not conflict or
inter ere with his work. I hope I have made Iey'Bel! olear.
am

I must confeee that I am disturbed over your statement that "the
impression he is oreating is encumbering our relationship and my position &s
Superintendent". I am sure, Hutch, by a good frank and understandling talk with
Noel ,dwards, a complete understanding and agreement can be reached between the
two of you. Certainly any rnan who takes a job at the Corkscrew must work under
your direction, and do what you tell him to do . Also, we should be happy when
you have at the Cor acrew an assistant who has a very active interest in one or
more fields of nature and can make observations of value.

Best wishes.
Sincerely,

CWBsRT

Carl W. Buchheister
President

P.S. I forgot to answer your (luestion with regard to Edwards continuing as a
Director of the Connecticut Audubon Society. It is true that our policy forbids
such, but in this particular case I will approve an exception for the following
reasons: (1) Noel Edwards was already a Director when he took the job, and we
accepted him. At least, I knew that and forgot all about our policy because I
was not interviewing him with the idea of hiring him. (2) Bur relationship with
the Connecticut Audubon Society is now improving very rapidly, largely owing to
Edwards' help . The situation has been so sensitive that had we asked him to
resign from his Board because of his employment with us, his Board would construe
it as an unfriendly act . (3) If he continues to stay at the Corkscrew, he will
be so far removed from Connecticut that his servioes as Director will be performed
by mail, which would be much less effective than if he were present for Board
meetings .
Notes If for any reason the relationship with the Connecticut Audubon Society
should deteriorate , I would be the first one to demand that he resign as a Director.

c.w.B.
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April 26, 1962

Mr. Carl W. :Buchheister
Pres ident
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr . l3uchheister:
I have been approa ched by Edwards f or permission to do bird banding.
Duri ng our discussion about t ·s, I informed hin that I was not certain of
the Society policy a nd before he made application for a permit, I uould
check rith you and have the policy outlined so that there would be no
misunders tanding.
He then informed me that he had already discus sed t h is
with Mr. Clement who had given his complete appro11l8.l, I would like written
authorization of this.
I have no objection to him doing this work as it
would make an interesting study which could be useful her e at the Sanctuary,
however, I have pointed out to him that our own private interests and hobbies,
although they are relative to the conservation field, must be of secondary
importance to that of our main objective here of interpreting our aims to our
visitors and the developement of the Sanctuary.
I understand from Edwards that he had several discussions with Mr. Clement
regarding his participation in the •research ' field whenever the occasion arose.
I was not aware that t his was his main interest when I was considering him for
the position of Assi stant Warden, it i s only now duri ng our dis cuss ions that he
bas informed me of this .
I have also learned that he is still an active di rector of the Cpnnecticut
Audubon Society , I have advised him of the policy outlined i n your let ter to me
on February 8, 1961 regarding Jack Partusch and myself, has this policy changed
any sinae t hen?
In conversation he has intimated that he bad close association
with you in regard to policies of the Connecticut Audubon Society, of course l
know that you told me when y ou were here that you bad only talked with him twice
as I recall .
I would like these matters to be ~leare~ •.!p, the impression he is creating
is encumbering our relationship and my position as Superintendent.
Best regards .
Sincerely~~--

cc• Mr Clem t
•
•
en

Charles D. Hut chinson
Sunerintendent
·
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April 19, 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
Corkscrew Swtlrn'p Sanctuary

P. O. Box 806
Immokalee , Florida

Dear Hutch:
Since my return from ~ngland, I have not been able to handle all the
accumul&ted correspondence , and I will defer for a day or two more replying to
your one long letter.
I ·am writing to tell you scme good news at once, namely ·- that the Board
Directors has authorized the construction of a Superintendent's home . It 1s
the hope of the Board , as it is mine ,, that the house as projected by you can
be completed at a oost not exceeding $lh,OOO, wnich would include an a:rchiteot•e
fee and also the r ock. fill for the road to the new house•a location as described

or

by you.

It is my understanding that the rock fill tor the road to the nev house's
location, and including the entire area on which the house itself will be located,
will cost $11 800. 00. You are a.uthorized to roceed at once to have the rock
fill job done .
Now, as far as the house is oonoerned , I wo~ld like to get a good architect,
preferably one in Naples, to make the desig' eubject to cur approval , and then
handle the getting or 'bi,ds from builder5 nnd/or contractors; letting the contract
subject t our approvalJ and then following through in the regular •rchitect
supervisory capacity to see that the contractor or builder does exactly what
the epee1fications call !or. I would like to have. an attractive house with the
exteri ~appearance one that would fit in the Corkscrew situation.
Now we can proceed with the house as !ast as we can because I know you
want to take advantage of any part of the dry season that is left. The first
step then ia to get e.n architect in w.hom we can have confidence . I S%~eet
that you confer imntediately With Alex and Margeret s,runt Who may, through their
man7 contacts in Naples, know of a good architect who would work for the Society's
interests. Perhapa Joel Kuperberg could recoJ111end .someone. The architect who
designed the buildings !or the Caribbean Gardens did a good job.
You told me that a local contractor assured you thst he could put up a
building which would have three bedrooms, two bathe, kitchen and living~room, at
a cost of .from 10 1 000 to ':'-12,000 1 complete with septic tank, all plUlllbing,
electrical wiring and fix"1rea~

Mr. Charles D. Hntchineon
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April 19 1 1962

I expect to be here, except mayb- tor three or four days, until Ma,y 12th,
when I shall leave tor Scotland tor two weeks; returning May 28th.
I Will leave it to you to make decision whether we should proceed with the
building of this house :this Spring or wait until the dry season starts 1n next
Octobei- .

In haste, but with all good. wishes.

Sincerely,

Carl W. Buchhe1ster

:President
CWB:rt
cc: Mr. I. Benjamin

P. S. I would like to •aphaeise that this decision on the part of the Board
reflects a very g~neroua attitude, and that,in view of the deficit, you and I
wst do all ve can to construct. a building of good design. and one providing
adequate accomm.oda.t ions tor a family such as yours., Thia will be the last
major new .eonatruotion we will be able to tackle at the Corkscrew for some
time because the money will have to come out of reset"Vea.

April 24 1 1962

Mr . Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
Cork&crev Swamp Sanctuary
P. O. Box 6o6
Immokalee, Florida

Dear Hutoha
I will now

attemp~

to

replf

to your lettere of April

S~h

and 19th respectively.

Patrol ot Corkscrew Sanctu.a!]'
I remember well our discussion regarding the need of patrolling the Sanctuary,
especially during the bunting season, and fffT thought of Glenn Chandler as a
possible warden tor thllt job, I think I .r eported to you that after leeving
you I conferred with Glenn and tound that he would prefer not to be shifted
from the Okeechobee. area duri.ng t e bun.ting season, or a'h any other time,
!or a period of awral mont.hs. So we will forget about Glenn in that
connection. Glenn did say tnat it you needed him t.o come down for two or
three week& to help out when you t. ke your vacation, he would be gl d to do
so. That will be up to you..

Regar less of th• content of the Saker-Frye correspondence, I ata of the
s811le mind and in entire agreement with you with regard to having a patrol
at the Sanotuacy next hunting eee.son, and I hereby author!•• you to handle
this by Uf!ling one OT more of your own at.ft, or engaging an extra man for tbe
entire huntintt eea10n.
Administrative Organiz-ation 'P olicz
( 1)

You are to report to, and clear with · Roland Cle11ent regarding all

outine

matters that do not in'TOlYe major pol1cy changes, or great expenditure of
funds. Remember that unless e away or 111, Roland will confer With
regarding any matter of importance relating to the ~orksorew , and thus l
will be kept in.formed and oan help in making decisions 1.f nec.essary.

Realizing that it may be difficult in a certain case to decide whether it
involves a ma.t ter o.£ •1major" 1.lnportance• Roland will understand fully, a.nd
so will I , it you should write to me instead o! him with regard to an item
that he or I might not consider "major" . We are not the Army. We have a
ood te
spirit here at Audubon House, and we consider 70u part of the
team even 1.f you are down there .

to

di~tribute

I have delegated responlibility to others

the load, to effect quicker action; and to lighten

ffS9'

own load.

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Page 2.
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April 24, 1962

r . Baker has no administrative uthorit1 over you and the Corkscrew. For
your information, at the time of his retirement, the Board delegated to him,
with m;y complete approval, responsibility for handling tters relating t~
land acquisition. Because of hie great and intimate knowledge of the Corkscrew
land and its acquisition, I am glad to have his help in connection with such
atters as surveys of the boundaries, the fencing of the boundaries, nd
the relationship of the Corkscrew to the Florida Owne and Fresh Water ieh
Department, and also in connection with the studies being made by Davis in
relation to the water ·- underground !low, sources thereof, etc.
In some c:aJtea Mr. Baker ay forget to have "copy to Mr. Buchheister" on his
letters to you, and to others with relation to the Corkscrew, but I wish to
assure you that in almost every ease he speaks to me about matters aff ecting
your Sanctuary and in many cases I tell him to go ahead and handle them.
For example, if Mr . Baker says that we want a certain boundary fenced , he
would not tell you to do so unless he cleared with m.e , and of course, he
should tell you that he is, in asking you to have
job done , acting on
my instructions and with ray p roval. I hope this clarifies the atter of
ad inistration and to who you are responsible .

(3)

With regard to •arle Fry •s correspondence with Mr. Baker, I have seen ever.r
bit of it. The Warden and/or Game Management personnel of the Florida Game
and Fresh Water ish Department have a right to enter private property if
and when neoessar to patrol to prevent violations and to apprehend violators .
Therefore, we should have no hesitation in giving keys to the gates to the
personnel mentioned 1n Earle Frye•s letter to Mr. Baker, copy of which you
now have. Also, we sho ld be pleased we can count on whatever help these
men will give in p trollin the Corkscrew. I, for one, would not worry
about g1 ving them keys. If you ever should find that anyone of them violated
your trust., you oan report it to Earle Frye, and I know that he would take
the proper action. I am sure that you will establish good relations with
those personnel to whom you give keys so that when you know that there are
violations you can call on their help. Nov I repeat, we cannot expect such
personnel to patrol the Corkscrew dai]T, and therefore we should have our
own man do so, and especially during the hunting season. I recommend that
you ask Earlo Frye if you can get a Deputy Stat e Game Warden's commission
for our temporary patrolman •

. ow, Hutch, it is important thnt we understmd eaoh other l~ with regard
to Administrative responai.bilities, and if ther is still anything unclear to you,
please be specific in asking for a olarification.
I come now to youre of the 19th:

Road Fill
exact~ what Will be included in Mr . Crews• t>rice of
1 1 800. 00 tor Road Fill and Improvement. That is agreeable to
• You
have already been authorised by my letter crossing yours to proceed with
this Road Fill work, and at the cost of 1, 800. 00.

I am glad to know

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
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24,

1962

Parking Lot
Thank 1ou for the information regarding this and the offer !or sale of the
property south of the Gate liouee. We will now give this our consideration.
I cannot promise that we 11111 bU7 the lot because I do not at this tiu
know where the money- is comi ng rroa. We ..,- have to raise it.
Radio Collllmlication
I am very sorry that because or the price of $,000.00 it is; at the present
time, out of the question to consider this equipment further. I had no idea
th t i t ould cost ·so 11Uch. I was under the impression that one could get
a 11walkie-talkie" type of thing, but
dently not.

-

Well
I hope that Mr. Johzleon will make good in drilling a well that produces good
quality water.

Ford Truck

The Warden that we have just engaged tor Texae has his own auto. Therefore,
unless he leaves us, we "Will not rieed to take the truck away from you. I
hope we won•t.
Thank you for reporting so thoroughl:y about Joel. I am very happy !or his
sake, and for his parents•, that you are 11 very pleased" with his work. or course
ke needs 1 a fil"lll band", and I am surprised that it is only "once in a while". He
will thank you and Margaret .- and so will hie parents, as do I , for all that you
have done for that boy. I told you he is a basically sound fellow.. In my humble
opinion• 1T1.0re than half of the yo~ people today, both male and tamale, are
emotionall.7 disturbed; and they certainly need good example, guidance, and good
handling. You are doing that fer Joel. liis other and father reported veey
enthuaiaaticall.T about their visit with ou, and j~st knov that they are immensely
grateful to you both. I hope that Joel gets over his love affair (it won't be
the first) . Just rem.ember Duncan! I am conf nt that Joel will return to Earlham.
1
distresaed over your report &bout Noel Edwards. I do ot know the man.
I have seen hi just twice, and our conversations were briet. Roland Clement has
known him rather well. Now please get it straight, Hutch. When Roland Cle ent
or I talk to any person with regard to a job at Corkscrew, ve make it abundantl7
clear that the hiring and the administration of the individual is up to you.
By now you must know that ns far as I am concerned, I have not and will not butt
in on the adlllinistr tion of your personnel. The tact that one of your men ight
know e, Roland Clement, or any senior staff me ber of this Society; does not
mean that they have any influence on us with regard to matters pertaining to
their work with you. It seems to me that you worry too much about this. You
say that Noel . .dwards implies that be · a "cloae association with Audubon Rous
and persons there". He has nothing of the kind, and even it he did have, it
would make no difference. It would cto no harm for Noel Edwards to know what
Roland Clement has written about Biotic Manipulation in Audubon Sanctuaries. Such
a policy can be known by anyone. The adminiatration o! the policy is 1our job,
and your personnel will take orders fro you and not act on their own.

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinaon
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Reverting t.o Rol•nd Clement once more, be adVised that I look to him, as
"Staff Biolog.i st" • to reoommend to me certain policies relating t.o the 11·b1.olog:1cal"
management of all or our Sanctuariea. For exQple, Roland is preparing a mentorandum
with regard to a policy we should adopt at the Gorkscrev, copy of which. you will
receive. Row .. HuUh, this. is a ujor policy, and if I indicate my approval
thereof, it will be the policy I will ask: you to carry out.
I am glad you will work with Sandy in making proper changes in the "Self-guided"
Tour booklet.
I hope this finds you, Margaret, and the children well. Ml"e. B. appreciates
your kind thoughts of her, and I hope next year she will be well enough to spend
at least a week at the Corkscrew. She is actually planning to do so.
Wam regards.

Sincerely,

Carl

CWB1rt
cct

Hr. Ro

w. Buchheister

President

c.

(dictated, but not read)
Clement

"
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Telephone: ENright 9-2100

IMMOKALE.E. FLA.
April 19 , 1962
Mr . Carl W. Buchheister
President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New Yor k 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr . Buchheister :
I was hoping to hear fr om you clarifying the procedu re I should
follow in reporting matters of the Corkscrew , I am wondering i f you st ill
wish me to report to you from time to time as I have done in the past ,
on various matters of intere st as well as operation.
When you visited us there were Eome improvements wh i ch we discusse d
personal ly which I have been checking into a nd have witheld my report not
being sure if you still wi shed to handle them , or have me take the matter
up with Mr. Clement • .
Road Fill and Improvement
I have spoken with Mr . Crews and the pri ce of $1,800 will include
making road i nto proposed Super in endent 1 s home, extending road
into Jeep Shed and resurfacing road from Ga tehouse, also fillin~
of other low spot s around H.~ .
Par king Lot
I am enclosing a letter from Mr. Lester ' itaker of Caribb ean Realty ,
offering for sale the property south of the Gatehouse, no t th A property
· wh ich ·we are -pre.s ently us ing , thi s i s for sale only in 10 acre lots.
The tract which he offers for $4 ,000.00 is $1 , 000 . 00 less than market
value .
Radio Communic a tion
I hav e receive d a rough estimate of a pr ice of $5,000 .00 which will
include equipment for a base station, 2 vehicles and a portable unit
I n view of the co s t of t h i s project do y ou wish
f or foot patrol.
me to cons ider it fur t her ?
The new Well has been dr i l led and connect ed up, I am not sat.i~ified.~~ th
the water supply the quality is very poor, I have iold Mr. Jon:nton w.i.tt.t
Founded 1905 . . . Dedicated to Conservat i on of Wildlife , Plants , Soil and Water in Relation to Human Prog r ess
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I will not approve payment until I am satisfied, he has promised to correct
it.
At present we are trying to complete the filling in of r u ts etc. around H.~.
and all other jobs that will require the use of the truck be f ore it is needed
for Texas.
We were very happy t o have Joel's parents visit Cor kscrew, they are very fine
people a nd we were so pleas ed tha t we were able to accomodate them in the
Cabin durinu their visit.
Joel i s doing very well, I am very pleased with his work, he does need a firm
hand once in a while, especially when it comes to keeping his quarters clean
and tidy but o ther than that, he i s doing fine.
He seems much more settled
a nd i s developing a greater sense of r esponsibility.
I am happy to repor
that he has received notification from Earlham College that he will be accepted
in September, he appears to be much more enthusiastic about continuing his
studies .
Noel Edwards and his wife arrived late Sunday afternoon, they are nice people
and I am hoping that given time it can be a pleasant association.
My first
impressions of Noel when he commenced work on Monday aft ernoon, unf ortunately
were not good.
His attitude disturbed me, he demonstrated complete lack of
interest when I was explaining t he operation of the Sanctuary and what I
expected from my staff, I got the strange feeling that he did not consider ·
anything that I had to tell him was of any consequence a.rllI was completely
ta ken aback when he informed me during discussion, that he was familiar with
correspondence which I had received from Mr . Clement regarding Biotic Ma nipulat ion
in Audubon Sanctuaries.
From his conversation he i mplies that he has a close
association with Audubon House and persons there .
I have made it quite clear
to him and I know you also did, that while he is employed at Corkscrew he is
under my jurisdiction and that I am respons ible for the admi nistration of the
Sanctuary, he even queried what ··my duties were .
His appr oa ch for a new employee
was no t what I expect, however, I am keeping in mind that it takes more than
a few days for adjustment and hope that everything will wor k out.
I hope to get t ogether with Sandy this weekend and discuss the second printing
of the "Self-guided 11 Tour booklet, there are a few changes that we both think
should be made.
Margaret joins me in s ending our Best Wishes to you and both hope that
Buchheister i s now enjoying better heal t h.

Sincere~~~
Charles D. Hutchinson
Super intend,,,nt
Encl .
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April

5, 1962

Mr . Carl . W. Buchheister

President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Buchh ei s ter :
When you visited the Sanctuary we had a discussion regarding patrol
of the Sanctuary, it was at that time considered that this could be best
accomplished by one man employed for this specific purpose .
I am enclosing
recent correspondence received froin Mr . Baker involving wildlife officers
of the Fish and Ge.me Commission in patrol .
My reasons for enclosing this
correspondence being that there is no indication that you have received
copies and only an inference that you would agree to Mr . Baker's -proposal .
It is quite possible that he was in conference with you regarding this
matter and that you are well aware of this siuation, although I realise
you have been in England since March 26th ,, it may be that you have considered
this an alternative to the plan which we discussed and I am doubtful as to
whether or not I comply with Mr . Baker's instruction.
I am in complete favor of the newly adopted Administrative Organization
policy. it will relieve you personally of many minor matters and I assure
you that I shall fully cooperate.
I do not intend to make a practice of
ignoring channels and 'going over' a department head, however, I feel that
this is a personal issue which I would like clarified so that I can function
in Iey" position efficiently and know to whom I am responsible fegardmru! m.,actions in the administration of the Sanctuary.
In accordance with your memorandum the Sanctuary operation is assigned
to the Division of Technical Studies and I am responsible to Mr . Clement on
routine matters and under his supervision.
I have been receiving several letters from Mr. Baker, carbon copies of
some of these letters have been directed to you, others do not indicate this
and I am confused.
Do I also take direction from Mr. Baker regarding the
administration here and assume that an.v written instruction which does or does
not indicate t hat you have been informed, dll be in accordance with staff
meeting decision and that I should there£ore comply?
I will certainly
appreciate hearing from you about this matter so that any misunderstanding
can be eliminated quickly .
Si~cereR• j~

Charle~. Hutchinson

Founded 1905 .. . Dedicated to Conse r vation of Wildlife , Plants , Soil and Water in Relation to Human Progress

March 29, 1962
Mr. Charlee D. Hutchin.eon
806

Box

Immokalee , Florida
Dear Hut.chi

I ba'Ve yom.-a or March 27 vi.th which ~u encloaed record or 8WUlp level
beginning with 1960. I am d iatreased to le&l"n that you did not tun in
the tiles aey c0Jr4>arable record prior to 1960.
I can well underatand that 11t a auney crew has been operating along a

boundary line , it ma.tea th6 going easier for those that follow soon
artervard. I muet say, however, that I would think that the marsh bugg
equipment should be able to follow w1 thout much dif:t'icul ty the great bulk
ot the sanctuary' a bOundarfJ in fact, all of it, ae far ae I know, except
perhaps in the quarters of 18 and 19 and at the point in 28 where the
main waterf'low southward oooura . tou are manifeetly talking in your letter
about patrolling on our aide of the boundary ranee . I • confident that
under prevailing oircWl6tanees the Collier Oo14>any would gladly ~ant u.e

the priYilege of patrolling the boundary fence on their aide ot the line,
and I would think that that privilege would also be gladly granted b7
Golden Gate Estates on our southern bou.ndalT and,, it ot actn.ntage to ua,
on the weet aide of tbe ~ ot section 27 . I belieYe that the south side
of the Wi of aect1on 27 ia owned b7 the State , and there would be no
preeent dit'.ficul. ty about our patrolling that on the atate side of the line .

I am untuiliar with who owna the land adjoining ua 1n the Et of 27, though
I think that land vu aold eo• tille ago by" the Mir Co . to private interests
that are cropping it. Furtber.::>re ; north ot us on our eutern boundary, I
think w have been using trails since 1955, with or without the consent or
the ownere)on their aide ot the common boundary.

ov thia does not take care or patrols that doubtless should, at tilllles ,
leave the bomidary 11.nee and get into the heart of the various sections ,
and more particularly into thoee parts which treapaa11ng bunters would be
moat apt to go to . This is the only rea on really tor the patrol gates,
ot which I now see there are ten, includ~ the main entrance gate •.

- 2 ...

Ae regards the employees of the Fish and Game Commission having duplicate
keye to some of our patrol gates, I feel , and I thinlc Mr. Buchheister,
who is not now here , would also, that the situation calls tor your having
a meeting with those men, at which there would be a decision and agreement
as to the degree to which each of them would patrol specific portion of the
sanctuary as a matter of cooperation with the Society, inasmuch as such an
arrangement seeJDS to accord with the desire of the Fish and Game Conmission.
If your relations with these men be goodi I don't think any of them will
cause any trouble , and they could be very helptul.1especially, I would . think,
with regard to effective patrol of sections 17 ana
20 . I would see no
reason why each of them would have to have duplicate keys to all of the
patrol gates,. or why any two of them. should have duplicate keys to the same
gate or gates. I would get an agreement dividing up the territory between
them and you, with you reserving the right to patrol all of the lands within
the sanctuary, no matter whether they have duplicate keys to gates in
certain sections or not .
Unlees there be sonm .future reason for giving duplicate keys to others than
State Fresh Water Fish and Gane Commission personnel, we recommend that no
duplicate key be given to such persons. Thie would apply1 therefore 1 to
people like Dutch Baillie or any or the Whidden brothers• other than Sam.
I am writing to Earle Frye• the Aasietant Director of the Commission, asking
for the names and addresses and responsibilities or the Commission's
employees in your area, and will send you a copy as soon as I receive such
information.. My inclination ils to recommend the eanotuary not be made available for Fish and Game Commission research work, unless by our specific
approval action in each instame where s\lCh privilege be requested. Offhand,
we see no reason to request their assistance in any other way than in patrol
to assist in preventing unwanted tredpass.
Sincerely yours,

JHBiee

John H. Baker
President Emeritus
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March 27, 1962
Mr. John H . Baker
Pr esident Emeritus
Na. tional Audubon Society
llJO Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.

Dear 1-lr • Baker :
I n response to your letter of March 19th queryinc my reference to
the survey lines south of sections 20 and 21 and the western boundary of
the W. ! of Section 27, I should have clarified that in checking the
survey lines, the _survey crew would make ..!- i:~!. ~~.~U~..C
' 51-te
t1;!._tr~ ·.o
..f .,~ f:nci~g ~ter~~J., • ~ t};!~.ea.
As I mentioned
in my letter this was go ng to be difficult to o, as you are aware this is
an extremely wet area and I am hoping that the recent rain will not delay
us .
On Monday morning Sam and his crew began fencing the E.i of Section 3,
we are hoping to complete this by the end of this veek and next Mon~ begin
fencing Sections 20 and 21 .

I was interested to hear that you had talked with Mr . Currey in reference
to the lands which he has sold .
I recently talked with Mr . Piper, owner of
the Everglades Wonder Gardens, who also operates a large cattle ranch on the
land which is adjacent to that just recently purchased by Golden Ge.te Estates
from Lee Tidewater Cypress Co . , they had offered him $185 . 00 per acre which he
refused.
So it would seem that the asking price of $175 .00 per acre by First
Florida Resource Corp . , is in accordance with present land values in the area.
tes
I also understand from Mr . Green of Wilson Associates that Golden
is s ti
tiatin ,J!tg,...SE&~se , ~ t.b.j. .• la d.. fJ?!.. ~i,;~~ :ir.1.~tidli,.!~~~c e
Corp .
Mr . Kay C. Davis has not as yet visited me and my opinion is, that
view o~..~~~~' 9,!}~~p ,. and ~ hasJ~k;,~ ..;p~ l'~~x;i.~tlJ_.. anq .,H~·~,,),JAA!µent
¥.Y~}oyeme;it, irif'o.r~~!J~Jl....,.i,µ"'il-ublJ.~ ~J.nt will, ..~e -~-C;l.,iJl;ible.
I shall cooperate
fullY ~i~ ~im , o~ever we do not have the records on swamp level etc . previous
to January 1960 .
I n accordance with your request, I am attaching a schedule showing the
high and low levels of surface water which is recorded from the marker located
at the entrance of the Pond Cypress area.
Replying to your letter of March 20th, I have attached our habitat map
indicating location of existing gates in our boundary fencing .
Without ths~
~tes our
skin
tii2.llin~~ "'~~~~e_,,,J.m~~~J3J,,.~,e .
During the
pa rol we travel on the ~ide perimeter, then enter tne gates to patrol within
Founded 1905 .. . Dedicated to Conservation of Wildlife, Plants , Soil and Water in Relation to Human Progress

. .,.

.. . .

Mr. John H. Baker
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March 27, 1962

the Sanctuary .
I am in absolute favor of eli minating these gates but
accomplish this, it would require · elevated trail s within the Sanctuary
which would involve considerable expens e in time and money, in the 1/4
of 18 and 19 a trail h ere would be impossible , in the summer months no
vehicle can get through .

to
boundaries
sections
type of

ve
,l?J .ut,~.....}:opal
and of course
roached b the
l "b

was"theii that

Very sincerely,

cj/~<UL
cc: Mr . Buchheister
Encls .

Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent

ch 27 . 1962
· • John H. Ii ke:r
h -.idtiJnt •mel'itus
tional Audubon Society
1130 Ftf th Avenue
New York 28, f . Y.

/
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I n res.;on«e to y u:r l tt . .r of -! r eh 19th querytnc 1111' reference to
the urvey lin s ou
of section. 20 and 21 and th1t western b rlundar,y of
the W. i of ~ ecti n 27 • I ~hould ha.v~ clarified that in checkinc the
urve1 lines , th
urVey crev
uld
"'fJ a "trail which '4ould f cilliate
the transportation of our , encing
teriala 1nto tha area .
As l mentioned
in .rrq lett•U' this was oing to be difficult to 4o, A$ ~~ou are aware this b
an $J11tremely wet area and I am hopin that the Tecent ta.ill. . wil l not d&~

us .
On Mondaf morning Sn.m a.nd h1 crew be
ve are hopinc to co plete th1s by tho end of

th

E.

of Section :h

nd next Mollda.:Y begin

fencinc Sections 20 and 21 .
I was interested to h~ that you had talk ~ w1th r . Cu.rr91 in reference
to the land• which he has sold.
l reo ntl.7 ta.l ed with Mr . Piper. ovner of
the :Ev r g.ladea Wonder Garden11,, who also OJ>erAtes a lat" o oatUe J'anch on the
land which 1a adjacent t o that just recently pur,e hased by Colden Ge.te Ji~s: tPltee
from Lee Ttdevate~ Cn>reH Co ., the7 had offered hla 185. 00 per aere which he
refused .
So it would eem \hat the
kin p:rie• of $175 .00 per a.ere 'b1 First
Florida R.esou.ree Corp ., ls ln accordance vi th present land •e.luee in the area.

I aleo und retand fro

Mr . Greeu of Wilson Associates that Golden

ttill ne£'<)1liatinc the purchase of th1

i

~te

Es tate•

land from Fir9t nor1da Resource

Corp.
Mr . Kay c. Ila.Tis has not a• yet visited me and If'/ opinion 19. that in ·
view of the chance• and dratna.ce that has taken place ]i'ecently and the 1romlnent
de'Hlopemen1l, t nformatioll in public print nll 'be nec1tc1bla .
t ahe.11 cooperate
fully w1 th htm , howevel' we do not have the record• on avamp level etc . prevloua

to

Jan'18.17 1960 .

hi~

t

In accordance with your requeet, 1 am t ohine a schedul
and lo ~ levels of surf ce v tor ~h 1ch is r.eorded from th

he

ntrance of th

Pond CJ'preee

showtnc the
11.14%'ke~ . loca ted

rea.

n pl.y'l to your letter of March 20th," I ha attaehed our habi t at map
indioa.ti · locatio,n of ex1stln1
tee in our boundary fencinc .
WtthO"Q.t theee
tea, our ta k in p trolHn the Sanctuary muld be 1mpo11tble <1
Dlttinc the
trol we travel on th out !de perimet ar 1 t •·1 -:Jn nter· the
tea to l,)atrol •1th.in

tr . John H. Baker

Ma.rch 27 • 1962
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th S nctua.J7 .
I
in absolute favor of elimina.t1n these p.t88 but
ccomplish this, i t vo ld requir elevated tr 11 Vi.thin the Sane~
hich would involve cons idera 1 exp n e 1n timA nd one,- , in \he 1/4
of 18 nd 19 a tr il h re would b 1mpos a1ble , in the ummer months no

to
boundariee

&ections
ty-pe of

vehicle can c et throuch .
I do not know lllho d1atributed the original kqs to our
tea .
I belieTe
tch 'Bailey • :Bob Ge.rr11on the Research Biologist and evl.'.'ral of the local
'· Udlife Officers of the 11.sh
d Ga . Comm1Hion had thes e kq1 and of courae
aft"r I
d chan&ed all the locks, as I mentioned , I was then pproached by the
1ldl1fe Officers of the Co 1stion f'or k 7a to our new locks, l t wat1 then that
I l rned th t they had been in
saeseion of the old keys .
A\ present, Sam.
idden 1 the only person I have 1ven a key tor our new loc
with the in1tru.ction
that he key 1s not to be iven to a~one wi tbout
authorization , once a kq is
t

out of our po session d lie tee can be
enteri
the ..:anotua.cy .

de

nd we th n lo e all control

'

Very

inc rely,

o/I~
cca Mr . !uchheia ter
els .

'·

'

ot persona

Charles D. Hutchins on
Sup rint nd~nt

'

March 20, 1962
Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Bax 806

Immokalee , Florida
Dear Hutchs

Supplementing nJ¥ yesterday' • letter, I think you had better eend to
me, and I will then ahov to Mr. Buchheister, a sketch ehowing the
location of each gate existing in our boundary fence. I do not think
I was aware that there vere any gates at all , except at our main entranee ,
but your letter of the 16th iq>lies that there are otbere . It so, what
is the point in having them?
Kindly let me know what the record high and record low in surf.ae water
elevation has been siooe we assumed ~e11Snt ot the sanctuary area.
and what the extent of n ·uctuation hu been during a recent period extend ...
1~ back, I would think, at least to July l , 1961 -or, pref'erably 1if you
have it, tor one year's time . · I think these records , i f you have them,
will apply to the wet prairie area aong the boardwlk cloee to entrance
to the pond cypreaa stand where you have a masuring stick or gauge . :rt
not, let me know where the measurements haw been taken.

Sincerely,

John H. Baker
JHB:e1

Preaicient Emeritus

I
March 19 , 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Box 806

Immokalee, Florida
Dear Hutcbs

I was about to write you and aay that I had stupidly overlooked the fact
that the north line of the Et of section .3 is probabl.1' fenced, ae it 18
on tile county line, but might need some repairs . Tour letter of March 16
to this very effect hae just arriTed.
When you aay ·"The s\a"Tey lines south of sections 20 and 21 and W line of

W!

of aection 27 nave not as yet been completedn, I am a little confused.
linen our previous superintendent Hank B"nnett furnished me vi th a list of
tb.e corner monumenta he vu unable to find , he did not list any- or thoee
involved in the above . In other words , the S line of sections 21 and 20
and the
of section 27 were suneyed a long t1J11e ago 'by qualified e11plo79e
of the Lee T;tdewater Oypreea Co . and checked With Bennett by hiln.. Whether
S TNhidden was present ·also I am not sure . You sound as though you were
W.king about the Wile·o n Associates eurveyors who have been 1n that area
\ recently. Had not we better otick to our own markerl!I, and not accept Wilson
I Aasociatel!I' line unles1 it 1e 100% 1n aecord v1tb our monuments?

Wt

Al!I far as difficulty in fencing the S linee of .section 20 and 21 is concerned, I can appreciate that, and would suggest that if it would make it
any easier to use barbed wire ; rather than page wire)for at least part or
that etretc~ , please reel authorized to so proceed . Moreover, as the
hunting season ia not near at hand, it is possible that the Golden Gates
Estates people may clear the eouth side of th•t common boundary before fall,
and in such a way- as to make access for fencing 11ucb easier •.

I have today talked with Mr. Currey of tbe Lee Tidewater OypreH Co. 1 who
tells me that all of the lands f'ormerly owned by it 1n the area sou.th of' us
and north of S. 8L.6 hav-e been eold , and that th&y were previously for a while
under optionJ that he had not called ,me because he did not want to have to
sq to ua , in etfeQt, "We will sell you our lands in that area, but you will
have to pay $.182 caah per acre, and I do not think they are worth 1.t. I
would have felt as though .l were tey~g to hold the ~iety up."

(

- 2 He added that he thought it would not be at all a difficult matter to
crea.t e a dike along our southern border that would hold surface water .
i

Possibly Mr. C. Kay Davis has already turned up and talked '00 you.
Mr. Buchheister promptly approved of our engaging his services to advise
us in regard to the water situation at Oork&crew in the immediate vicinity.
He said he would get at it promptly, and that he thought a good deal of the
information we wanted is already in public p1'i:ll;; this especially with regard
to the direction, volume and quality of sub-surface drainage .
I was pleased to see on a map now being distributed by First Florida
Research Corp . that the area including 13, 14, 12 1 ll , 1 and 2 in 47 ...27,
and son:e further land higher north1is labeled "Emerald Isle." This
sounds as though the plans involve its remaining nooded , with such things

as waterfront palacea, etc .
I am disturbed •bout what you report as to others having possessed keys
If you know when and '00 whom those were distributed by which

to our gates.

superihtendent or superintendents of ours , I am sure that Mr. Buchheister
as well as I would like to know.

Sincerely yours,

JHB:ee

John H. Baker
President Emeritus

~-~-
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March 16, 1962
Mr. John R. Baker
President Emeritus
National Audubon Society
11)0 Fifth Avenue
New York 28 , N. Y.
Dear Mr. Baker:
In accord.a.nee with your letter of March 7th and Mr . Buchheister•s
approval of the recommendation therein, all preparations are under way
to take care of the unfenced areas of the Sanctuary .
I contacted Mr. Herren to request permission to obtain our supply
of fence posts from Sect. 18 , he approved.
As of Tues~, Bob Whidden
with t he assistance of his nephew is cuttill€ posts which will cost us
thirty ei~t cents each instead of fifty to fifty-five cents if we were
to purchase them from a local source .
Wire was ordered from Sears,
Roebuck ~ Co . on Monday .
The North line of the :i t of Sect . J is already fenced and is
continuous across the W. i of Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6 (old State fence),
this will need some repairin,; however.
There is no necessity to fence
the West line of the E. ! of Section 3, this will be the first area to
be fenced as the line has just been recently surveyed.
The survey lines
south
ctions 20 and 21 and. West line of W~ of Section 27 have no~ as
e been com~leted.
Fencing of the south lines of Sections 20 and 21
wi 1 be the most difficult as we cannot reach this area by a vehicle of
a?W type, post spacing may t hen be irre~ar .
Al tho~ the retention of the W! of Section 27 is on a short term
cancellation basis , I ~ feel. that i will be beneficial t o us to fence
the western boundary.
In reference to the~ of Section 27 , I thank you for correspondence
on same.
I was pleased to read that it was to be clearly understood that,
as far as manacement was concerned, the Society would be fully responsible .
ve been approached se~eral times by loc
State War_deni . , in e.o:ixd to
I
their ossession of keys to our cates .
I have not given them keys as I
feel to do this , 'tt'Ould take awaY our complete control of persons permitted
within Sanctuary boundaries .
Just recently I bad to chan,;e all loc.ks on
our ~ates when I discov ered that keys bad been civen in .the past to persons
no emp oye by tne Society .
Very s~nce ely ~
:LA-- ;e:tL
cc : Mr . Buchheister
Charies · . dHutchinson
Superinten ent
Founded 1905 . .. Dedicated to Conservation of Wildlife, Plants , Soil and Wate r in Relation to Human Progress

r . John lt. Bnker

President rm r1tus
tional Audubon Society
11)0 Fifth Av nue
nev York 28 , J. Y.
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In refarenc" to tho lG ot Section 27 , l than\: you for cor:re pondence
on same .
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cc: Mr .

~uchheister

March 12 ., 1962

Mr. Chad.ea D. Hutchinson
Box 806
lillnokalee 1 Fl.a..

Dear Hutctu

Mr. Buchheiater spoke to me briefiy &bout my use of the word "manifestly"
in mt letter to you or March 6, and told l'llB that the surveyors had denied
that they were resporud.ble tor the fire , even tho\lgh one or them admitted
that he h&d been amking .
I continue to think the wol"d "manifestly" appropriate, but }1n any eTent,

the situation, aa l see it, is that although we ma;v- not have any legal
evidence of their reaponaibility to 1atiafy a damage suit and court pro•
oedure 1 ve know that they are responsible tor the fire and they know they are ,
and they know that we know it.
Therefore , inu11uch as Mr . Green's primary responsibility, according to Mr .
Kuperberg, and u be , Kr. Green, interred 1n bis d1iteuea1on with me1 is to
do a good public relatione job for Golden Gates Eatatee in the Naples area,
I reel that 11f' the •tter be diplomatical.ly handled, without my rancor or
squabbling, the Soc1et7 i8 in a position to get Golden Gates Estates,, through
Green, to try to Dake amends ot interest and value to the Societ7 without
ever making an adaiseion ot having been the direct cause or the fire .

JHBsee

John H. Baker
President E•ritua

March

7' 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutcbinaon
Box 6o6
Imnaokalee, Florida

Fencin1
Dear Hutch:

In Y1ev of the plane of Golden Gate Eatatee on at leaet a portion of our

aouthern boundary, and perhaps eYen 011 a portion ot our eaetern boundary
toward the northern end, 1 t vould eeem viee to now eonetruct boundary fenoea
ae tollows

l. On the wet.em boundarJ' of the "!- ot section 27 - ae tar aa I know
that hae newr been tenoed 1u 1t 18 wll vi thin the wt part ot the IVUIP
and the big tree area, but I •7 be 111.ataken. It it hu been partlJ' oonatructed
but not coq>leted, it tolloa that it ebould nov be co111pleted. It there ia
any tendency toward argument aa to proper location on th• part ot Wilson
A.aeociatea' e\U"Y970ra, it ehould be pointed out. to the• the J10nwaenta at the
NW and SW oorner1 of 27 haft long been recognised, and that their Mr. Green
atated to ua that aucb monument.a, u wll •• our sanctuary tencing locat1ona)
would be recogni1•d and honored bJ' Wil80n Aa1001atea.
2. To the extent not al.read7 fenced, the aouth linea ot aectione 20 and
21, and therefore tbe north lineS ot aeotiona 29 and 28>should be fenced. Thia
118:1 be relatiwl7 difficult becaue of wt ground, but if ewr there were a
time when it would be drr enough to perait euch conatruct.ion, thia vould ee••
to be 1 t. The existence of euch tenoea ae thoee referred to in thia and the
preceding paragraph would force Golden Gate Eetatee, when and i t it bulldozes
up & dike along our COllllOn boundary in the location ot the tencee pl"OpOl!led in
thie and the preceding paragraphs, to put 1ame on 1ta aide ot the boundary and
in such a •1 ae not to bury our fencing •
.). On the eut and north 1idea ot the Et of eection .). It ever there were
a t i . vben fencing that vould be relatiwly eu;y, it would e eea to be now.
It vould see• to • rather 11lly to fence the vest boundary ot the Et or .).
It would only invite attention to the tact that ve do not own or control the

~

ot 3 or

4, S or 6.

- 2 I! you teel strongly that fence should be built on the west of the Et or
section 3, there would then be halt a llile' a worth or ex1ating fencing on
the south boundary or the Ei or 3 that could be utilised in tbe building ot
new fence on other boundaries or •id Ei of 3 1 but U' fence be not now
constructed on the wet boundary ot the
or 3, then it would be neoe1Mey
to leave the exieting fencing on the south boundary or the Et or 3.

Et

Sincerely 70ura,

JBBaee
CCI Mr. Carl

'

w.

Buchheiater /

Jobn H. Baker
President Emritua

Maro.b 6, 1962

• Cbarlea D. Hutchinson
Box 806
Immokalee, Florida
Re•

Wi

ot Seation 27 T47R27E

Dear Hutch 1
Enclo•d are copies or a letter of January 30, 1962 adVielng ua or action
taken by the State Board of Education on January 23, 1962 , and or an

emergency order dated December l , 1961 signed bf A. D. Aldrich, Director
ot the a- and Freeh Water Fiah ColllDliaaion. We bad not rece1Ted •111

ott1oial vord from the Conni1eion l.mtil Mr. Aldrich wrote Mr. Buobheuter

a letter on February 23, 1962, two days before I reached Tallahaaaee on a
recent trip . Copy of that i i also enclosed herewith.

27 last, Dr. Jamee T. Cook, Chainaan of the Board of
moriale, o.nd I had about half an hour'e meeting vitb
Me a are . Aldrioh and Frye. A1 I had learned on the preceding da1. in tallcing
with Mr. Van Ferguson, the Director of the Internal Iq>rovement ii'und T:ruatee1,
On Tuesday, February

Parka and Hist&> 1c

that the action related in

• Willialla' letter of January 30 had

~n

taken,

we eaid to the two top men of the Commission that, whereas we would b bapp7
to have conf'idence in their verbal assurance to ua that thia &l"9a would
remain a part of the Corkisorew SWUp Sanctuary u iong ae they mq be in
office, we are not happy o"Ver tbe content ot the second. paragraph ot Mr.

Williama' letter ot January JO, 1962 to the 08118 and Fresh Wate'r Fieh Corudaaion,
aa thie pute retention of the area in the Corkscrew Sinnp Sanctuary on a very
abort term cancellation baeia, and leavea the decision to the State Board ot
Education and not to the Fre1b Water Fieb and Game Commieaion.

W added that we are strongly recommending to the present Florida at.ate ada1niatrat1on that it now develop a plm for the dedication ot lands owned by the
etate to appropriate state ageooies with authority granted to 1ame to lease or
liaenee euch lands on reuonably long tel"ll non-canoellable baaia to agenc 1 e
such aa the National Audubon Society to manage ae wild.lite aanotuariea .
We eaid to them that such areaa should be allocated to the Freeh Water 1eh
and Game Comadeaion, and perhaps Managed aol.el.y by it, and I hoped they would
fe 1, ae I do, that 1tor d~t and perhaps political Naeona, trom time to time,

it might eee11 to them,or their aucceeaor adminietrationa preferable to , in
f'fect, delegate U> qualified agencies such as ours the reapona1bility tor
maintenan;,e and coat thereof of euch areas .

- 2 -

They said that aa the action by the state Board ot Ecm: ation and the notice
th reot are now worded, the Game and Freeh Water Fieh Commission does not
feel that it haa been authorized to lease or license this area to the society,
but added that we should not worry about it,aa they are interested in the
•ama objective as ve a.re .

I then raised the qWtetion of our both making sure that our personnel on
the job in the area ot the Corkaorew Swant> Sanctuary clearlf understand
that,aa far ae management goes, the Society 1.e fully responsible, even
though the Commission hae otticially acted to include the entire sanctuary,
including the wt ot section 27, in what ie lcnovn ae a ~ state Wildlite Refuge .
Mr . Fryw replied that he would make sure that there be such uhderatanding .
He added that he would hope that the Society vould want to poet the w! ot
section 27 with both ite signs and those of the state . He said he felt that
the Society's eigna would be most effective against treepaas and the state.• e
eigne against hunting.

I do not re•llber asking vb.ether hill thinking in that regard applies to the
entire AI¥Jtu.&rf border,. but my ovn opinion would be that it would be beat to
simply have the Society' a aigna on the rest or the border of the sanctuary,
unl.eaa our manage•nt tinda 1now or in tuture that it is having appreciable
trouble With treapaae for h1>.nt1ng,other than 1in the w1 or eection 27.
Sincerely yours,

~\\

John

encl.
CCt Mr. Carl

• Baker

President

JHBaea

w.

Buchheillter /

~ritue

... .

February 21, 1962
Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
P. O. Box 806
Immo lee 1 Florida
Dear Hutch:

When you receive this, Mr . Baker will have visited you. I asked
him if he would iscuse Sam ihidden ' s recommendation to Alex Sprunt
that a well be dug on the property to produce a flow of water that
would eventually reach Lettuce Lake.
In
apoears
sake as
for all

yours of the 15th you stated that Joel is still doing fine, but
to be restless. I am delighted that he is doing fine , for your
well as his, and again my very warm thanks to you and Margaret
that you are doing !or him.

I was very sorry to hear of the fire that entered the Sanctuary
and burned off the south half of Section 3 and the east half of Section 10.
As you rightly stated, since it was a grass fire it did no damage, but
I would .be very sorry indeed if Sam Whidden is implicated and is found
to be legally liable for any damagbs that have been done , or are alleged
to have been done to the Mir Company property. Doubtless you will report
on this as soon as you know.
I am sorry that the Shortt party did not sf ay longer. Roland Clement,
who was with Sandy in Tavernier recently, met the party there and learned
that they had finished most of their work and therefore would pay only
a short visit to the Corkscrew. I had hoped that they would pay a longer
visit, not tor the sake of t heir collecting one or two plants or making
plastic molds, but because they promised to take a lot of still pictures
for us .
You will shortly hear from me with regard to the ap roximate time
of my arrival at the Corkscrew. With all good wishes .
Sincerely•

CWBtrt

Carl w. Buchheister
President

NATIONAL

AUDUBON
~_,1£_,1Jpn/~_,1_4~

SOCIETY
1180

':'f,;jd&fverw,D

~y~~38
Telephone: ENright 9-2100

February 15, 1962
Mr. Carl W. Buchheister
President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Buchheis ter:
I have been kept busy with interpretive work on the Boardwalk, which
has delayed my report to you on news of Corkscrew.
As you will see from our weekly attendance reports dJhe number of visitors
is increasing, mostly first time visitors.
Parking is becoming a problem,
more so because the designated area is extremely dry, it is becoming quite
a sand trap in spite of all our efforts in hauling drums of water up there
to dampen it down.
This parking situation is something I feel we should
discuss and do something definite about, ther e is the possibility that the
area we are using will be sold by the owner, who has a sign placed on a
tree out there.
We had .05 inches of rain last Fri~ night which ofcourse was hardly
noticeable.
The swamp continues to dry up and although we are not apologising,
there is very little activity of wildlife for our visitors to witness.
Mr. Shortt and his party visited us last Frida;v mornin~, they did not
stay over although I extended a sincere invitation to them to do so, they
had apparently accomplished their work in the Everglades National Park and
were anxious to be on their way home again.
I was disappointed that they
did not have the time to extend their visit with us.

I hb.d the pleasure of conducting Mr. and Mrs. Eastman and Mr. and Mrs.
Rowe on the boardwalk on Tues~.
Within the pa.st few ~s I have been contacted by Mr.
erer, local
fire control officer and Mr. Gene Snyder, State Inves ga or for the Forestry
ervice, regarding a fi;e which- burned off the Mir Co. lan adjacent to our
•• boun9-al'Y.
This fire also entered the Sanctuary and upon investigation,
I found that it had burned off the south half of Section ) and the east half
o Section 10, as this is all prairie grass no great damage was done.
They,
however" informed me that Sam Whidden had started this fire and they may take
action against Sam if they find that Sam has no lease with the Mir Co.
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Joel is still doing fine, he does appear to be restless though, he doesn•,t
seem to have his mind made up about what he really wants to do with his future,
he talks about going back to college but not convincingly, we have tried to get
him interested in doing some stuczying while here but he doesn't seem to anxious
to do that, he can 1 t seem to settle on his own, he requires company.
Margaret,
ofcourse is mainly concerned about his diet she is worried that he isn't eating
properly, so she keeps check on him about that.
We had a letter from Will last week, who we were sorry to hear had broken
his wrist in a hockey game, which he sa;ys is hindering his studies, especially
the subjects which require a great deal of writing.
He is very disappointed
that he will not be able to visit Corkscrew this Spring as he had hoped, we
would have enjoyed having him visit us, we are both extremely fond of Will.
Hope you can visit us soon, we are looking forward to your visit.

Very sincerely,

=#~~/
Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent

c

0 p

y

State of Florida
Department of Agriculture
The Capitol
Tallahassee
January 30, 1962
Doyle Conner
Commissioner
Land Division

Game & Fresh Water Fish Commission
Tallahassee, F1orida
Attention: Mr. A. D. Aldrich, Director
Re: ~ nt Section 27, Township 47 South,
Range 27 East, Collier County.
Gentlemen:
This is to advise that the State Board of Education
at their meeting January 23, 1962 authorized management
of the above tract of land, owned by this Beard, by the
Game & Fresh Water Fish Commission. This action will
allow subject tract to be included as a wildlife refuge
area in connection with the Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary.
The Board in granting this management authority
made this action subject to cancellation whenever needed
for some other public purpose or the Board determines
other use or disposition is not adverse to public interest.
Your8 very truly,

James T. Williams
Records Clerk

c

0 p

y
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EMERGENCY ORDER

Notice is hereby given that the Game and Fresh Water Fish
Commission of the State of Florida, acting under authority
conferred upon it by the Constitution of the State of Florida
and by Section 7.02 of the Rules and Regulations of the
Conunission does hereby declar the following described area in
Collier County, Florida, closed as a refuge for an indefinite
period of time:
The East i of Section 3, all of Sections 8, 9, 10, 15
16, 17, the Southeast~ of Section 18, the Northeast! of

t

Section 19, all of Sections 20 and 21, the West
of
Section 22, and the West t of Section 27, all in
Township 47 South, Range 27 East; knowni as the
Corkscrew SWamp Sanctuary.

A. D. Aldricp, Director
Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission.

Date: December 1, 1961

..

February 16, 1962
Mr. Cb&rlee D. Hutchineon
Bo:x 806

1-okal.ee, Fla.
Dear Butoht
My pn1ent plan would put me at the Naples Hotel the nighte of Feb1"lJU'7 21
and 22nd. I vill probably come c\rt. to Corkecrn on the 2l•t, but I cannot
nov tell rou at tlbout what tille or day. I expect. to be 1n Weit Pal.11 Beach
TUeadlt;r night. J.t I c&n get anr air t.zoantportation to Naple1 ftto• Weat

'-.1.• Beaotl,

I'll probtbl,. co• that way .. early on the 21.at .. possible.
Otb.,,1.. , I vilil probably drtve • 1"9n~d oP.1 in vb1ol1 nent I nd.gbt .otor>
at the eanctUU'J on~..,.. to Naples. In~ event, I do not th.i nk th•rtl
will be any obance tor • to commun1cate w1 th 7011 further to let you lmolf
juet 'When to expect • •

I

w.a

tal.ld.ng vith Mr. Norman Herren on the telephone

thu

apparen\17 you baw not yet in-..uced 7ouraelf' to him.
Terf aucb. tied

.,rning, and
He 1a going to be

~

both Wadneildq and 'ftluredq dving the dqt:i., but
on om or the t.Vr> ewninga that. I v ill be there. I hope
I 1hall haft a chanoe to diaouu .t he dninage aitaUon with you before I
ta).k .w ith hill or with "1"· Har.ii ~. tl\e COmlt.7 Bnc1neer, ..Co I under•tand ie et111 li'fing u the ~ ot hergladea, but will ptob~lr JIOYe to
~lee at the au. t i • that~ Oo'1int7 Covtnouee does.

especte to •e •

Looking

torvard to ..eing JOUt

·•

John H, Baker
JHBtee

President l•ritu

F ebrua.ey 6, 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutohineon
Box 806
Imnokalee • Florida

Dear Hutchr
On 'llr1 retlli"n troa t. tnp to San Franoiaco I tind 70ur letters of the
18th and 29th of January• Thank y<>u tor letting me know that the Sun

Cout Realt7 Service, tnc.•a canals

al"e

10 1 deep and approxillatel;y 30 1

I will get into that eubjeot when next in South Florida,
it would be tru1tle1a to do eo b7 oorreapondenoe.

vi&..

be11~1ng

I don• t know vhethel" the Collier Co11!Puy bu any type of agreement 'Vith
development ooq,ani•• to 'Whoa the7 ..u tb.eir l&ndJ thie with relation to
coneenation •uure1 to 'be taken. I will be vel'7 glad to get into tbia
with its principal otticiale when I • next in Napl••• and am eure we
can get the anner to that. We are~ to a degree• inYolwd direotl.7,1n
that delar in deeding to ua the Collier Oomp&n.7 lande preeently ldeed to
u 18 due to oomplicationa inYolving heirs of Milea Collier who are minors,
and the ettort and intent of Barron Collier to persuade the g~rdi&ns of
8\ICh llinore to accept other Collier l.allde in exchange tor their interest
in tboee tlOW leased to ue.
Encloffd is •clipping from Dinen,• Club Magazine ot an advertieement by
Flori~a Land ot Sun, Inc. 1n Miuii. Beach with regard to Collier Conpa1'17
land.
It you can tim out apeeifical.17 where that land ~' 1 t wculd be
}
1ntere1ting. I h&Ye no doubt that the Collier Compaey know, even i f
Florida Land or San, Inc. won•t tell. So• day vben 70u are in Naples•
call on Mr. Norman Herren, th• top man in the manage•nt ot the Collier Co.
'Who ie a cloee triend ot mine. I • aure be would be glad to meet you.
You can uae my naiae in 1eeking a aeeting vi th hill.
1

'lbei:. ie a chance that I may be able to get to Naple1 uoum the end of
tb1a llOnth. I bope eo. I am •••king an appoint.Mnt witb Gov. Bryant in
Tall.ab..... around the end ot the month. Whether he gran\1 that, and when,
will ma1n.'J.7 control t.he tiDle that I lligbt be able to appear 1n your area.
I'll post you as t'ar in ldftnce ae po1aible.

Sincerelr youra,

JHBte•

encl.

John B. Baker
Preaident lmeZ'itU8

NATIONAL

AUDUBON
~,,tiuJpn/ ~¢{;u-4,,e

SOCIETY
11 8 o

~y <ff!:t~

r:xjtt, Mvmw~

28
Telephone: ENright 9-2100

January 29, 1962

Mr. John H. :Baker
President Emeritus
National Audubon Society
11)0 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Baker:

Please accept my sincere apolocies for the delay in acknowledcine;
your letters of January 16th.
The Sanctuary, for the pa.st three weeks
has been seriously under-staffed, so my thouchts and time have been
devoted to immediate matters wi t hin the Sanctuary and I have been unable
to concentrate on other matters such as County drai~e procrams.
I
am sure though that when I do manace to completely read and di'9St the
Report of Witter Ma~e:qtent Study in Collier County, I will have some
comments to make and also questions to a sk, I shall certainly appreciate
your help.
I realise that the leader s of the Collier Com.pa~ are in complete
') sympathy and sincerely interested in our work, however, do they have any
type of acreement with the Developement Companies to 'Whom they sell their
land, as to conservation measures to be taken.
I have heard.. through the
era: e-vine th t GoJ,den G~e....Es.ta.tes CoJill)any are negotia tine :with the Col.lier
Company regarding purchase of more land for develo_11emen t.
It would seem
t me tliat unless the Collier Compa.D,1 stipulates certain methods of developement in their contracts, the more land they relinquish, the less controllinc
power they have over eood conservation methods .

Sincerely, ~
/JL'- 12
Cit~

-

#,.
1

J

~~

Charles D. Hu.tchinson
Superintendent
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January 18, 1962
Mr. John H. Eaker
President Emeritus
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Eaker:
Replying to your letter of January 8th, concerning "wildlife refuge"
status of the Sanctuary, I have realised all alon,; that we were more concerned
about having the Commission ' s assistance in gaini~ the ri~ht from the Trustees
of the I. I . Fund to post the W l/2 of Section 27 and in refuge status and were
not appealing for 11 wildlife refuie 11 status of the Sanctuary .
When I wrote
to you on January )rd it was only to advise you of what had been brought to
Dzy' attention and to ascertain if you had received official notification from
Mr . Frye .
Since writing to you on January 11th, concerning drainage of the area
surrounding us, I have received a copy of the Water Management report and
this is the report which Mr . Turner showed to me when I visited his office
in October .
In my letter of January 11th, I did not clarify that the canals which
have been made on our western boundary by Sun Coast Realty Service, Inc.
are 10 1 deep and approximately JO ' wide .
'

Very sincer ely ,

dfl~~

Char les D. Hutchinson
Superitendent

r

'
(
Founded 1905 ... Dedicated to Conse r vation of Wi ldlife , Plants , Soil and Water in Relat i on to Human Progress

January 51 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Box 806
Innnokalee, Fla.

Dear Hutch:
Last August 17 you wrote Mr. Buchheister about sundry matters, including
plans for development in the vicinity of Cork.screw, plans for drainage, etc .
At Mr. Buobheiater' • request, I anevered the letter on August .31, and on
September 13 you Vl'Ote me about finding eeveral oanale being dredged on the
western boundaries , and epoke of Sun Coast Realty Serrlce , Inc . You said
that you had written to Mr. Turner, the County Engineer, asking for a report
on the drainage plans for the area. Poss1.bly this is what produced t hecoopy
of the sizable :report, copy or which I asked the authors to send to you.
In any event, I would 'be glad to have an up to date SUJl'!JllarY from you as to
the prospective drainage situation as you now understand it.
I etill do not see any appreciable chance or my getting down your
the latter part ot February, but will hope to do eo then.
Sincerely,

JHBtea

John H. Baker
President Emeritus

~

before

D r Jt , .. tJ:e t
ti::.tn

l

Si

:rely,

~lJ. t>I~·

Oh ,

I>. ll\ chi

uoor1ntende
co;

r.

on

Mr. Charle•
Sox 806

n.

Elutchinlon

Irnmokalee 1 Fla.

Deai- Hutoht

Mr. Buchheuter bu Nked • to reply
regard to )11)\lr concern a to drainage
adYerse11 affecting the sanctuary.

to =al•'-t.11 ot A~t i · with
ot
eu.rrounding Corkacrew
·

I am about to l••ft tor ten days or so and ..vil1 ,.wr1te 19!, more f'!ll".1
'fiblDIUAra but I am au.re ,you mqt. real.iii Uiit ih0ir?r~notb1ng
new1 and that both Hanle Bennett and I looked into the matter at con•iderable length scma 18V• ago, ·a nd held o:onterences witb ~ val"ioue people

about 1t.

Genel'tll.7 epeaking, 1t there is a residential eubdivieton, thoee people
are interested in getti?Jg rid of water, and those "upetream"· from ue
wou:l.d be inclined to duq> i.t on ua it they could. Thou dovnatream would
dump it it thq QOulcl in the big canal along s.BU6 W.re it runs weterly.
we bad an under.• ,tanding with County Engineer Turnez; several rean ago that
the County would build additional dam or dame in that big canal to slov
dOwn the run off.

Nothing bu been done about it as far as I lmow•

I have talked vith tbe, Atlantic

coaetilu- people about Corkeerew Marsb;

with the Colliers about their land south thereof, and .I think w can feel
aaaured ot reaeonable cooperation from the Gollier Coiq:>&nY', especially
b.oauee ot the intlJNet ot Mr. Batron Gollier and Mr. ~n Herren.
\'Jben you aee County Engineer turner, pleaee give him my regards.

Now when you epeak ot Mr.. Lee ot Maple• C0111trw:tion, that i ,1 tne 1ame bozo
that vu active in the Mir ecmpany. Look out. For 10ur 1ntormation, at
one time two or three years ago, hoping to tr.i ghten ~ into buying some or
their land, they drew a p1"9tty map vi th all kinde of lakes on it with
birds' naillee •ttaebed, but w did not fall for 1t. We rather hoped that
th97 'tlOuld go out ot buaineas, but epparenti, they have been taken over by

a stronger oullit.

WI haw 1ome.... 11P~onated a Ville back tor the purpose ot enabling ua
to bq eo•-'lldJace
~fa Corkscrew tor ite better protection, but
up to now w haw not ound ar:q at a price that 1t ...-d worth pqing.
We are most intereeted in the wtteet land, i t 81.17 1 and uaually that ie

available at relatively the lowet prices.

I hope I uy have opportunit7 to co• down and go over the ground with
7ou and acquaint you 1110re tull.7 with put hiatoey, but I m atraid it
may not be po1eible betore November.

Sincerel.Y',

JHB•••

John H. Baker

President Emeritua

-
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CORKSCREW SWAMP SANCTUARY
IMMOKALEE, FlA
Au.cu.st 17,

1961

Mr. Carl W. ~ucbheister
President
National Audubon Society
llJO Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr. ::Bucbheister:
When I mentioned r.q concern for _the future of the · Sanctuaey i n the
lipt of extensive developement of lani surro~i~ us, I was th:$.nkinc
mai?l4r of what effect the necesaary drainace of this land. would have on
the water tabl• and consequentl.7 how would our swamp be effectet.
I visited first of all with Mr. Frazer of the Florida Power and
Licht service to enquire about their· plans inservicinc the area.
H•
surprised me by informin,; me that not only was service plann•t to within
ten miles south of us, but, that 'b
·
let l
o~struction
was
nu
fJ)r
_.
n tb.U.- f or>7 s~e mil• area to be known as Golden
Gate Ci tT, this will be oDJ.7 six miles south of' us •

..------

.

I decicl.ed to Tisit the office of the ~olden Gate Estates and City
developers to look at their maps and cet some idea what type of plan the;y
en Arn9
•
ct, i.e.cl Sales Mana.car, learne& JJtT
were proposinc.
id.anti ty he devoted quite a bit of his time verr amiably in explainiJlC
how t~ey propose4 to drain off their land to make it suitable for construction.
P imeter calll;\J,.s wil
thl!o~.P~ thei~ developement and the
ix miles south of u will be drained. into ~ res@t canal which.-...~ l. !!.:
i 8
est to the intersection of i8S8 canal.
Ke assured me that he unterstoo4
1111' concern but was pleased. to report that his comPl-DT were very conservation
minded. and this was foremost in their planninc.
As I also mentionei. in ~ letter a member of the survey crew hai dis~sei
boundar7 lines with me and told me that Naples Co~truc_tion Co. were plannin&
the openin,; of their area and I told 1ou that I would check further into it.
When I spoke with Mr. Lff he was most cooperative, he said that ~h• d.evelopement
of their area was beinc plannet for competition with ~lden Gate Ci't7, he then
offered. to show me the plan requestinc that we keep it in strictaet confidence
as they were not reaq as 7et to present, it for publication..
Th
1
to dneloi>
a twelve square mil• ar8!' acljacent to our sections ten. and. fifteeJL, Corkscrew
al&lii wil become an area ot waterfron residential homes and a 200 ft wide
canal wil connec wftb: ·take !raf'forl to clrain of? exceas water.
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I present these findincs onl7 for the recorl and so that ;you will lM
aware of vha t is taldnc place.

Ve17 sincere:i,-,

.

c:W~~I

Charlee D. Kutchinson
Super int end.ent

cc: Mr. Jroold'ieli

P.5. I plan to r,o over to :ZVerglad•s Cit7 a nd talk with Mr. Turner the
County Encineer and have him enli&h ten me on the overall effect of
land draining around this area.
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Telephone: ENright 9-2100

January 2! , 1962
Mr. Carl W. llucbheis ter

President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr. :Suchheister:
I am enclosing the one and only letter I have received from Robert
Davis.
My interpretation of this letter is, that he has alrea.<tr assumed
that because of the association between you and his father, he is assured
of the position here.
!be fa.ct th.at he has not made personal application
for a position and appears to be relyin,; on the prominence and associations
of his father, does not impress me favora.b~.
I have not as yet replied to his letter as he mentions arran,;i~ of
an appointment with you in New York when you IllEcy' possibly find him suitable
as a seasonal. warden for Tems.
I have a hunch tho~ that he wouldn't
work out down here at Corkscrew, it ~ sound like snap judcement on ~ part
but I would prefer not to hire him for a position here.
I have had a few more applications for the position with only one like~
prospect.
It has been a fairly busy week, so fal' 245 visitors, we a.re
manat;ing to keep the :Boardwalk co¥ered most of the day tb.ou&h.
Margaret and I attended Chester Lyon's Audubon Wildlife Film H'fue Right
to Live" in Fort Myers on Monday evening and thoro~~ enjoyed it.
I also
had the pleasure of conducting Mr Lyons tb.rough... the Sanctuary on Tu.esday
morning, he was most impressed.
We are looking forward to Joel's arrival here, I just hope I will have
enoU&}l time to coach him on the interpretive data of the area so he will
t,eel at home with us down here, we'll do our best to pve him all the help
we can.
:Best regards.

Very ~4-L
Chal'les D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
Encl.
P.S. Ve do not have a copy of Xortright's

11

'.lhe Ducks, Geese and Swans of N. America. l!
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Robert P. Davis
210 Pine Valley Rd.
Winston-Salem,
North Carolina
Mr. Cha rles Hutchinson,
Superin ten dent
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
P.O. Box 806, Inmokalee,
Florida
Dear Mr. Hutchinson,
You have by now reeeiTed a letter from Mr. Buchheister and a
copy of the letter to my f a ther regardinq work at the Corkscrew
Sanctuary .
I an very much in terested in t aking this job pa rticul a rly since
I am int eres ted in Wild Li fe Cons erva tion and the work of the Audubon
Society.
I shall be available for this work as early as you may want me to
come. In the meantime I am writing Mr. Buchheister for an appointment
for an interview in New York.

-

Januarr 17, 1962

Mr . Charlee D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
Corkscrew SYamp Sanctuary
P. O. Box 8o6
Immokalee, Florida
Dear Hutch:

Joel Cadbury, the 19-year old son of Joseph M. Cadbury, an instructor at our
Audubon Camp of Maine since its inception twenty- five years ago, has applied to
me for employment in ac:111e capacity until roughly eptember let next.
Briefly, Joel is a tall, well-built, husky lad in excellent health who ,
because of e recent accident in college sporte,has lost so much time that he has
decided to diaeontinue college until next September. Last year he worked as a
boatman at our Audubon Camp of Maine. He is exceedingly strong and, for hie age ,
quite a canpetent nstur list. What birds he cannot already identify, he could
easily learn in very short order . He has a very pleasant and charming manner with
people, a good character, and comes from s. very fine family.
In the thought that you might use him, I recommend him for your consideration.
He has his own car and could drive to Florida immediately. I told him that I
would have to et word from you first as to whether he would be acceptable to
you . If you would like to try him without a personal interview, and give him a
chance to prove his worth, he might fill in very well during this busy season,
and until such time as you can get a permanent replacement.

In the interest of time , and because of my affection for his parents and deep
feeling of gratitude for their great contributions to the Audubon Camp of Maine ,
I vould like to know whether or not you would be interested in trying Joel out.
Therefore , I will ask you to telephone me at Audubon House, MY private wire - Enright 9- 2104, Saturday morning , Jan . 20th , between 9:30 and 12 noon, and if you
cannot do so then , call me at Audubon House , Enright 9- 2100 1 Monday morning
between 9100 and 12 noon , or between 3:00 and 5:00 p. m. I could discuss Joel's
application thoroughly with you, and if you shoul d decide to take him, could
arrange to have him come at once to the Corkscrew.
Kind regards .

Sincerely,

CWB1rt

Carl W. Buchheieter
President

January 23, 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
P. O. Box 806
Iumokalee , Florida
Dear Hutch:

I waa very happy to receive 1our letter of January 18th giving me the
latest news about the Corkscrew. I am terribly sorry that since Jim and Arthur
have both gone, you have no one but Sam to help you on the Boardwalk. It is
good that you can depend on Jim Saylor to hel p out in the Gatehouse . Hutch ,
it is so terribly 1.aportant that there be interpretive guide service on the
not only advertise that ; but in view of the fact that we are
Boardwalk.
making an admission charge, we should give the people a pleasant and meaningful
experience . I can well imagine how hard up 7ou are, With all ef your duties,
to be on the 'Boardwalk too . The same must apoly to Saa, who has many maintenance
jobs.

I was glad to have your telephone call about Joel Cadbury. He is ready to
come to Florida at once ,. and I think would be a good help, especially through
your busy season. I know you want a permanent man, but in the absence ot one,
Joel will be of help . I have not heard from Dr . Davis in North Carolina in
reply to my recent letter. Perhape he needs time to g t in touch with his son.
It is thrilling news that your bear is back, and can be seen from the
Boardwalk. If he should stay and become tamer, then you will have an added
very great attraction which could be played up in the local press. Also, the
tact that otters can be seen occasionally' is all to the good . In the absence
of the wood storks, there are many other attractions in the Swamp that people
can enjoy. As time goe on there will even be more .
Keep me posted, although I cannot always reply. I a keenly interested.
I hope to get down in late February. With all good wishes to you and .argaret.

Sincere'iy,

Carl W. Buchheister
President
CWB:rt

.-

-
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Telephone: ENright 9-2100

January 18, 1962
Mr. Carl W. ]uchheister
President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.

Dear Mr. ]uchheister:
To keep you posted with matters at Corkscrew.
Jim and Arthur both
left Sun~ night, this ofcau.rae left us understaffed, however, Sam and
I have been able to get
I are managing to keep thi~s under control.
Jim SaYlor to help us out on a pa.rt time basis until I can hire some new
help, he comes in at noon to relieve Sam andifor the lunch period tlfen .
handles the Gatehouse until five o'clock.
Sam and I are worki~ the
:Boardwalk between us. When I am required to attend to other Sanctuar;y
mattera both inside and outside, then problems arise but so far nothinc
too serious .
I certainly appreciate the letters of possible assistants which you
have forwarded to me.
I have written to Robert Wills whose letter I am
returnill4:: o ou as you requested, I have not heard from him as yet nor
~•
e
from Dr. Davis •s son.
I have been advertisinc in the Miami
Herald fo r an assistant and have ilErvieved a few applicants none have
proved suitable so far.
It is such a pleasure to have Marl,aret and Alex back with us acain.
I attended Alex's lecture at" the hotel on Tuesday nicht, afterwards we
reviewed some of the slides which I had taken of the Sanctuary, a few of
which Alex decided to use for his lecture.
Sandy came over last Frida.Y evening on his wq back from Pine Island
with Dick and picked up the Research Dept. Wagon, he visited for a short
time and we talked over a few thin,;s.
Just received a telegram from Mrs . Grambs and I am lookint; forward
to showing her the Sanctuar;y on Friday morning.
You will probably be interested to hear that our bear is back in
sicht of the :Boardwalk again, I saw himself this time and our otters are
putting on quite a show every so often.
We were also surprised to find
Founded 1905 .. . Dedicated to Conservation of Wildlife, Plants, Soil and Water in Relation to Human Progress
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a young alliOltor about three feet lo~. searching for his supper around
the Jeep shed on Tuesday night, we had quite a time coaxi~ him back to
the swamp.

Will keep you posted on the staff situation, I just hope we can find
someone real soon before we ,et really busy.
:Best regards.

Very sincerely,

o//~/eL/

Charles D. Hutchinson
Superi.Dtendent

is.

January
1962
(dlotated January 13th)
Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Superlntencteat
Corkscrew Svamp Sanctuary

P. O. Box 8o6
Immokalee, Florida
Dear Hutchs

While the ~nolosed copy of T1t"J letter to Alex regarding Mr . T. M. Shortt is
rather sel!~xplanatory, I would like to add a few words.
Mr. Shortt 1e a noted Can&di n ornithologist and bird artist . You can see hie
wonderful art work if you have at hand a copy of "Swans; Oeeae and Ducks of North
er1ca" in y-our library. Alex, of course, can tell you much about him.
The Royal Ontario Museum hos been most helpful to the Canadian and National
Audubon Societiee. Here is an opportunity for ue to be of help to it.
Have no concern about Mr. Shortt•s operations , for he will in no way harm any
tree or plant while applying plastic 1n liquid form. which is removed a.t'ter
about twenty-four or f'orty-eight hours , He understands perfectly that he is not
to injure any form of plant or anillal, and not to collect. He is an exceedingly
pleasant and fin• gentleaan, and 1ou will enjoy meeting him and his a~sistants .
I feel it is important that we make a real effort to extend help and hospitality
to the Shortt party. Therefore, it will be a legitimate e:!q:lenee if YOU and
Margaret would wish to take the trouble to put on a little barbecue for the
members of the rty, in which .you aight include the Sprunte.
Credit vill be given to the Society and the Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary for help
1n constructing the Museum ' s habitat group. Thi will be seen by hundreds of
thousands of vi.sitors to the Museum.
I told Mr. Shortt that the only exception we could possibly make would be that
he could take; under your direction, one or two lettuce plants from the Sanctuary
to make molds of them outside of the Sanctuary. He thought it would be easier
to do this with an aquatic plant than in the water where it grows. I realize
this is contrary to our ironclad policy, but since lettuce plants are by no means
rare, and since one or two specimens would be collected before 9 a.m. or after
5 p. m. at some pla.c e away from the Boardwalk, it will in no way harm the Sanctuary.
Mr. Shortt is not permitted to collect any live animals, !or he can do this
outside the Sanctuary.,
Mr. Shortt will have an expert photographer with him who will take pictures of
t he specimens of which they will make molds, and has also offered to take other
photographs, copy of which will be given to the Society. Thus we may get some
excellent photographs from him.
~

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Page 2.

January 15, 1962

Any help you can give Mr. Shortt will be grea,t ly appreciated by him, the Royal
Ontario Museum, The Canadian Audubon Society., and iqsel.f.
With all good wishes. to you and Margaret,.

Sincerely,

Carl W. Buohheister

President

CWBtrt
Encl.

January 10 1 1962

Mr. Chat-le• D. Hutchinson
Box 806
Immokalee, Fla.
Dea Hutcbt

A Kr. Volk• who said: he ia aaeooiated in real estate aot1V1tiea in
the Naple1 area with a Mr . He°"hav, tel~t>honed me on Januarr 9 to
,.,. that he ia intere1ted in acquiring )t eectiona of land owned by
the SOciety. I s:JJ11>l7 told hi.a that the property we own in the area
11 not for sale at any prictt and that th.ere would be no use in his

tollov1ng through on the matter.
I euggeeted that he take a look at Corkscrew SVUlp Sanctuary and that
he would then wldere tand vb7 we would not wish to sell ...... that 1t was

eetabliebed for good rea1on1 as a wildl.i te am plant s&nctuan' for
preaumabl.7 all time. He thanked ma and said he would try to do that.

Sincerel.7 you.l's,

John H. Baker
JHBrea

President Einer1tua

J&.n1Ja1"1 8 I 1962

Mr. Charles D. Hutcbi.naon
Box 8o6
I!llllOlcalee, Fla.

Dear Hutcbs
I belieTe I 11&1 adYiaed by Earle Frye that th• Corrai.aa1on had voted to
gin our •anctuary "wildlife ref~e" etatua, but the point I have been
making right along 18 that the ~ of section 27 1e not in the aanotuar,y,
and that, therefore, th.a action taken b7 the Commiaaion doee not put it
in refuge atatua -- yet it wae in order to get the
of section 27 in
ref'Uge statue that we sppeal.led to the Co•iaaion for aasietance. :la a
matter ot tact, w did not appeal tor establiatulent of refuge status. We
appealad for the COIBllliHton' • gaining for ua troa the Trustees ot the I.I.
Fund, the right to post the ~ ot section 27 in the nue ot the State.
Had that been done,, ve would ha•e asked the Co•iaaion to authorize ua to
poet 1 t with 1 te poa tera.
I am quite sure it will be the latter part of February before I haft
opportunity to proceed further with thill •tter in Tallatlaasee.

Sincerely youra,

Johll H. Baker
JHBtea

President Emeritua
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Telephone: ENright 9-2100

January 3, 1962
Mr • John H. :Baker
President Emeritus
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.

Dear Mr • :Baker:
Thank you for your letter of December 28th, enclosing the file of
correspondence concerninc the Soil Conservation Service maps, it wil l
I would like to retain the file for a few days , until,
be most helpful.
as you Slll;gest, I can make some copies of the correspondence .
I shall
then return the complete file to you.
Replying to your letter of December 27th, I am sorry to hear that
no further action has been taken by the Trustees of the I nternal Improvement
Fund.
I had expected however, to hear from you that you had been advised
by Mr. Frye of the Florida Geineand Fresh Water Fish CommiHion, that our
Sanctuary was now offic i ally closed as a wildlife refuge.
I learned of
this from the local Wildlife Officer , who visited me a few days a,o and
informed me that he had received this notification.
I have had no other
notification of this and had assumed that Mr. Frye would inform you and
I would receive notification from you.

Very sincerely,

~~eL

Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent

I

.
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November 16, 1961
Mr. Charles D. Hutchinaon

Box 806
I.mokalee, Florida
Dear Hut.obi

I will answer herewith that part of your letter to ne or November 14
that concerns the wt ot eection 27, and turn over the correspondence
then to Mr. Callison to follow through with regard to the aviation
aapects •.
Wildlife Biologist Garrison' a letter of November 11 to the Commission
Office in Tallahassee 18 certainly helpful. I think• however, you
realize that it ia not that Commiee1on, but rather the Trustees of the
Internal Improvement Fund that now has the authority to dispose of the
~ or aeotion 27' and that we haTe had application pending with it for
at least a year and a half 1 and that in spite of the ~athetic interest
of the majority of the Trustees, whom I interviewed and haw long known,
action hu not been taken, presuuably becau19 the 1n.i:ree11;0r-, ,..
·'- • 1
Mr. ''an Ferguson, has stalled. This is something that I will follow up
on in Tal.labuaee ae soon u I can so arrange.

What Earle FJ7') got hi.8 Comission to do wae declare the entire Corkscrew
Snap Sanctuary teohnic&l.ly a et.ate refuge in order to juetit7 1t be~
posted by said Oomi.Hion. What be apparently overlooked was that the Wi
of 27 is legally and technically not a part todq of the sanctuary, and
what, in effect, I wae &'eking him to accomplish was get authority from the
Truateea of the I. I. ·Fund auob that the Commieaion could legally poet the
~of eection 27.
I would say that if the Commission has not poeted it u a result or Garrison's
letter, the Comnd.ssion haTing evid~ntly conaidend it erroneously ae presently a part of the a~tuary, I wuld reaoamend that you take a chance and put
the Society's posting eigna on the east and south boundaries of the Wi- or
aec ti on 27 and aee what happens. The chances are there will be no objection
in the eenee of ~ eftort being nade to get ua to take the signs down as
illegally put up, and I think you wuld haTe adequate expl.an&tion and excuse
in the content of Earle Frye• e letter about the _ aati.~ "'l or the Comi.Hion.
It there be any protest by the Trueteee of the I. I. Fund direoted to ua, or
through the Commission, then we would undoubtedl.1 take the signs down again
pronptly. I don't think that 110uld happen.
•
Ae ever,
JHB1es

John H. Balcer, President Emeritus

..
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November 14, 1961
Mr. John H. :Baker
President Emeritus
National Audubon Society'
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr. :Baker:
In connection with your necotiations with the !'lorida Game and
Freeh Water Fish Commission rec:ardinc the W. 1/2 of Sec. 27, I enclose
a copy of the report made by the Commission's local Wildlife :Biolocist,
Robert C. Garrison.
I hope that this matter can be settled very soon,
huntin.r; season bee!;ins this Saturdq, November 18th.
The disabled aircraft still rem.a.ins in our Sanctuary, I have bad
no reply from the Coast Guard Command. Low flyint; incidents appeared to
have ceased for more than a week, then on Sunday afternoon a U.Jj,.J. No. 32
Flyinc :Boxcar flew in at low level and circled three times.
Yesterd.q
afternoon, a Coast Guard Helicopter was circling the area for approximately
fifteen minutes, it did not appear to land.

Thank you for the copy of your letter to Federal Aviation Al;ency in
Texas, I sincerely hope that they can eliminate this problem, al thou.Di
after closer observation 1.1 find that this route is used more by mili ta.ry
aircraft north to south at a lower level than the commercial and civilian
aircraft.
Sincerely,

' ~eL
Charles • Hutchinson
Superintendent

Enc ls.
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Rei rding:
Request by ~h
udubon oc1ety for u
Range 27E, 'l'wp. 478, Colli r County, in Ou ..-.--- .u.
acrew •Bn1> anctu r7 .

of 3eo .27,
with their Cork-

Dear G n s
The w st rn halt of this tra
1 thin corkecrew IJJ&.mp and
the re a1nde~ conai ta of low o~en ine
twoods that hav been cut
ov r. Few birda actually neat 1n th
mmedi te ar a, how•v•r, there
ar ·l rge rookeries close by to the w t and north . This h lf eot!on
there.fore serves a uaetu
u
s a
ffer zone bet een the rookeri
and fer'lling operations .,mmediat y to th east .

Thia halt seotio block• out the a notuary boundary to an e•en
rect ngul r ahape and lac a the oundary fenc out 1n oren country.
Ir thl• tract w re exo ded fro the aanctu ry, the boundary woul
h ve to be re
ed bac
n
ae awamp where the bu1ld1ng nd
m 1ntan&nce r a fence would be very difficult and expensive.
The &tt ch
map nd th two hotog
h a 1how the type of country
involved
d the rela onahl of thia tract to the Audubon
notuary .
1
.L'bis trip f land is all th t ae er tea an important
rt of the
rook•~1 fro. a f arrui
area.
l b 11eve that the beat interests of the public would be beat
aerv d if thi tract of land re aina 1n 1*• present tatu aa a part
of th~ Corkacrew .:>wai
;)anotuary adinitii~tered by the Audubon ooi t7•
1noerel~

-/( (J " CJO/?./Lt~(F ...
,;

Robert c, G rrison,
1ldlite Biolo 1 t
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January 3, lL9,'62Mr. Carl W. Buchheister
President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Buchheister:
As you would see fro m the reports we exceeded our total of visitor
admissions for the t wo week period, although not as many as we had hoped.
I believe that the extremely cold wea+,her we are experiencing may have
had some bearing on this.
I t hoUOit you would like to know tho~ that
it was interes t ing to note that almost 75~ of our visitors were visiti~
for the first time and all that I was able to talk with were very llill.Ch
impressed.
I am most disappointed that I found it necessary to give Arthur
notice of termination of employment here. The attitude he assumed as
well as the statement he mad~ convinced me that the damage had been done,
somehow I had failed to retain hta respect and loyalty.
I muat question
IIlfSelf and try to ascerta in why he reacted as he did .
I do believe that
the lack of personal transportation conf inillit his movements on off duty
time may have dissatisfied him and my reluctance to allow re€Ular use of
Society vehicles for personal reasons was resented to some extent, althouch
we had discussed this and I thought he understood the situation, after all
I do not feel that the Society should have to provide transportation for
employees . I did allow Arthur to use the vehicles on several occasions, but
when more than one employee becomes involved then a line must be drawn
somewhere.
So I can only asswne that the seed of resentment was planted
when I explained that this privilege would have to be curtailed, it was then
nourished by other factions .
I was aware of the change in Arthur •s attitude
I sensed something was troubling him, so to try and have him and Jim air
their grievances, I instituted staff meetings each Monday morning but this
did not accomplish what I had hoped it would, they would not speak u:p, yet
I knew there were undermining opinions, they were either afraid or preferred
not to express .
My failing is the inability evidently , to inspirit my staff
with the same feelin, of dedication to the work of the Society which I myself
feel.
Such incidents as this disturb me, I have tried at all times to concern
myself with their happiness and success and have always complimented Arthur on
the good work he has done here, have extended him additional privileges because
I felt that he had earned them and until recently there was a very close and
Founded 1905 ··· Ded i cated to Conservat i on of Wildlife , Plants , So i l and Water in Relat i on to Human Progress
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sociable relationship, what caused the break in communication between us,
I am unable to explain.
When Phil Kahl aired his opinions on what he considered, 'IIf1' mismana.~ement
of the Sanctuary, he remarked that I placed too I!Illch emphasis on maintenance
and did not practice the initial aims of the Society, which is to educate the
public in Conservation.
This is a cross misconception on his part and as far
as I am concerned sheer ineolence.
·

1

As you know we have discussed how I felt that I could best operate the
Sanctuary, by having my staff work in all phases of the operation.
All of
our work other than interpretive, is not merel.1' maintenance, much of it is
constructive, facilitating more efficient operation.
I have explained this
to rrr:r staff, I did not feel that it was necessary to explain this to Phil
Kahl.
I have also impressed upon my men that we should try to get most of
this type of work completed before our visitors increased in number, so that
we could then be employed in full time interpretive work with a minimwn of
interruption.
Sam has understood this, he has been here long enough to see
just what does happen during our busy season, he has cooperated fully and has
exerted his efforts to have the :Boardwalk in eood condition.
Arthur not
havill€ experienced a busy season, may have felt that he was being exploited,
al thou'11 I had explained the situation to him thoro~ly and he always gave
me the impression that he understood.
At no time, have I ever minimised
the importance of our interpretive work, in fact I have made every effort
to encourage the men to discuss with our visitors the purpose of the
Sanctuary and also inform them of the other activities of the Society which
further their own knowledge of Conservation as well as enlighten them to
the extensive work of the Society.
Your problems are ma~ and I sincerely dislike having to write to you
about such incidents as this, but I know you must wonder why they happen.
It certainly puzzles me, in all the years I have worked in a supervisory
capacity I have experienced staff difficulties, but, I always was able to
discuss the problems with rrr:r staff and s9lve as well as company policy
would allow.
It is most unfortunate that this hat to happen when we are approaching
our busiest period, I will advertise in the Miami Herald and hope that I
can find another assistant.
Best regards.
Since'.}ely,

~:, 7ef~
Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent

Mr. Chorles D. Rutehineon
Superi ntendent
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctusry'
P.O. Box 8o6

l:irtmokalee, Florida

Dear Hutch:
I have ju.st read the oopy of your letter of December 27th to "'andy
Sprun't. I am ver.r distressed over the unplea.atmtneas and troubles that
you ha"Ve had with Phil Kahl, and that the1 resulted in your having to
dismiss Arthur who, in your judgment, had been such a good worker and
prol!dsin.g employe. Now that you s:re just entering 70111' busy season,
you Will be obliged to find n replacG:ment.
·

According to a.11 \he information reoet.ved froa y<ou, Phil Kah1
bas left Corkecrew. I Will expect Sandy, who will receive copy of
t his letter, to l~t me know what Phil ie doing, and what his schedule
ot work will be, for he is still on the· Soeiety~s p~oll, and he will
be pending completion ot M.s wood stork studies.

In one of 1our recent letters you.expreaeed the hope that I will
be coming down soon, Unfortunately, l cannot do so during the month

ot Januaey,. but I will plan to do so in mid-February.

l hope you vill soon be able to get. a good man to replace Arthur.
Continue to keep me posted.
'itb all good wishes to you and your faally for the New Year.

Sincerely•

Carl

w.

Buchheister

Presiden.t
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Telephone: ENright 9-2100

January 2, 19$..

Mr. Irving :Benjamin
Vice President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28. N.T .
Dear Mr. :Benjamin:

En.closed are the Weekly" Report, Monthly Expense Report and Statement
of Receipts tocether with Duplicate Deposit Slips and check from :Board of
Public Instruction.
I
Arthur
salary
should

14th, 1962,
Manthorne will terminate his employment here at the Sanctuary. The
check which will be mailed to him for first two weeks of January
be his final check.

am sorry to have to notify you, that effective January

est regards.

Very ~3
~
Charles D. Hutchinson
Super in tend.en t

Founded 1905 · ·· Dedicated to Conservation of Wildlife , Plants, Soil and Water in Relation to Human Progress

CAB chairman is r. Alan Boyd whom Mr. Baker
knows personally
Mr Baker would b
this situation.

ad to talk to him about

When the Distric
pervisor was there about
3 weeks ago he w 1 smoking and started a fire
which burned the plane so there won't be any
question of salvage.

When you have finished with the materia~ Mr.
Baker would like to have it back.
cet
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19~

Mr. Charles H. Callison
to the President
National Audubon Society
llJO Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.

~ssistant

Dear Mr. Callison:
When I flew over the Sanctuary about three weeks a~, I noted that
the Coast Guard had marked the Hinton plane wi th yellow pa.int but this
does not stand out too well.
I also noted that plane actually straddles
our boundary line and is not completely within the Sanctuary, this was
more clearly ascertained from the air and the plane itself is clearly
visible.
A few weeks aco, when on patrol we met two men who were attemptinc to
co in to the vicinity of the plane and when questioned they advised us
that Dr. Hinton had given them permission to salvace the aircraft.
I
then checked with Dr. Hinton who told me that he had washed his hands off
the disposition of the plane and aJV'one could have it now.
I understand
that most of t he valuable equipment bas been removed from it.
Althou~ we have bad no further incidents of low flying aircraft
inspecting the disable d plane, I thought that perhaps we should attempt
to reach it ourselves and mark it more distinctly .

Air traffic over the Sanctuary appears to have diminished a little,
however, last week a military plane flyinc what I assume is the military .
airline, comi~ in from the South and flying North buz1ed the roofs of
our buildi~s. it passed over so suddenly a nd swiftly that it was
imposs i ble to identify it.
I have not made a positive appraisal of the number of air lanes
that cross the Sanctuary but from the ac t ivity noted , it would seem
t hat there are two military lanes, one civilian and one commercial.
I hope this information is of some assistance to you, I realise
it isn't too specific, we don't particulary notice aircraft goint; over
unless they are flyinc lower than a respectable an~ comfortable alt i tude.
Best regards and HapP1 New Year.

Sincer~~ ~-,
Charlea D. Hutchinson

Founded 1905 · ·. Ded i cated to Conse r vat i on of Wi ld l if e, Pl an ts, Soil and Wate r i n Relation to Human Prog r ess
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

1130 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 28, N. Y.

MEMO

From

Cha rlie Ca llison

Re:._---=a.:..:i:....:r:.....P:....:l::..:a:.;..:n~e;:...;s:::;____________

Dear Charlie:
Ha ve you had a chance to a sce r tain whe ther or not the Coast
Gua rd a ctua lly marked the Hin ton aipl ane ., a s we a ssumed it did,
so overf l ying pilots w uld kn ow it isn 't a current emergency?
Also, do yLu have any new infor ma tion about wha t Dr. Hinton
i ntends to do about recover ing his plane?
Plea se send me any other l a te informa tion, or

obs e ~va t l ons

you ha ve maJ e, about airpl a ne movements ove r the Sanctua ry.
I sha ll @e going to Was hing ton shortly a f t cr the f i r st of the yea r
a nd intend to exp lor e furthe r the ma tter of getting some ai r l anes
cha nged,
Thanks, a nd HA PPY NEW YE1 R!
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Telephone: ENright 9-2100

November 20, 1961
Mr. Charles Callison
Assistant to the President
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Callison:
In regard to aerial intruders, Mr. Baker's letter to me on November 13th
together with a copy of the letter from the Federal Aviation Agency on November
2nd, has explained, I believe, the presence of the Coast Guard Helicopter last
Monda1' afternoon.
The Helicopter did not appear to land and as yet, I have
not had the opporto.ni ty to ca into the area of the disabled aircraft and
ascertain whether it has been marked or not.
There have been no further
incidents of low flying aircraft since the presence of the Coast Guard in
the area.
As Mr. Baker suspected, Dr. Hinton wa.s not following the route mentioned
in the letter from the 1.A.A. but I have been informed that there is an
authorized route for civilian aircraft between Naples and Immokalee which
crosses the South end of the Sanctuary, this is the route Dr. Hinton was
following when he was forced to land his plane.
There also appears to be a military air lane on the east boundary of
the Sanctuary as we have noted on several occasions military aircraft coming
in from the South flyiD€ North at an approxia.mte altitude of 4oo to 500 feet.
Apart from the incidents of low flying aircraft over the area of the
crashed plane, there seems to have been in the past few months a definite
increase 1n aerial activity over the Sanctuary.
Sincerely,

_..

v

Charles D. Hutchinson
Superintendent

Founded 1905 ... Dedicated to Conservation of Wildlife, Plants, Soil and Water in Relation to Human Progress

FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY
Washington 25, D .C.

NOV

9 1961

Mr. John H. Baker
President Emeritus
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, New York
Dear Mr. Baker:
This is in reply to your letter of October 30, 1961, in whi ch you state
that you have not heard from our regional office in Fort Worth , Texas,
regarding your September 26, 1961, correspondence.
It is possib le that the Fort Worth Regional Office personnel have contacted Mr . Charles D. Hutchinson in this matter as suggested in your
previous letter; however, we are again transmitting your corres pondence
to the regional office in Fort Worth , Texas .
Sincerely ,

,.

Noveaber 7, 1961
Federal Aviation Agency

Regional Otfiee

P. O. Box 1689
Fort Worth 1 1 Te:x.u

Gentlemem

On October 30 last, in writing to Mr . Ward B. Ma.eden, Chi.et of Operations
Division, Flight Standards Service , Federal ATiation Agency, 'Wll.shington 2.5,
D.C., we sent you a cop7 becauae Mr. Masden had intonied ws by letter of
October 5, in an.ner to oura ot September 26 to the Federal ATiation Agency
in Wuhington, that your Regional Office in Fort Worth, Texas baa jurisdiction
over aTiation matter1 in the •tate ot Florida.
We bave received no letter from your office, either direct or indirectly
through the Wuhington Office . We vould appreciate hearing froa you am
truet that w JD91' have the cooperation of your agenc7 in bringing to a 1top
the greatly increased huards that have en1ued from the forced landing of
a ••ll plane in our Corkacnv Svmp Sanctuary area in Collier County,
Florida.
Thie foroed laa:ling took place on September 9 1 1961, and as of Noveaber 2
last the dilabled plane had not been removed from the area , but had become
an object ot great curiosity apparently to all the pilots of all the planes
fiyi.ng over the area, even at considerable altitude . Mant of them circle
dawn to a wry low elen.tion to see what vae going on.
Quite aside troa the riak ot additional forced landings in our area and
great hazard or consequent fire dam.aging the sanctuary, we are greatly
concerned at thie aeaaon a1 to ooneequent eerioua disturbance or the normally
large nesting cololl)" of water birds, the protection of which vae one ot
the principal reasons for the establishment of the 6 1 020 acre sanctuary.
We now understand. that your agency ma7 not have any control over the actions
of Defense Department aircraft, and it that be so, we would want to take th
matter up in Washington immediately with the Defense Department . What we
had asked vu that the authorised air route weat of Immokalee be altered 10
that it would not ero1a our sanctuary area, the northern end of which ia in
a portion ot section 3, and the southern em of which 18 on the southern
border or aectiona 20, 21 and 22, all in tovnabip 47SR27E.

The Superintendent ot the aanotuary, . Mr. Charle• D. Hutcbinaon, wote that
on October 22 a National Airl1ne1 Boeing 707 Jet nev in to look around
at no more than 200 teet altitude .
The disabled aircratt that landed within the sanctuary wu ovned by Dr.
Forre1t Hinton of Immokal.ee, norida, vaa a 19.39 Ceeena, licenae 1117187 .
It landed in aection 21 ot the atorenid tovnehip and range. A.a thia vu

a licensed civilian plane, conti-ol of i.ta fiight route would appear to be
definitely a responeibUity ot yov agency. We feel it •hould be removed

from t.he area and that a ohang"
May we hear from rou;

in

authorised route for euch nighte ehoul.d

be made .

Sincerely yours,

John H. Baker
JHB:ea

President Emeritus

CCa Mr. Cbar.199 D. Hutchinson
Box 806
lJllllOkalee, Fl&.
Dear Hutch:

This is intended to serve, among other things, as a reply to
your letter to me of November 2 . I have not yet had an opportunity
to learn from Mr . Buohheister whether he took any action in response
to your letter of October 19, but will advise .
J .H.B .

"
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November 2, 1961
Mr. John H. ~aker
President limeritue
National Audubon Soc1etvr
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
Dear Mr. :laker:

Upon receipt of your letter of October 30th, I realised that you could
not have received a c~y of my letter to the Coast Gwl.rd Command rep.rdinc
low fly1~ aircraft.
I apolopse for this oversight and enclose your
cow.
I have had only one response to my letters, a letter from Federal
Aviation Agency in Washington which I enclose.

The disabled aircraft has not been ranoved from the area, however,
since the incident mentioned in my letter to .the Coast Guard Command,
there have been no further incidents.
When I wrote to Mr. ~uchheister on October 19th, I reported that
the aircraft had not been removed and also asked him for his advice
ret;arding contact with Department of Defense or atzy' other sug;estion
he may have.
I have not heard from Mr. ~uchheister since writinr;.
Very sincerely,

w~

Charles D. Hutchinson
Super in tenden t

cm/mh
ED.els.
P.S.

Thank you for your letters to Mr. Frye.

Founded 1905 . . . Dedicated to Conservation of Wildlife , Plants , Soil and Water in Relation to Human Progress

October 30; 1961
Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
Box 806
Dlmokal.ee, Fla.

Dear Hutchs
I fin:i here copies of your two letters of October 9 to the Federal
Aviation Agency in Wuhi~ton and the Civil Air Patrol in Naplee, Fla.
I do not find any further word trom. you indicating whether you ever
had an answer from. either ...... it so, what, and what disposition, i f any,
hae been m.ade ot the matter.
We have contacts in Waehington vi th liaison personnel who in nv opinion
could be of real aesistance to us in getting satisfactory actions in
this matter, but I do not want to enlist their aid until I have had
further word as to just what has transpired, it anything.
Sincerely,

JHBsea

John H. Baker
President Emeritus

October

.30, 1961

Mr. Wud B. Masden, Cbiet

Operaticme DiYiaion

night Stan4aria &aM1.0:e

F•d91'61 Aviation Agenc1

Walhington 2), D. O.

On iv i-et.um ti-om a tr1p 1 I ttna your letter at Octcber S in an.-r
to mine of Sepwllber 26. I note that you n..w trar.181111 tted .,. letter
to ,o~ Regional Ottioe in Fol"t Worth, Te-.. ., it ha• juriadiction
ovttr &Yiation -.tte~e in the at.ate of Florida. I did not find ant
ooilmatd.cation here fro• JOU1' Fort WQl"tb O.t'fic.e.., but. 'WQuld like to hear
from thea.

John H. Ba.1<61"

Pn•W.ent Emeritus
Charl• D. utonineon
Jox 806

001 Mr.

llllokal. .; Fla.

Federal Anation Agenc;7
Regional Ottice

o. Jt 1669
Port Worth 1,, Tea•

I!.

October 23. 1961

Commander
Ooa&t Guard Command

St . P

terQ~ur~.

Fla.

\

'
1,

Since the t'orc,3 d land1n' made b7 Dr . ll1nton of I mokal•• wi tlil1n
our Sanctuari on September 9th . I have 'been ooave17 cone rned by t~a

numb nr of low1n, tl7inc aircraft c1rel1nc the area of th

disabled

craft .
All types ot aircraft have been invol.,ed. o1•111an, 111111~
Jets and yesterdq afternoon a National Jet Airliner n0w in at no '
~
more than two hundred teet . (Soelnc 70?)
I
\

l reali~e that under nor l conditions , the pose1bil1'1 of anot~er
wifortunate ,1nc1dent oceurt'in~ 1n the sue area 1a remote, however~' i'f
.
f
the practice of low i'lyi~ does continue, 1 t could prove otherwise• 1\ ... \' ,
If ano ther plane 1a forced to la.nd 1t could cause a 1'1l" that would ~ 1 \
~lf our S~ctuary en~erinc human life as woll as destroyinc th•
·

rJatural hnbttat of our wildlife.

.

l

.

l

I
\

,\

1

It h nol( ~ e beg1nninc ot our bird neetin.g season which attracts «
a ueat r numb~r of the public to visit our Sanctua.17 and the :presence\
of low tl.71~ aircra:f't • as well e.a being hazardoua , is very dlstttrbing \
to those who are concerned wi th conservation.
./

1 would most certainly appreciate i t U' your oftioe could exp1t'\lte
some action to have the disabled era.ft either mrked or removed to
liminate the. oons tant circling of the area by other aircraft.
Very

sincer~ ,

·

!?£'~,() . ~~

Charl+>s D•. Hutchinson
Superintendent
ors./~

oe: Mr. John H. ]aker

FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY
Washington 25, D.C.

October 12, 1961

Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson
National Audubon Society
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
Inunokalee, Florida
Dear Mr. Hutchinson:
This is in response to your letter of October 9, 1961,
concerning aircraft operations in the vicinity of the
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary.
This Agency does not exercise control of military aircraft
operations. We are required by law to support military
operations in fulfilling national defense requirements.
It is therefore suggested that your inquiry be directed to
the Department of Defense which has cognizance over military
operations.
You may be assured that this Agency is continually evaluating
the procedures used in controlling traffic in the New York
area. Our procedures are naturally responsive to requirements
dictated by safety. In many instances, the location of airports
in relation to surrounding connnunities and other activities is
such that aircraft will of necessity have to fly over these
areas during the conduct of operations. I am certain that you
can appreciate that these problems are complex and difficult.
Sincerely,

-?~)/,zJ~~
Charles H. Williams
Staff Assistant to the Director
Air Traffic Service
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FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY
Washington 25, D.C.

OCT 5

1961

Mr. John H. Baker
President Emeritus
National Audubon Society
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York 28 , New York
Dear Mr . Baker:
This is in reply to your letter of September 26 , 1961 , in whi ch you
refer to aircraft flying over the Corkscrew Swamp Bird Sanctuary in
Collier County , Florida .
We are transmitting your letter to our Federal Aviation Agency Regional
Office , P. O. Box 1689 , Fort Worth 1 , Texas , whi ch has jurisdiction
over aviation matters within the state of Flo rida . Should additional
information be required by that office , they will conta ct you on this
matter .
Sincerely ,

Chief , Operation .
Flight Standard

~on

l
1
i

LJ
September 26 1 1961

Federal AViation Agenc:r
1711 Nev York Aftnue

Wuhington, D.

c.

Gentle•ns
On Saturda71 September 9 1 1961; a 19)9 Cesena plane, license Hln87,
owned by

Dr. Forrest Hinton of !Jmnolcalee, Florida made a f'orced landing

on sanctuary property of thie Sooietr in aection 21 ot township 47SR27E

1n Collier County, norida.

There waa no personal injury, and as tar as we are a1 yet aware, no damage

to our propel"ty eaudilg ua to ma.lee an:r claim.

'l'h.e SOc1ety maintains 1n tb•t area the 6, 200 acre Corkscrew Swant> Sanctuary.
The spot where the aforesaid plane landed was in sav grass marsh , which in
this instance ie eurrounded b7 a stand ot Virgin cypree1.
reason tor our writing you is that the Superintendent of our aanctuai".Y
ad:naea that there appeai-e to be an authorised plane route, more or leH froa

Now the

east to west acroae our aanotuary, an:l ve would like to reool'IUIJend to you, tor
tour consideration, your diecontinuance o! auch ·a uthorised route and eubatitution
of an eaet-wat route some S or 6 milea .further north where the land ie relatively high and not heavil.1 wooded - - where toreed landings could oertainl.1
Your so doing would also, greatly facilitate
aalvaging any plane making a forced landing . It 1• doubtful that Dr. Hinton
can get hie plane out ot our mareh <>ther than by helicopter, which apparently
ia. too e-,cpenaive tor him.
·

be Dade J11ore eaeily and safely.

Let ua •tress that ou.r tboUgtlt in writing you is only i.ncidental.17 to reooJlllll8m
a c oura that would minimize chances 0£ damage a to our property, eepec ially b7
fire, but primarily to greatly reduce the risk or damag to people and planea
in

the event ot forced landings.

Should you wiah more apeeif io inf'ormation about the location of the east•veat
route currently uaed, may we refer you to Mr. Charles D. Hutchinson, Box 806,
llmnokalee, Florida; Superintendent

or

the sanctuary.

You will note we are

ending hi.Ill 11 copy or this letter. 'lhe writer ' a guess 1e that the said eastws ' :route now said to be approved ey your Agency, runs through IJlllllOkalee .
Very truly yours;

cos Mr.

Hutchinson

John H. Balcer
President Emeritus

..
l
!

.I,

I

I
I

To1

Mr. Buchheiat.r

j

L

Fromt Mr. Baker

Mach 23, 1960
Charges at Corkscrew

From my obeenationa recentl)" while there, people visiting Corkscrew are
happy to pay 1.00 a head tor the right to enter. I 'tfitneseed no protest
and heard of none . I did not observe any club- scout or school group
an"iving8
I think that Jin response to Jim Callaghan's urging, you did. make at least
a temporary ruling authorizing leeaor admiss1onr chargea for members ot

groups,,

and

especially for groupe of children.

The purpose of thia memo 1J to convey to you my feeling that no euoh
reduotions ue necessary. We are not seeking to make money from the
entrance fee and, therefore, we are not interested in maximizing attendanceJ in fact, we an teying to keep attendance down by oharging a fee ..
Moreover- a child that comes in a group can just as vell atf'ord to pay
u a child that comes alone, and as tor adult membere of club , I see no
excuse whatever tor special treatment . It there be acy protest with
regard to prices charged children, all our experience indicates that it
would be the parent, not the childre.n who objected.

1

I do not think that admitting members tree, or at any special price, wuld
be desirable and, incidentally, it would be al.most 1npoesible to enforce.
People who have had a happy time Yi.siting the area will, in my opinion, be

disposed to take out meni>erehip either at the gatehouse or soon thereaf'ter.
I think they will be lees diapoaed to do ·o if they reel pnaeed at the
time of entrance by being told they oan only get in tree by taking out a
rneni>ePahip then a.nd there .

I have not seen any letters that may have paesed between you and either
Callaghan or Lake touching on these matters, but I believe that it would
be timely if you were, after reviewing the thinking as to prices of
admission, to write Mr. Lake setting forth clearly your :final views and
instructing him accordingly.

I have said to all who have co1'UQl!lnted on the admissions charge,, and they
have been .t"ew, that th.e Society is not interested in making a profit, that
it is a non-profit organization, that we have eubatantial development expenses
to meet as a consequence of the increased Viaita.tion resulting from the
constr\XStion of the new acceee road, that our annual steady maintenance costs
for adequate interp:reti'ft start, buildings, power plant, fence, bo«rdwalk
maintenance., etc . , Will run 20,000 a year, and that the p?'eaent inco from
our ma.1.ntenance fUnd is onl.7 about .$700 per annum~

- 2 I have added thatf'Wben and if the receipts trom adJld.saion charges approach
meeting our ooat1bef'ore 8117 application ot New York Office overhead, we
would certainly t-educe the price ot admission and avoid making a profit
on Corkeerev operations,
I found that Mrs . Lake was explaining to some people that 11r there wre
any surplus :f'wida e.e a result of the admia1ions charges, they would be
advantageoualy used to .further other programs and activities of the
Societyt but I auggeated to her she diecontinus making such 1tatement1
and uae the general line wb.ich I have aet forth above . All this will
indicate to you the 1.nt>ortance of our indoctrinating the ataff as to what
to say in situations of that kind .
I think the only person that has raieed atJ7 question with me is the Director
of the 'T rustees of the I . :r. Fund, who laughingly wanted to know why the
state should leaee us halt a eeotion or land at $1 .00 a year i f we were
taking in
00 a day or so at the gate at CorkaorewS
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CCt Mea•ra . Charles CallisonV
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